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the apocalypse of adam

stephen E robinson

in 1945 a collection of thirteen leather bound volumes con-
taining fifty three separate compositions was discovered in the
vicinity of the small town of nag hammadihammada inin upper egypt since
that time this collection has generally been referred to as the nag
hammadihammadlhammami library these manuscripts written inin coptic the lan-
guage of egypt during the first centuries of the christian era are
the literary remainsremains of a group of egyptian christians who prac-
ticed a form of christianity called gnosticism while gnosticism
was not confined to egypt it was there that the dry climate and a
healthy distance from the watchful eyes of later orthodoxy worked
together to preserve this remarkable collection of gnostic scrip
tures

in contrast to the dead sea scrolls discovered two years later
there has been relatively little excitement over the nag hammadihammada
find until recently with the exception of the gospels of thomas
and philip the nag hammadihammada materials had remained inaccessible
and relatively unknown even to students of early christianity this
isis due partly to unsettled political conditions in the near east
which have made it difficult to obtain authoritative copies of the
manuscripts but it is equally a result of the scarcity of scholars
in new Testaitestaltestamentnent and early church history who read coptic con-
fidentlyfi onlyinonly in the last few years have authoritative texts for many
of the documents become available and the value of coptic for
primary research in early christian literature and the new testa-
ment been recognized thus thirty years after their discovery the
nag hanhammadihammadarinadiiinadi documents are gradually receiving the attention
they deserve although most are still not available in english in
the future these documents will prove to be of increasing im-
portance to biblical scholars and historians in general and to LDS
scholars inin particular

an essay written for the hugh nibley festschriftfestschrift tinkling cymbals ed john W
welch assembled on the occasion of dr nibley s retretirementirementbrement copies of all festschriftfestschrift
essays are on ffilele inin casual publication inin special collections harold B lee library
brigham young university
stephen E robinson is a doctoral candidate in biblical studies at duke university
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the nag hammadihammada library is important to students of early
christian literature primarily because it represents an early type
of christianity completely unlike what has long been called ortho-
doxy walter bauer demonstrated long ago that the traditional
picture of christian history isis one from which the victorious fourth
century church carefully erased all traces of its earlier competition 1

actually in the first three centuries there were several brands of
christianity all competing for the title of orthodoxy these were
often as large as if not larger than the universal church and
equally powerful and influential the rediscovery of these varieties
of christianity and their extraordinary doctrines isis forcing scholars
to take another look at the nature of earliest christianity

although gnosticism has long been known to scholars in a
less complete form through the writings of the church fathers and
through an occasional manuscript it has usually been treated as
a form of aberrant christianity having only secondary significance
the discovery of the nag hammadihammada library has reemphasized the
fact that gnosticism was not merely the heretic fringe of the
universal church but that in large areas of the ancient world
gnosticism was the church 2

the importance of the nagnaa hammadihammada texts to LDS scholars
isis that they not only witness an early christianity significantly dif-
ferent from the orthodox tradition but that they witness the
existence of certain peculiar doctrines and bits ofof tradition in very
early christianity that in modern times are found almost exclusively
among the mormonscormonsMormons the following few examples will demon-
strate some of these teachings and traditions

the terinterm gnostic comes from the greek word for knowledge
ruossgnosgnossls fundamental to gnosticism was the belief that the
principle of knowledge is the principle of salvation and that it is
impossible for a man to be saved in ignorance personal revelation
was crucial the knowledge necessary for salvation consisted ac-
cording to many gnostic writings of higher teachings and ordi-
nances taught0 by jesus and his disciples and transmittedttransmitted in oral tra-

waltertwaitetWalte bauer orthodoxy dudanddufabidabis heresyhetes hiin earliest christianity philadelphia
fortress press 1971

it should be understood howeverhoweverweier that gnosticism isis itself only a general term
used to identify a variety of sects which shared the same general approach to religion
but which ddidad1d not necessarily agree on specific tenets the term protestantism is used
in much the same way to denote an approach to christianity which differs from that
of catholicism

cf joseph fielding smith comp eachcachcafhcathingscachingsteachingslugsings of the prophet joseph smith
salt lake city deseret book 1968 p 297 see also doctrine and covenants

1316
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ditionseditions which were most often too secret and sacred to be written
down 0orr to be discussed with any who were not worthy of them
on those occasions when they were written down they appear
to have been closely held and committed to writing only inin an
effort to preserve them for future generations although orthodox
christianity has emphatically denied that any such esoteric teach-
ings ever existed gnosticism insisted not only that they were an
important part of earliest christianity but also that they were the
most important part

quite often this secret teaching included a knowledge of certain
passwords signs and seals that made it possible for the gnostic
to escape from the earth to pass by angelic beings whowhop barred the
way and to return to god this was a literal return for the gnos
ticsbics believed in the preexistencepreexistence of man and even in his coeternalitycoeternal ity
with god the beautiful gnostic hymn of the pearl portrays
man as a spirit child of his heavenly father who lived as a prince
in the palace of the heavenly king before descending to the earth 4

gnosticism frequently divides mankind into three categories
pneumatics who are spiritual hylicsholics who are not and psychics
who are a little of both although psychics can be saved usually
it is only the pneumatics who can be saved in the highest degree
of glory 35

according to the gnostic gospel of philip the highest ordi-
nance of christianity is eternal marriage this ordinance must be
performed in this life and the bridal chamber where it is per-
formed is called the holy of holies we read from the gospel of
philip 117242511724 25 but the holy of the holy onesisanesisones is the bridal cham-
ber from 118172011817 20 but the woman isis united to her husband in
the bridal chamber but those who have united in the bridal cham-
ber will no longer be separated and from 1344813448 if anyone
becomes a son of the bridal chamber he will receive the light if
anyone does not receive it while he isis inin this world he will not
receive it in the other place there is also mention made of heav-
enly garments and names which must never be spoken by those
who know them 7 gnosticism knows a married christ or at least

albertus klijn the acts of thomas leiden E J brill 1962 ppap 12025120 25
on the origin of the world CG 115 pipl 1256125 6 the CG in this and sub-

sequent citations shows the text to be part of the nag hammadihammada coptic gnostic
library now located inin cairo canca tensisrensis gnotiiusgnott cusaus the roman numeral is the
codex number and subsequent arabic numerals indicate treatise page and line

see abraham 522522322
the gospel of philip CG 115115113 117242511724 25 118172911817 29 1344815448154413448 1246812468 105

212221 22 102101210210 12 R mcl wilson trans the gospel of philip londonlondom mowbray
& co 196211962
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a christ with a sexual nature as opposed to the asexual christ of
orthodoxy 8 the apostles also are married and in the second
book of jeu the resurrected jesus has them form a circle around an
altar with their wives at their left in order to teach them the true
mysteries 0 the marcionitesMarcionites a gnostic sect practiced a form of
vicarious baptism for the dead an ordinance that has since dropped
out of orthodoxy although it is attested in thenewshenewthe new testament 10

in most forms of gnosticism the secret oraltraditionoralorai tradition mentioned
above isis often associated with accounts of the creation of the
world the experiences of adam and eve inin the garden and the
fall of man it is usually in this creation setting or in a temple
or on a mountaintop11mountaintop11 that gnosticism places the revelation of the
esoteric mysteries and the knowledge needed to thwart the archon-
tic powers and return to god gnosticism is primarily concerned
with the questions who am I1 where am I1 from and what isis my
destiny that the answers to these questions are often associated
with the creation the garden and the fall of man isis probably due
to the gnostic presupposition that the end of all things is to be
found in their beginning 12 of those documents which manifest this
concern the nag hammadihammada apocalypse of adam is perhaps the
prime example

SUMMARY OF theTHGTHC apocalypse OF ADAM

the apocalypse of adam CG V 5 purports to record the
revelation which adam taught to his son seth according to the
text adam first explains to seth that after being created out of the
earth he and eve possessed inin unity a great glogio910gloryry that eve taught
him a word of knowledge of the eternal god and as a result of
this they were like the great eternal angels and were higher than
the evil creator god who made them it is then told how the creator
god divided them into two aeonsafons 13 apparently an allusion to the

the gospel of philip CG 113 1078910789 111323711152371115211132 37 also the gospel of
thomas CG 112 9125289125 28

carl schmidt and walter till koptiuchkoptisch gnostiche Shriftshriftenshrifteren 1I 303 1111 11 berlin
akademiakademie e verlag 1962

loseesee tertullian adversesadversusAdversus marcionekmarcionemMarcionem v 10 and de resurrectionslesmrectioneresurrectioneresurrect loneione carnis xlviiix1viii
see also I11 corinthians 1529 and hugh nibley baptism for the dead in the ancient
times in improvement era 515251 52 december 1948 apriapril1 1949

for mountains as temples see hugh nibley what iss a temple the idea of
the temple in history provo brigham young university press 1968 p 231

cf the gospel of thomas CG 112 84918849 18
an aeon in a gnostic context isis one of the group of eternal beings that together

form the fulnessfalness of the supreme being from whom they emanate and between whom
and the world they are intermediaries websters third neunew international dictionary
unabridged sv aeon
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myth of the androgynous creation of adam thus separated their
original glory and first knowledge leave them and enter into their
seed to be manifest in future generations through the lineage of
seth seth himself is named after the great savior figure who will
be the manifestation of the lost knowledge and glory of adam
and eve in some future generation adam and eve having lost their
original glory and knowledge in thediedle fall now learn as men about
dead things they also now recognize the evil creator god who
is roughly equivalent in gnosticism to the satan of christianity

adam then falls into aa sleep during which three men come to
him whom he does not recognize because they are not from the
creator god but presumably from the great eternal god saying
adam arise from the sleep of death they restore some of

adam s knowledge and tell him about the saviorilluminatorSavior Illuminator who
will eventually be born from his and eve s seed

when adam and eve hear these things they give a ssigh in
their hearts which is overheard by the evil creator god he then
appears before them and insists that he is their god the god who
made them he somehow causes adam to lustjust after eve the text
is broken here and there is a second fall

adam now reveals to seth the things thatthethattiethat the three men taught
him which consist of a vision of the future and of the appearance
of the saviorilluminatorSavior Illuminator adam prophesies that the creator god
will bring the flood upon the world and destroy all men in order
to kill the seed of seth into whom the original knowledge and
glory of adam have entered

but angels from the great eternal god come on clouds and
plucking the seed of seth from the flood transport them to the place
of the spirit of life the creator god has in the meantime made a
covenant with noah and his sons 14 promising to save them and give
them kingship over all the earth if they will bear no seed of those
who will not worship him when the seed of seth reappears noah
is accused by the creator god of breaking this covenant which
noah denies the seed of seth then go into a land by themselves
and establish a utopian community where there is no evil for 600
years where angels of the great eternal god dwell with them
and where they are called by the name

noah then divides the earth among his sons and charges his
posterity to serve the creator god in fear and slavery but from the
seed of ham and japheth 400000 men join themselves with the

14sseeee genesis 991799 17
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seed of seth the remainder of the seed of ham and japheth form
twelve kingdoms and serve their god sakia the creator god inev-
itably friction arises between the twelve kingdoms on the one
hand and the seed of seth with their 400000 converts on the
other to vindicate his power in the eyes of the twelve kingdoms
the creator god sends some of his angels to rain fire sulphur
and asphalt upon the seed of seth but again the great eternal
god sends his angels abrasax sablo and gamaliel in clouds of
light to descend upon the seed of seth lift them out of the fire
and take them away

some time after this the illuminator of knowledge himself ap-
pears in order to leave for himself fruit bearing trees ie men
who have the gnosis and to redeem their souls from death this
istheestheis the savior promised to adaniadam and eve he performs great signs
and wonders and mocks the powers of the creator god because
the origin and power of the illuminator is something that the
creator god and his angels cannot explaintheyexplain they punish his flesh
nevertheless they use the name in error and ask where did
it come from in answer to this question the twelve kingdoms
of ham and japheth attempt to explain in short enigmatic state-
ments how he was conceived born nourished and thus came to the
water these statements follow thepatternthe pattern of the first which is
in part

he was from a spirit to heaven he was nourished
inin the heavens he received the glory and the power of the one
who is there he came to the bosom or womb of his mother and
thus he came to the water

after the twelve kingdoms a thirteenth aaddsdds its account then
finally the fourteenth the generation without a king gives the
correct answer which is

god chose him from all the afonsaeonsaeonsafons he caused a gnosis of the
undefiled one of truth to be in him she said he came from
a foreign atmosphere devdefaer from a great aeon the great illumina-
tor came forth he makes the generation of those men whom he
has chosen for himself to shine so that they shine upon the
whole aeon

A great conflict follows between the seed of seth here referred
to as those who will receive his name upon the water and the
thirteen kingdoms finally the peoples cry out that the seed of
seth isis truly blessed and that they themselves are in error that they
have perverted the truth and will die as a result

131361566



in answer to this mass confession of the kingdoms a voice is

heard a bath kol addressed to the three aeonsafons micheu micharcichar
and mnesinous who are over the holy baptism condemning them
for persecuting the seed of seth for fighting against the truth
and for polluting the waters of life in order to serve the creator
god the voicevolcevoicevolce then praises the seed of seth agnosticsgnostics and assures
them of their reward which they have earned by keeping the words
they received and by not writing them down the voicevolcevoicevolce further
declares that the truth will be borne through the generations by

angelic beings and that the words of truth will be upon a high
mountain upon a rock of truth and that those who know the great
eternal god know all things

in the conclusion of the document which follows the procla-
mation of the heavenly voice we are told that seth passed these
revelations on to his posterity we are further informed that the
secret gnosis is the holy baptism which isis administered by the seed
of seth appended are the three names jesseusjessesJesseus mazareusmazarousMazareus and
jessedekeus

CRITICAL ANALYSIS

the apocalypse of adam is not strictly speaking an apocalypse
since it is only indirectly an account of the revelation to adam
rather it is an account of adamsadams final instructions to his son
seth since the 700th year 644 should be understood as the
700th year of seth s life it is also according to the septuagint
chronology the last year of adam s life this wouldindicatewould indicate that
the document is not an apocalypse but rather a testament in the pat-
tern of the testaments of the twelve patriarchs where thedie fathers
also call their sons togetherjusttogether just before their deaths for a last word
of instruction and exhortation 15

the date of at least the major portions of the apocalypse of
adam is very early this is attested by the noticeable lack of an
elaborate cosmogonic myth like thoseofthose of demonstrably later gnostic
systems the emanation of the archons the fall of sophia and
other characteristic elements of a more developed gnosticism do
not appear in the apocalypse of adam it was the tendency of later
gnostic systems to continually refine the details of the creation
and operation of the world in an effort to put distance between
the highest godthegoethegod the absolute good and the actual created physical
world in which evil is undeniable in the apocalypse of adam

cf the testament of levi 111211121 2
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however the shift from a purely mythological to a philosophical
cosmogony has not yet taken place and we do not find any such
philosophical abstractions as sophia nous sige or ennola the
apocalypse of adam is consistently anthropomorphic and literal
showing nothing of the philosophical veneer of a more entangled
gnosticism 10 the only exceptions to this occur in the excursus on
the fourteen kingdoms which as hans martin schenke and charles
hedrick have suggested may be an addition to the original text 17

attempts to date the document precisely have been only partially
successful jean doresse has suggested that the gospel of the
egyptians is to a degree dependent upon the apocalypse of adam 18

if this is correct the apocalypse of adam is at least earlier than
the gospel of the egyptians which is usually dated before thethirdthe third
century A D

the text shows unmistakable signs of dependence on a tra-
dition sympathetic to that of the old testament and there is in
all probability a jewish source behind the apocalypse of adam
evidence of this can be found in the testamental form of the docu-
ment the jewish angelology the myth of the androgynous creation
of adam and eve the heavenly voice bath kol the importance
placed on the name and the fact that in this text adam and
eve commit a real sin and experience a real fall likewise the ac-
count of the destruction of the sethian city in 75911759 11 almost cer-
tainly draws upon the old testament account of thedie destruction of
sodom and gomorrah 19 furthermore josephus a first century
jew is already familiar with the tradition found in our text of
sethiansSethians who live apart in their own land believe that the earth
will be destroyed by water and fire and who write their knowl-
edge on pillars of stone 20

in contrast to these jewish elements the apocalypse of adam
does not contain any elements which are necessarily christian all
of the apparent christian references can easily be explained from

cf for example irenaeus against heresiesHer esies book 1 and the apocryphon of
john CGCGIIilliiaii1

1 charles hedrick the apocalypse of adam A literary and source analysis
proceedings of the society of biblical literature 108 1972 586 and hans martin
schenke zum gegenwartigen stand der erforschung der nag hammadihammada handschrif
ten koptologische studienstudden in der DDR halle wittenberg wissenschaftliche
zeitschriftZeitschrift der martin luther universitatuniversitht 1965 ppap 12435124 35

john doresse le livre sacre du grand esprit invisible ou IEvangile des
egyptiensegyptians II11 commentaireCommentaire JA 256 19683707619683701968 3707637057076570 76

genesis 1924281924 28 see also pheme perkins apocalyptic schematization in the
apocalypse of adam and the gospel of the egyptians proceedings of the society of
of biblical literature 108 19725931972 593595

20josephus20josephus antiquities 12312.3123125
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pre christian or non christian sources hellenistic mystery religions
had many revealerredeemerrevealer redeemer figures who taught their chosen fol-
lowers the mysteries of salvation pre christian judaism had a doc-
trine of a suffering messiah as jeremias has shown 221 and thus
george macrae suggests that the section from the apocalypse of
adam that deals with the suffering illuminator is in essence a mid-
rash on isaiah 53 22 if this is true the suffering messiah passage
does not establish a christian origin for the document but rather
strengthens the contention that it rests on a jewish vorlage the
same result obtains in respect to the apparent reference to baptism
the refrain of the thirteen kingdoms and thus he came to the
water is to begin with something of a riddle schenke goes back
to an older egyptian meaning for MOOY to get the translation
and thus he came into appearance making the refrain refer to an

epiphany 2321 while this makes the phrase understandable it relies on
a meaning for MOOY which is not attested in coptic it is more
likely that and thus he came to the water refers to the baptism of
the gnosis 8524258524 25 and would therefore have the sense of and
thus he came at baptism to knowledge and power since initia-
tory baptism was not an exclusively christian rite there is no
reason to insist that these passages were written by a christian or
that they refer to the baptism of jesus in the final analysis how-
ever the conviction that the apocalypse of adam is pre christian
is based on an argument from silence and macrae cautions us
with the reminder that while the concept of our great power

CG vi4via also contains no single indisputably christian passage
the combined weight of its allusions and parallels makes its chris-
tian origin certain in summary it can be fairly stated that the
apocalypse of adam is early that it reflects a jewish vorlage and
that it may be an example of pre christian gnosticism

THE apocalypse IRANIAN

alexander bohlig has suggested more specifically that the
apocalypse of adam may be an example of pre christian gnosti-
cism under the influence of iranian religion 21 in evidence he offers

walter zimmerli and joachim jeremias the servant of god studies in
biblical theology no 20 london SCM press 1957 ppap 57ff

12 george macrae the coptic gnostic apocalypse of adam the heythropHeythrop
journal 6 1965331965 33

ahans2hanshans martin schenke gegenwartigengegenwhrtigen stand p 133 from worterbuchWorterbuch II11

5253 CDDI
2alexanderalexanderaalexander bohlig and pahor labib kollischkoptischkoplisch gnostische apikalypsen aus codex

V von nag hammadahammadi im KopkoplischenkoptischenKoptisrischenlischenrhenchen museum zu alt kairo halle wittenberg
wissenschaftliche zeitschriftZeitschrift der martin luther universitatuniversitht 1963 p 90
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some iranian parallels to the apocalypse of adam for example
bohlig notes that the three men who come to adam at 6526 cor-
respond to the three uthrasutaras in the eleventh book of the mandaean
ginza the descent of holy angels and the polluting of holy waters
are also found in the same book of the ginza surely the fact that
all three of these motifs from the apocalypse of adam are found
in the same book of the ginza is striking and must be given due
consideration but at the same time it remains that all three of
these motifs have jewish and hellenistic parallels as well As boh-
lig himself points out it is likely that the reference to the three
men inin 6526 is ultimately derived from the three angels who ap-
pear to abraham in genesis 1818lffiff pheme perkins has drawn at-
tention to a similar passage in the death of adam w 152215 22
where eve sees three men enthrone adam after his death 25 the
three descending angels abrasax sablo and gamaliel are also
found in the gospel of the egyptians although they are not ac-
cused of polluting the waters the aeonsafons micheu micharcichar and
mnesinous are specifically said to be over the living waters in
codex brucianusBrucianus 26

the scheme employed in the apocalypse of adam of three
world ages separated by flood and fire also appears typically iranian
but first century judaism was already familiar with the same idea
even though it may ultimately have been borrowed josephus speaks
of the sethiansSethians setting their knowledge up on pillars of brick and
stone that would survive these twin cataclysms 27

bohligbbhligbuhlig has further suggested that the formulas of kingdoms
seven eight ten and eleven in the excursus on the fourteen king-
doms refer explicitly to the birth of the saviorilluminatorsavior illuminator mithra
however all fourteen formulas are vague at best and while it is

true that some of them contain elements identified with mithra
these elements are also found in connection with a number of other
hellenistic saviors if the allusions were more specific we would
probably find that the statements of the thirteen kingdoms repre-
sent various counterfeit saviors from the hellenistic mystery re-
ligionsli including mithraism while that of the fourteenth the
generation without a king represents the true understanding of
the savior professed by the gnosticsagnostics who produced the apocalypse

pheme perkins apocalyptic schematization p 594 see also michael stone
the death of adam an armenian adam book harvard theological review 59
196628391196628391

codex brucianusBrucianus baynes papyrus LXI 182118 21
josephus antiquities 12.3123123125
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of adam in any event it is unlikely that all or most of themthern refer
to mithra since mithra himself is never pictured as a suffering
savior as is the illuminator in this text

it has also been suggested that the fourteen kingdoms may
be paralleled in iranian religion by the fourteen light aeonsafons of
mani 28 but it seems more probable that we are presented here with
a contrast of thirteen false kingdoms against the one true genera-
tion 29 since we are specifically told in 7518227518 22 that the generations
of the powers use the name whatever it may be erroneously

while there are solid iranian parallels to the apocalypse of
adam it may be that the traditions found in the apocalypse are
just as likely to have their antecedents inin jewish and hellenistic
literature and ideas but while it may be unnecessary to draw on
iranian religion for ideas that are already found in the mediter-
ranean world the fact that parallels can legitimately be called up
from both the east and the west suggests that the mythical
and religious preconditions of gnosticism were more ubiquitous inin
the ancient world than is generally thought

THE apocalypse AND THE LATTERDAYLATTER DAY SAINTS

to latter day saints interest in the apocalypse of adam lies
particularly in the following parallels to LDS religion the docu-
ment is a testament which adam in the last year of his life leaves
to his righteous posterity the seed of seth adam says that he and
eve were originally created with glory and knowledge eve brings
knowledge to adam and as a result we were as the great eternal
angels 6414166414 16 the creator god satan separates them thus
bringing about a fall their original knowledge and glory leave
them and they become mortal now they recognize the creator god
adam falls into a sleep during which three men come to him and
say arise adam 6612661 2 30 they then instruct adam and
eve and promise them that a savior shall come into the world
who shall suffer in the flesh the content of their revelation to
adam consists of a vision of world history which when combined

kephalia2kephaliaKephaliaphalla 1042fflo42ff1042 ff
there are also thirteen aeonsafons in the pistis sophia see G R S mead pistis

sophia london john watkins 1947 p 156ff it should be noted here that if
we are correct in interpreting the formulas of the thirteen kingdoms as representing
inaccurate or false utterances then the formula of the ninth kingdom which may be
a reference to the fall of sophia may also be the polemic of one gnostic sect
against another

othethe awakening of adam occurs elsewhere see the apocryphon of john
7020217020 21 and 79425794 25
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with what adam has already told seth makes the apocalypse
of adam an account of this world from the creation to the con-
summation with emphasis on the role and fate of the seed of seth
the climax of world history isis the coming of the saviorilluminatorSavior Illuminator

the power of the gnosis is bound up with the name at three
points in the text 7257725 7 7720 and 836 although we are never
told what the name is the gnosticsagnostics will be rewarded for not
writing down the words of the secret knowledge for they are to
remain oral and secret 8556855 6 in the epilogue to the apocalypse
all of this is placed in a ritual setting and the secret gnosis of
adam is identified with a ritual baptism or anointing 8522288522 28

much of this has a familiar ring due to similar constructs in the
book of moses the book of mormon and LIDSLDSliisllis ritual but easily
the most striking parallel isis to the account of adam ondi ahman
in dacd&c 107415710741 57 here we are told that three years before his
death adam called his righteous posterity to him to receive his final
blessing in the apocalypse of adam this occurs in the last year
of adam s life in dacd&c 10753 all of the patriarchs mentioned
by name are of the seed of seth in the apocalypse the revelation
is given to seth and is about his seed in dacd&c 10742 seth is told
by his father that his seed should be the chosen of the lord and
that they should be preserved unto the end of the earth in the
apocalypse the glory of adam passes into the seed of seth they
are designated as the seed through whom the savior will come
and their miraculous preservation from the attacks of the evil
one is foretold in the apocalypse there is an appearance of three
angels in dacd&c 10754 it is the lord himself who appears in the
apocalypse the history of the world to the final consummation is
portrayed in dacd&c 10756 adam is said to have predicted what-
soever should befall his posterity unto the latest generationorenecrene ration

A final caveat to this study must recognize however that
parallels of themselves are neutral they prove nothing while it
is hoped that latter day saints will become excited and enthusiastic
about such parallels as can be found between ancient literature and
the beliefs of the church it is even more to be hoped that this en-
thusiasmthusia sm will lead to an increased participation by latter day
saints in the competent study of this literature for its own sake and
not merely for the sake of those parallels
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TEXT

plate 64 plate 65

1 the apocalypse of adam 1 forth from this aeon which
2 the revelation which adam 2 we were from I1
3 taught his son seth in 3 and eve your mother but
4 the seven hundredth year 4 it went into the seed of

saying 5 great aeonsafons for this reason
5 listen to my words my 6 1I myself have called you
6 son seth when god 7 by the name of that man
7 had created me from 8 who is the seed of the
8 the earth along with eve great generation

your mother 9 or from whom it comes after
9 1I walked about with her in a 10 those days the eternal

10 glory which she had seen from 11 knowledge of the god
11 the aeon we were from 12 of truth was far from
12 she taught me a word 13 me and your mother eve
13 of knowledge of the 14 from that time on we
14 eternal god and we were as 15 were taught about dead
15 the great eternal angels 16 works like men then
16 for we were higher than 17 we recognized the god who
17 the god who made us and 18 had created us for we
18 the powers with him whom were not
19 we did not know 19 strangers to his power and
20 then the god the ruler 20 we served him in
21 of the archonsarchois and the power 21 fear and bondage and after
22 separated us in wrath 22 these things we were
23 then we became two aeonsafons 23 darkened in our heart
24 and the glory that was in 24 and I1 was sleeping in the
25 our heart left us 25 thought of my heart
26 me and your mother eve 26 and I1 saw three
27 along with the first knowledge 27 men before me
28 that breathed inin us and 28 whose likeness I1 was
29 it fled from us 29 not able to recognize because
30 and went into 30 they were not from the powers
31 31 of the god who made
32 which did not come 32 us they surpassed

33
34
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plate 66 plate 67

1 said to me arise 1 in my thought and
2 adam from the sleep 2 my heart I1 knew
3 of death and hear 3 a sweet desire
4 concerning the aeon and 4 for your mother then

the seed 5 the bloom of our
5 of that man the one to 6 eternal knowledge
6 whom life has come the one 7 was lost to us

7 who came from you and 8 and weakness
8 from eve your wife 9 plagued us
9 then as I1 listened to 10 for this reason the days

these words 11 of our life became few
10 from those great men 12 and I1 realized that
i i who stood 13 1I was under the power
12 before me then we gave a 14 of death and now
13 sigh in our heart me and 15 my son seth I1 will
14 eve and the lord god 16 reveal to you those things
15 who created usstoodus stood 17 which were revealed to me
16 before us he said 18 by those men
17 to us adam why have 19 whom 1I saw
18 you sighed in your heart 20 at first
19 dont you know that 1I 21 before me
20 am the god that created 22 after I1 complete
21 you and I1 breathed into 23 the times
22 you a spirit of life 24 of this generation
23 a living soul then 25 and theyearsththe eyearsyears
24 there was a darkness upon our 26 of this generation
25 eyes then the god who 27 are gone
26 created us created 28
27 from him 29
28 1I am 30
29
30
31
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plate 68 plate 69

plate 68 is blank 1

2 for torrents of rain
3 from god the almighty
4 shall be raised up
5 that he might
6 destroy all flesh from
7 god the almighty that
8 he might destroy
9 all flesh from the earth

10 by means of that which was
11 round about them

together with
12 some of the seed of
13 those men into whom
14 has passed the life of
15 the knowledge which
16 came from eve
17 your mother for they were
18 strangers to him
19 after these things
20 great angels will come
21 on high clouds
22 they will take those
23 men to the place
24 where the spirit
25 of life is
26
27
28
29

dittography
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plate 70 plate 71

1 1 because of this I1 will give
2 which are there the earth to you
3 from heaven 2 to you and your sons in
4 to the earth and the entire 3 royalty you will rule
5 multitude of flesh will be over it you
6 left behind in the water then 4 and your sons and none of
7 god will rest from 5 that seed will come from you
8 his wrath and he will put 6 of those men from another
9 his power upon the waters 7 glory who will not stand

10 and he will spare noah 8 before me then they will
and his sons 9 be like the cloud of the

11 and their wives by means 10 great light those men
of the 11 will come who were

12 ark together with the animals 12 cast forth from the knowledge
13 which he allowed them and 13 of the great aeonsafons and
14 the birds of heaven which he 14 angels they will stand
15 called and released 15 before noah and the aeonsafons
16 on the earth and god 16 and god will say to
17 will say to noah he 17 noah why have you
18 whom the generations will 18 departed from what I1
19 call deucalion behold told you
20 1I have watched over you in 19 you have created another

the ark generation that
21 together with your wife 20 you might scorn my

and your power then
22 sons and their wives 21 noah will say 1I will

with their 22 testify in the presence of your
23 animals and the birds of 23 might that the generation of
24 heaven which you called 24 these men came neither from
25 and released on the earth 25 me nor from

cf 1 141614 16 above
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plate 72 plate 73

1 the knowledge 1 son of noah the
2 those men 2 seed will be pleasing
3 and he will bring them into before you

their proper land 3 and before your power
4 and he will build them 4 seal it in your sharp
5 a holy dwelling place and 5 hand with fear and
6 they will be called by that 6 commandment that
7 name and they will dwell there 7 all the seed which came
8 six hundred years in an from me
9 incorruptible knowledge 8 will not turntarn away from you

10 and angels of the great light 9 and god the almighty
11 will dwell with them 10 but they will serve
12 nothing abominable shall 11 in humility and
13 dwell in their heart 12 fear of their knowledge
14 only the knowledge of god 13 then others will come forth
15 then noah will divide the 14 from the seed of ham and
16 whole earth between his sons 15 japheth four hundred
17 ham and japheth and shem thousand
18 he will say to them 16 men will go and enter

my sons 17 into another land and they
19 hear my words behold I1 have will dwell
20 divided the earth between 18 with those men who

you but 19 were from the great
21 serve him in fear and 20 eternal knowledge because
22 bondage all the days 21 the shadow of their power will
23 of your life let not 22 protect those who have dwelt
24 your seed depart from the face 23 among them from every
25 of god the almighty evil thing
26 1I and your 24 and from every abominable
27 desire

25 then the seed of ham and
26 japheth will form twelve
27 kingdoms and the
28 seed will enter into
29 another people
30
31 for
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plate 74 plate 75

1 who are dead 1 where the great men
the great 2 will be those who

2 aeonsafons of incorruptibility 3 neither have been defiled nor
3 and they will go to sakia 4 will be defiled by any lust
4 their god they will enter 5 because their soul was not
5 into the powers accusing 6 in a defiled hand but it

the great 7 was from a great command-
ment6 men who are in their

7 power they will say to sakia 8 of an eternal angel
8 what is the power of 9 the fire and sulphur and

these men 10 asphalt will be cast upon
9 who stood before you 11 those men and

10 those who were taken 12 fire and a mist will come upon
away from 13 those aeonsafons and the eyes

11 the seed of ham and japheth of the powers
12 who will amount to 14 of the illuminatorsIlluminatilluminatoryors will

400000 men be darkened
13 they were received into 15 and the aeonsafons will not see

another aeon 16 them in those days
14 from which they came and 17 and great clouds of light
15 they have turned away from 18 will descend and

all the glory of 19 other clouds of light from the
16 your power and the rule 20 great aeonsafons will come down

of your hand 21 upon them and abrasax
17 because the seed of noah 22 sablo and gamaliel will

through 23 descend and lift those
18 his son has complied with your 24 men out of the
19 every wish and also all 25 fire and the wrath and they

the powers 26 will carry them above
20 in the aeonsafons over which your the angels
21 power rules but neither those 27 and rules of the powers
22 men nor those who and they
23 dwell in their glory 28 will take them out
24 have done what you want 29 of life
25 but they have turned your 30 they take them to
26 whole multitude then 31 aeonsafons

the god
27 of the aeonsafons will give them

some of
28 those who serve him
29
30 they will come upon that land
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plate 76 plate 77

1 of the 1 ofofsethafsethseth and he will
2 there with holy perform
3 angels and aeonsafons the 2 signs and wonders to put
4 men will be like to shame
5 those angels because they 3 their powers and their archon
6 are not strangers to 4 then the god of the

them but powers will
7 they work in the incor-

ruptible
5 be troubled saying what

ruptible seed 6 is the power of this
S and again the illuminator man who is
9 of knowledge will pass by 7 exalted above us

to a third time in great then he will
it glory that he might leave 8 stir up a great wrath against
12 some from the seed of noah 9 that man and the glory
13 and the sons of ham 10 will transfer itself

and japheth and will abide
14 that he might leave for it11 in holy houses which

himself some 12 it has chosen for itself and
15 fruit bearing trees 13 the powers will not see himhirn

and he will 14 with their eyes nor will they
16 redeem their ssoulsouis from the 15 even see the illuminator
17 day of death for everything 16 then they will buffet

which the flesh
18 was created from the 17 of the man upon whom the
19 dead earth will be 18 holy spirit descended then
20 under the power of death 19 the angels and all the
21 but those who ponder 20 generations of the powers

the knowledge 21 will use the name in
22 of the eternal god 22 error saying
23 in their heart will not perish 23 where did it come from
24 for they did not receive 24 or where did the words

the spirit 25 of falsehood come
25 from this kingdom only from which
26 but they received it from 26 all the powers could not
27 one of the eternal angels 27 find therefore the first
28 illuminator 28 kingdom says of him
29 29 that he was from
30 dead 30
31 3311
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plate 78 plate 79

1 A spirit to heaven 1 her he and phersalisPhersalis
he was 2 and sauel and his armies

2 nourished in the heavens 3 which were sent
he received the glory and solomon

3 and the power of the one 4 himself sent his army of
who is there he came 5 demons to seek after the

4 to the bosom of his mother 6 virgin and they
5 and thus he came to the water did not find
6 but the second kingdom says 7 the one they sought after but
7 of him that he came 8 the virgin who was
8 from a great prophet given to them
9 and a bird came and 9 she was the one they

carried the brought solomon
10 child which was begotten 10 took her and the virgin

and took him 11 conceived she brought forth
11 onto a high mountain 12 the child in that place
12 and he was nourished by 13 she nourished him on the edge
13 the birds of heaven an angel 14 of the wilderness after
14 came forth there he he had

said to him 15 been nourished he
15 arise god has given you received glory
16 glory and he received a 16 and power from the seed

glory and a strength 17 which was begotten by him
17 and thus he came to 18 and thus he came to the

the water 19 water but the fifth
18 the third kingdom says of him 20 kingdom says of him
19 that he came from 21 he came from a
20 a virgin womb 22 drop from heaven he
21 he was cast out of his city was sown
22 he and his mother he 23 in the sea the deep

was taken 24 received him gave him birth
23 to a place in the 25 and raised him to heaven

wilderness he he received
24 nourished himself there he 26 glory and power and thus

came and he received 27 he came to the water
25 glory and power and thus 28 the sixth kingdom
26 he came to thewatertoewaterthe water 29 says of him he
27 the fourth kingdom says 30 came into existence on
28 of him that he came account of
29 virgin
30
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plate 80 plate 81

1 which is above that he 1 but the ninth kingdom says
might spread 2 of him from the nine

2 flowers she conceived from the 3 muses one divided off
3 desire for the flowers she 4 she came to a high
4 brought him forth in mountain she

that place 5 spent awhile sitting there in
5 angels of the flower garden 6 order to desire herself alone
6 nourished him he received 7 that she might be both male
7 a glory in that place and female
8 and power and thus he came 8 she fulfilled her desire and
9 to the water but the 9 conceived by her desire

10 seventh kingdom said 10 he was born he was
11 of him he is a drop nourished by
12 he came from heaven to earth 11 the angels who are over
13 he was carried down to the desire

caves of 12 and he received glory in that
14 dragons he became a child 13 place and power and then
15 A spirit came upon him he 14 he came to the water the
16 took him to the height 15 tenth kingdom says of him

to the place 16 his god loved a cloud
17 where the drop was from 17 of desire he ejaculated
18 he received glory and power 18 into his hand and cast
19 in that place and thus 19 some of the drops into
20 he came to the water 20 the cloud beyond him

but the 21 he was bomborn he received
21 eighth kingdom says glory
22 of him A cloud came 22 and power in that place and
23 over the earth it wrapped 23 thus he came to the water

around 24 but the eleventh kingdom
24 a rock and he came 25 says of him the father
25 from it the angels 26 desired his own daughter
26 in the heaven nourished 27 she herself conceived by
27 him he received glory and 28 her father and she cast
28 power in that place and 29 a tomb
29 thus he came to the water
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plate 82 plate 83

1 out in the wilderness the 1 he made the generation
2 angel nourished him in that of those men
3 place and thus he came to 2 whom he has chosen for
4 the water the twelfth himself to shine
5 kingdom says 3 so that they shine upon the
6 of him he came from 4 whole aeon then the seed
7 two illuminatorsIlluminatilluminatoryors they will fight

nourished 5 against the power those
8 him there he received glory who will receive
9 and power and thus he came 6 his name upon the waters

10 to the water but the and by means of
11 thirteenth kingdom says 7 them all and a cloud
12 of him every birth 8 of darkness will cry out in
13 of their archon is a word 10 a loud voice saying
14 and this word spoke a 11 blessed is the soul of those
15 command in that place he 12 men because they have known
16 received glory and power 13 god with a true knowledge
17 and thus he came to the 14 they shall live forever and

water 15 ever because they did not
18 that the desire of these 16 perish in their lust

powers 17 along with those angels
19 might be satisfied but nor did

the generation 18 they fulfill the works of the
20 without a king over it says 19 powers but they stood
21 god chose him 20 before him in a knowledge
22 from all the aeonsafons 21 of god like light
23 he caused a knowledge 22 which has come forth from

of the 23 fire and blood but we
24 undefiled one of truth to be 24 have mindlessly done every
25 in him she said 25 deed of the powers we

he came 26 have taken pride in the
26 from a foreign atmosphere 27 transgressions of our works
27 from a great aeon the 28
28 great illuminator came forth 29 his works

ie the knowledge 30 black

i e all the waters
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plate 84 plate 85

1 is eternal but these are 1 their fruit does not
2 spirits for now we have wither but

realized 2 they will be known
3 that our souls shall die 3 to the great aeonsafons because

in death the words
4 then a voice came to them 4 of the god of the great
5 saying micheu and aeonsafons which
6 micharcichar and mnesinous 5 they have kept they have

who are not put
7 over the holy baptism 6 in the book nor have they
8 and the water of life why written them down
9 have you been crying out 7 but angelic ones will

against bring those
10 the living god in lawless 8 which all the generations

voices of men
11 and tongues which have 9 will not know for
12 no law with souls 10 they will be on a high
13 full of blood and abominable 11 mountain upon a rock of truth
14 deeds you are full of 12 for this reason they
15 deeds which are not those will be named

of the truth 13 the words of
16 but your ways are full of incorruptibility
17 gladness and joy even 14 and truth of those

though you who know
18 have defiled the water of life 15 the eternal god in
19 you have brought it under 16 wisdom of knowledge and
20 the will of the powers 17 teaching of angels forever
21 to whom you have 18 for he knows all things
22 been given to worship 19 these are the revelations which
23 them and your thought 20 adam revealed to seth his
24 is not like that of 21 son and his son taught
25 those men whom them to
26 you persecute 22 his seed this is the
27 knowledge
28 desire 23234254 of the hidden things of adam

24 which he gave to seth which
25 in the holy baptism

of those
26 who know the eternal

knowledge
27 by those born of the word

and
28 the imperishable

illuminatorsIlluminatilluminatoryors who
29 came from the holy seed
30 jesseusjessesJesseus mazareusmazarousMazareus
31 jessedekeus
32 the apocalypse of adam
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columbia river
clinton F larson

the sunstream river wendsbends below cascade locks
between green mounds of shoreline whose sable
pines rectify slope verge promontory and rock
upward pencillingpencillingthe the windwaveringwindwavering sillssillsofof blue
ages of sunmistsunfist sheet and fall resonant in palms
of morning where gleam green and yellow as rue
of night flashing spiring windbreakingwindbreaking over
the vibrancyvibrancyof of waves the weather moves in calms
of lihtlight surf of it beyond reviving the cup
of harbor inlet farms arising wheat of land
will mark randomly where farmers found arable
soil between golden mounds of desert oregon
run of wind riffling the river mounts windrowswindrosswind rows
on the far shore as a skiff turns yielding
and tipping in a bend to find the shadowy wharf
that teems with sail and gear tenor of days
in the sweep will pay the fare for green turn
and bend on that river greening to portland
beyond which the water spreads and calms in
pacific blue 0 angelus of capped rounds
of sound and bays of the coastal rock I1 lock
the skiffs of cirri in and keep them wavering
sunward on the stream

clinton F larson is professor of english and poet in residence at brigham young
university
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karlkadkari G maesersmaeyersMaesers german background
182818561828 1856

the making of zions teacher

douglas F tobler

there is a fuller and more immediate effectiveness of a great
spirit than that possible through his works these show only a
part of his being the entirety flows pure and wholly through his
living personal self in a way which cannot be proved in detail
nor investigated nor even wholly thought his real self is taken up
by his contemporaries and handed on to generations to follow
it is this quiet and it cannot be otherwise described magical
effect of great spiritual natures that carries an ever growing
thought from generation to generation from nation to nation
and allows it to rise with ever greater might and extension

written works literature then take it mummified as it were
over those gaps which the living effectiveness can no longer leap 1

humboldt s characterization of the effective teacher is surely
true of a transplanted german karl G maeser who at forty eight
years of age came to provo in 1876 at the request of brigham
young to give new impetus to the brigham young academy and
to provide it with the proper academic and religious balance cont-
emporaries and succeeding generations alike have properly recog-
nized maeser as BYU s spiritual architect 2 one whose

douglas F tobler is associate professor of history at brigham young university
wilhelm von humboldt from ueber schiller und den gang seiner geistesent

wicklungwicklunowicklung in marianne cowan ed and trans humanist without portfolio detroit
wayne state university press 1963 p 164

ernest L wilkinson brigham young university the first hundred years
provo brigham young university press 1975s1975 p 77ff maeser was praised by

president francis M lyman dr karl G maeser has done for me directly and
indirectly through my children more good than any other educator charles W
nibley 1 I could sit in the dust at the feet of this man president heber J grant

who said brother maeser was one of three people his mother and john R winder
were the other twolatwoltwo who were getting along in years whom he hoped would still be
alive when he returned from his mission to japan and senator reed smoot his
undoubted faith in god his unselfish devotion to a knowledge of his profession his
spirit of self sacrifice together with a powerful personal magnetism softened with a
true love and personal interest in every student are characteristics that won my love
and admiration for dr karl G maeser other similar tributes are in dr karl
G maeser memorial brigham young university quarterly volume 31 february
1907 and volume 311 november 1934
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work was highly valued by the church authorities for he not
only turned out educated men and women but turned them out
latter day saints prepared alike for the ordinary duties of life
the work of the schoolroom and the labors of the mission field 3

A portrait of maeser s brigham young academy in its earliest
years reveals a small group of committed saints lovingly nurturing
the fledgling institution through practical struggles for existence
while at the same time charting its unique spiritual intellectual
course within the great basin kingdom the list of devoted sup-
porters is long then as now it included faculty trustees adminis-
tratorstrators and students each offering his own talents and training for
the benefit of the whole to betaughtbe taught werethemerethewere the james E talmagesbalmagesTalmages
josiah hickmanshickmannHickmans N L nelsonsbelsonsNelsons george sutherlandsherlandsSut amy brown
lymansclymans and countless other eager and not so eager students to
provide the funds there were brigham younghimselfyoung himself although
not for long abraham 0 smoot harvey cluff uncle jesse
knight and others who believed in the enterprise and were willing
to sacrisacrificefice for it

but while we often pay tribute to thisteacherthisthithl steacherteacher whom sensitive
students like talmage and nelson admired to the point of hero
worship 4 little has been known of those sources of maeser s charac-
ter world view and educational philosophy which qualified him
for the trusted calling he received and which formed the basis for
his later success as a teacher in zion 5 it is the purpose of this essay
to illuminate his european background to attempt to put his life s
work in historical perspective

the traditional picture of maeser s early life depicting him as

orsonrson F whitney history of utah 4 vols salt lake city george Q cannon
& sons 1904ign 4328

in a speech at maesersmaeyersMaesers birthplace in Vorvorbrackevorbriickebrachebracke near meissen saxononsalononSaxonon 19
november 1926 president james E talmage of the european mission recalled his
relationship with maeser years before together we have hungered and eaten
thirsted and drunk in periods of quiet converse sanctified by such love and trust as
would be fitting between father and son karl G maeser has told and taught me
the way of repentance and the indispensability thereof in honor of dr karl
G maeser millennial star 88 9 december 19267731926 775773

in 1919 in response to a request to evaluate what parts ofbrotherof brother maeser s
legacy to the church schools should be retained N L nelson described his relation-
ship to his mentor and I1 who revered bro maeser as perhaps no mere son could
have done who for a dozen intimate years was his secretary and was even chosen
when he wanted things done I1 who listened breathlessly to his every word and never
really outgrew the awe I1 first had for him as a boy amarnain not unworthy I1 hope to take
up this challenge N L nelson to david 0 mckay 27 junejuliejutie 1919 david 0
mckay papers church historical department

maesersmaeyersMaesers biography by his son reinhard devotes a scant twelve pages to his
german background see reinhard maeser karl G maeser A biography provo
brigham young university 1928 ppap 9219 21
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an authoritarian prussian aristocrat educated in the best of
germany s schools a professor one of that country s intellectual
elite one of its foremost educators who gave up wealth po-
sition and prestige to come to america for the gospel s sake is at
best an incomplete and distorted stereotype understandably
fashioned by grateful family and students whose understanding of
the realities of nineteenth century germany s education and cul-
ture was colored primarily by their own frontier experiences 6 what
seemed aristocratic or intellectually elite in the valleys of the
wasatch was not necessarily so in a germany basking in worldwide
cultural and educational preeminence moreover maeser himself
may have wittingly and unwittingly contributed to this image of his
past in the minds of his utah contemporaries by the absence of his
own written firsthand accounts of his early life his kissinger like
german accent the external authoritarian bearing his unforget
tablybably formal frock coat and a touchatouchanouch of his own forgivable vanity 7

in any case when maeser arrived in provo he brought a philosophy
of life and education which derived from a happy marriage of his
german experiences and training and the philosophical and meta-
physical truths of the gospel to form in him a whole man and
a whole philosophy of education in the mormon context his life-
long friend fellow teacher and brother in law eduard schoenfeld
has correctly pointed out how both elements united for the first
time gave maeser the ideal purpose and meaning to his own life

wilkinson BYU ppap 818481 84 dr maeser s legacy to the church schools
brigham young university quarterly 11 february 1906 is an excellent example of
misrepresentation of maesersmaeyersMaesers training social and educational status see also R
maeser karl G maeser p 11 mabel maeser tanner karl G maeser my grand-
father maeser file BYU archives alma P burton quotes a statement by N L
nelson which seriously overstates maesersmaeyersMaesers standing in the german academic com-
munity alma P burton karl G maeser salt lake city deseret book 1953
p 10

inn presenting his complete picture of brother maeser N L nelson wrote
considering how deeply his life and ideals helped to shape my own I1 am loath to

record one other instance in addition to irascibility of weakness especially in
his declining years his work as an educator had borne such exceptional traits in
character that wherever he went he became the object of extravagant praise and he
liked it adulation became the nectar to which he looked forward on every occasion
illustrations of how sweet it became to him would be cruel to his memory and indeed
which of us under like circumstances would remember christ s admonition let not
thy right hand know what thy left hand doethboethdoeth N L nelson to david 0
mckay 27 june 1919 mabel maeser tanner quotes from her grandfather s diary

which has not been found an observation which gives an inflated view of his
status in germany impressions of extreme unfriendliness toward the mormonscormonsMormons
had grown up in this land as elsewhere and yet in the home of us prominent
educators in the center of this cultural center of the kingdom of saxony we men
of community standing were entertaining them and listening respectfully as the
principles of this unpopular gospel were expounded to us mabel tanner my
grandfather
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as well as to what he thought mankind could become if they could
receive this complete form of education 8 maeser not only exper-
ienced a kind of intellectual and existential joy from his whole
philosophy of life but he also saw it as a principle for the per
fectability of mankind if maeser later on appeared to be rigid
when confronted with the pedagogical reform ideas of his suc-
cessorscessors his reluctance was probably actuated as much by a con-
viction of having discovered certain philosophical and pedagogical
1 absolutes as by personal intransigence or obstinacy 9 finally
maeser s own by german standards inferior kind of academic
training ironically prepared him better for the later achievement in
the pioneer society in america than it would have in his native
germany here he was able to implement the ideas derived from his
philosophical mentors humboldt goethe schiller hegel and the
classical idealistsidealists of the late enlightenment as well astheagtheas the radical
pedagogical notions of johann heinrich Pestapestalozzilozzitozziiozzi and his disciples
friedrich froebel and jean herbart had maeser received the usual
german university education of the nineteenth century instead of the
11 second class normal school preparation then frowned upon inin
germany he would along with hundreds of other teachers have
fallen victim to the specialization relativism and amoral value
structure which at the time was the pride and later the bane of the
german educational system with the addition of mormonism s

certainty of god s existence and the moral principles deriving there-
from maeser was prepared like an educational don quixote
to offer all students old and young rich and poor gifted and slow
the education of the whole man which as both his mentors and
he envisioned would bring freedom and dignity to each human
being

maeser s beginnings in germany were neither prussian nor
aristocratic born 16 january 1828 to unmarried10unmarried10 lower middle class
lutheran parents in vorbriicke a village adjacent to the famous
porcelain manufacturing town of meissen a town of some seven

eduard schoenfeld dr karl G maeser liahona the elders journal 91
august 191182

nelsonneison to mckay 27 june 1919

the documents of the evangelical lutheran church of st john in the
coelln parish record p 340 first entry that carl gottfried maeser was bomborn on
wednesday 16 january 1828 the father was said to be johann gottfried maeser
painter in the manufacturing porcelain plant in meissen the same records show
that maeser s parents were married sunday 10 january 1830 in the same church
staatsarchiv dresden band AA 414 p V this type of so called cavalier indis-
cretion was common at the time among the lower and lower middle class families
throughout europe all translations by the author
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thousand where maesersmaeyers had lived as peasants and artisans since
the reformation carl he spelled his name this way until he was
a teenager was the oldest of four sons of johann gottfried and
hanna christiana zocher maeser As was the custom for people
of their station grandparents parents and children all lived to-
gether in the zocher home where his father had first come as a
boarder until after carl left home at age eleven to attend school
in the saxon capital of dresden fifteen miles away

maeser s father was a porcelain painter artisan at the nearby
plant who according to family tradition believed he could have be-
come a famous artist hadbad he not painted for bread too soon 11

although painter artisans at the factory were relatively numerous
the quality of the porcelain had declined from its eighteenth cen-

tury apogee and were paid relatively low wages 12 the prosperity
which came to the entire saxon economy and to the porcelain
industry after saxony joined the prussian customs union in 1831
plus the earnings of father grandfather and later his mother s

brother fritz were sufficient to meet the family s modest but
growing financial needs the family was traditionally lutheran
attending to the usual obligations of membership including pride
in martin luther their native son and gratitude thattheythat they were not
catholic that maeser unlike many of his intellectual contemp-
orariesoraries never seriously entertained even in his earnest searching
years becoming a catholic was at least partially due to the re-
ligious influence of family and community 13 home life centered on
the extended family relationship with little evidence to suggest un-
usual education or culture As a child carl was such an avid reader
that he became temporarily blind from it at the age of eleven al-
though he hadbad little more than the bible and an almanac to enjoy 14

during those years the maeser family grew with the addition of
three other sons born between 1830 and 1835 although the two

R maeser karl G maeser p 13
porcelain painters at the time were considered more artisans than artists of

the 354 workers employed in the factory 121 were considered painters after the
napoleonic wars saxony was required to pay war debts inin the amount of seven
million taler assessments were made according to income in meissen an arkanistarianistArk anist
paid four taler a painter six groschen and a laborer two groschen otto walcha
meissner porzellanPorzellan hrsghrag v helmeuntHelmeunt reibig dresden VEB verlag der kunst
1973 appppp179185179 185

the age of romanticism as a reaction to the faithless enlightenment and the
french revolution it had helped spawn turned many intellectuals including the
schlegel brothers and chateaubriandChateau briand to catholicism in search of refuge from political
and social turmoil see john halsted ed romanticism new york harper and
row 1968 p 17ff

R maeser karl G maeser p 11
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middle boys heinrich and hermann died before the decade was
over

the schools in meissen had an excellent reputation here carl
received the standard curricular fare of most elementary schools
in prussia hessen and saxony of the regular thirty hour weekly
instruction in the lower middle and upper grades nine hours were
spent on german mostly grammar four hours on religion five
hours for mathematics arithmetic and geometry and the rest
divided among drawing science history geography gymnastics or
needlework and singing 15 however at the apparent insistence of
his paternal grandmother in 1837 or 18581838 it was decided to send
young carl to dresden to live with relatives the drachesbrachesDraches 16 re-
spected middle class artisans living near the famous old latin
school the kreuzschuleKreuzschule only recently converted into a moremodmorerodmore mod-
ern preparatory school gymnasium where he could attend the
school and obtain an education superior to that available in meissen
there carl was to receive the bulk of his formal education be-
tween 1838 and 1846 before enrolling in the friedrichstadtFriedrichstadt nor-
mal school program to become a teacher

although the distance from home in meissen to dresden was
ridiculously short a whole new world opened up to the inquisitive
ten year old boy dresden was the capital of royal saxony where
frederick august II11 presided over a sumptuous court and state
rich in tradition but politically dwarfed between two stronger
neighbors austria and prussia here too was the artistic and cul-
tural center of all germany with architectural achievements and
art collections to enhance its reputation moreover although dres-
den lacked the intellectual prominence of leipzig the other saxon
city to the north it was more than alive to the political social eco-
nomic religious and philosophical stirrings which fermented be-
neath the placid philistine biedermeier surface in the late 1850s1830s
saxons were still smarting under the division of the old kingdom at
the congress of vienna in 1815 which resulted as punishment by
the great powers russia austria and england for the saxons
collaboration with the hated napoleon scarcely two decades
earlier saxony was also a prominent spawning ground among the

plevilevi seeley the common school system of germany and irsitsit lessons for
america new york E L kellogg 1896 ppap 919291 92

the adresshficheradressbucherAdress ducherbucher of dresden for the years 184818511848 1851 list three drache
families living at the same address kreuzkircheKreuzkirche 10 they were adolf drache
bookbinder for the royal court gottlieb ludwig drache porcelain painter and
gustav julius drache accountant stadtarchiv dresden adressbficheradressbuchei der stadt
dresden
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youth and intellectuals for a freer more liberal society transcend-
ing even the liberties granted in the constitution of 1831 and
for the unification of all german states into a single liberal
german nation state such an institution saxons reasoned would
end the hegemony of the arrogant disliked prussiansprussianoPrussians to the north
and the foreign catholic austriansAustrians on the south that young karl
like the overwhelming majority of the educated youth of his day
was influenced by these political currents is clear from later com-
ments of students as well as by the prominent place the ideals of
political liberty had in his own philosophy 17

equally significant for the saxony of maeser s youth were the
economic and social changes which were transforming it from a
primarily agricultural into a more industrialized and commercial
society these together with the revolutionary increase in popula-
tion produced pressures for greater productivity throughout the
land while challenging the time honored sociopolitical domination
of the landed aristocracy 18 by the early 1840s an enlarged middle
class composed of industrialists businessmen academics and stu-
dents augmented by artisans declassedclassedde by the emergence of the
factory system joined with an increasingly self conscious industrial
working class to revise the old order peacefully if possible
violently if necessary karl G maeser thus grew up in the same
germany that produced both otto von bismarck and karl marx
but while influenced by some of the same forces which helped
fashion their ideas followed a different course which in the long
run might have a power similar to theirs

the most direct influence during those years however came
from his school experience this same kreuzschuleKreuz schule hadbad not only
taught many scions of the local nobility and upper bourgeoisie their
latin and greek but only a few years earlierbadearlier hadbad permitted richard
wagner to daydream his adolescent years through its classes its
objective was to provide in both formal and substantial respects

erastus nielsen noted that maeser actively supported the liberal or consti-
tutionaltutional party during the revolutionary years of the forties his whole philosophy
of education was based on the freedom and dignity of the individual as had been
taught by the german humanists see karl G maeser school and fireside provo
skelton 1898 ppap 32 352 there was a heavy concentration of academics and
students in the liberal party while fewer found their way into the ranks of both the
conservatives and the democrats see heinz georg holldackhollbackHolldack untersuchungen zur
geschichte der reactionreaktionReaktion in isachsensachsenSachsen 184918551849 1855 berlin matthiesen verlag 1931
p 10

prior to 1840 saxon population grew one percent per year and nineteen percent
between 181518401815 1840 see rudolf koetzschkeKoetzschpoetzschkeke and hellmut kretzschmar saechsische
geschichte 2 vols dresden C heinrich 1935 2140
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the preparation for the independent study of the arts and sciences
vissenschaftenwissenschajten through a well rounded humanistic and especially

classical education 19 this preparation was for the university train-
ing which followed for all who graduated from its program the
educational ideal was to be greek christian and german the at-
tempt being to harmonize greek philosophical ideals with chris-
tian principles particularly through the study of greek and latin
in connection with history and mathematics 020O all of this was to
be taught within the framework of a growing german nationalism
students were required to complete six classes of one and one half
years each with the first three years having not more than thirty
six hours of instruction weekly and going down to thirty four and
thirty two hours in the subsequent three year segments with no time
credit given for gymnastics singing or orthography 21 eight to ten
hours were devoted to latin six to greek six to mathematics and
the natural sciences and two or three hours to religion german
history geography and french in order to graduate students were
required to read the classical authors and to be able to speak and
write reasonably well in greek they were expected to know plato
and demosthenes and to read the easier parts of the tragedians 22

friedrich paulsen geschichte des gelgeigelehrtergelehrtengelehrienehrien unterrichtsuntemchtsUnterrichts 2 vols berlin
walter de gruyter 1921 23543552354 355 518519518 519

ibid201bid
21while all gymnasia included music in the curriculum the kreuzschuleKreuz schule

featured a traditionally excellent boys choir from the best singers among them
undoubtedly maeser belonged and may even have recerectreceivedived a small stipend for his
musical ability in any event the choir would go from house to house each sunday

caroling and the serenaded citizens would reward the singers with a donation which
went to pay for their education the choir also presented an evening vespers service
in their resident church the kreuzkircheKreuzkirche each saturday evening at six 0 clock here
maeser not only developed his musical talents but also his religious and spiritual
awareness edith krause prenzlau german democratic republic to douglas L
tobler 20 october 1975

paulsen geschichte p 519 the stereotype of prussian or german school dis-
cipline has also been heavily distorted not only was there the humboldtianHumboldtian tradition
rejecting rote memorization but the pestalozzian concept of love and object
teaching made considerable headway during the nineteenth century maeser was
a product of this pedagogy discipline did not mean brutality the demand for ex-
cellencecel lence did not exclude love and compassion testimonies from his former students
to this effect are legion

we know that the impression prevails among americans that german teachers
spare not the rod and that their manner of discipline is severe if not brutal

A series of visits running into the hundreds covering all classes of schools in all
parts of germany and during a period of four years does not bear out that view of
the case on the contrary the spirit of the great body of teachers is that of kindly
and human interest affectionate solicitude for moral growth and the administration
of justice always tempered with mercy they are from hereditary pedagogical custom
rigid firm and exacting in discipline but that does not mean that there is any lack
of love on the part of the teacher or that the pupils do not love their teachers
indeed the children are generally fond of their teacher and hold him in highest
respect kindness is the rule and harshness the rare exception no doubt there are
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they were also required to present latin essays in the upper classes
as well as a translation into greek plus individual creative works
in french german and mathematics every month each student
was to inform his teacher of the study he had done on his own and
to welcome the teacher into his room to see what he had been
doing with his spare time all of this was according to the laws
governing education in saxony throughout most of the nineteenth
century no wonder maeser s utah students were both awed by
the breadth of his training and taxed by the rigor of his discipline

maeser s years at the kreuzschuleKreuzschule did however have one un-
usual feature that left a lifelong impression upon him its principal
hermann koechlykoechleKoech ly an aggressive dynamic scholar pedagogue had
already became known as an outspoken critic of the excessive em-
phasis on latin and rote learning especially of latin works inthein the
gymnasium koechlykoechle argued vigorously that it was both a crude
and widely spread erroneous idea that the ability to speak and
write latin was the same as a classical education 2313 he therefore
formulated his own program which limited the study of latin
renewed the emphasis on greek and increased the reading time
spent in modern languages and the natural sciences in place of
writing and speaking exercises

koechlykoechle s reforms found only modest acceptance as philologists
and reactionaries rose up in unison to denounce them as precursors
of the academic ruining of germany as well as the subversion of
both church and state 24

the earlier traditional curriculum was however an accurate
reflection of the dominant influences upon education and the
general intellectual climate in germany in general during the
1830s and 40s the traditional central role of religion deriving
from reformation and pietist times had been rationalized to a
shadow of its former self religious training was to continue in the
schools not because its doctrines were true but because it pro-
vided a pragmatic moral guide for youth until they reached maturity
and were motivated by higher philosophical principles in the
years following the napoleonic age the ideological power of the
german enlightenment and its extension in the classical humanism
and idealism so magnificently articulated in the works of goethe

still abuses of this kind and so there are in american schools but the idea that
the german schoolmaster is a tyrant to pupils is surely a mistaken one seeley
common school system ppap 858685 86

paulsen geschichte 2474752474 75
ibid
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schiller winckelmann herder and humboldt had raised man
especially the well rounded greek ideal of man to the level of
god 25 if man from his primeval state of goodness had by ignorance
and benighted institutions been corrupted it was the task of the
arts and education to rescue him from ignorance and degradation
man should be able to experience the freedom and full flowering
of his own personality hence the creation of a society and a sys-
tem of education which would release this individual genius and
establish the dignity of every humanbuman being was the primary duty of
those living in an enlightened age nor was this freedom only for
an elite few in 1792 humboldt articulated the importance of free-
dom for every person in his ideas to attempt to determine the
limits of state authority

let no one believe furthermore that freedom of thought and
enlightenment are for the few in any nation that the many are
so exhausted by activities dictated by the need for earning a living
that freedom of thought isis useless to them or even disturbing or
that they can best be activated by the diffusion of principles
handed down from on high while their freedom to think and
investigate isis restricted there is something utterly degrading to
humanity in the very thought that some human being s right to
be human should be abrogated no one stands at such a low level
of culture that he isis incapable of reaching a higher one even if
the most advanced and enlightened religious and philosophical
ideas could not reach a large part of the citizenry directly even
if it proved to be necessary to clothe the truth in such a way that
it could find a point of contact even if one were forced in other
words to speak more to their hearts and their imaginations than
to their cold reason nonetheless the widening of horizons of
scientific knowledge which is the result of freedom of thought
reaches them as well and the beneficent consequences of free un-
restricted inquiry stretch over the spirit and character of a whole
nation down to its last and least knowing individual 26

As johann gottfried von herder observed with solemn reverence we ascend
to olympus and there beholdthebehold the forms of gods in the likeness of men the greeks
deifieddelfied humanity other nations debased the thought of god and made it monstrous
but this one elevated the divine in man to deity As quoted in william S learned
the oberlehrerOber lehrer A study of the social and professional evolution of the german
schoolmaster cambridge mass harvard university press 1914 p 5533

william learned summarized this view of the nineteenth century gymnasiums
pedagogical thrust add to the faith in this trinity the good6002 the true and the
beautiful the further conviction that the good the true and the beautiful are
supremely useful and that all together serve the purpose of a noble patriotism and
you have the dominant motives of the new humanist oberlehrerOber lehrer ibid p 52

humboldt ideen zumzurn einem versuchbersuch die grenzen der wirksam keit des
staats zu bestimmenbes timmen in cowan humanist p 5533 in commenting on the message
of goethe s wilhelm meistersMeineinelsteis lehrelehrj ahre robert anchor notes for the chief
question goethe raises here the one around which all the characters in the novel
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on the importance of the individual and his development
through education humboldt wrote

all reflection upon ultimate or distant almsaimsaimsalms invariably leads us
back to the investigation of our present condition for since such
aims may be found in the highest most definite most harmonious
development of all human capacities they always lead back from
the general to the individual from the future to what is needful
right now any attempt to promote the progress of the human
race whichdoeswhich does not emanate from the organic development of its
individuals is barren and chimerical if on the other hand the
individuals education isis attended to its influence upon the totality
follows of itself and without specific intention 27

that maeser knew his goethe schiller and humboldt well
and had absorbed many of their fundamental ideas is evident
both from the prominence of their works in the gymnasium cur-
riculumri by references to them in maeser s written work and
especially by his later espousal of similar ideas 28 for example inin
school and fireside under the heading of true education he
wrote

every human being is a world in miniature it has its own centre
of observation its own way of forming concepts and of arriving
at conclusions its own degree of sensibility its own life s work
to do and its own destiny to reach all these features may be en-
compassed by general conditions governed by general laws and
subject to unforeseen influences and incidents but within the
sphere of their own activity they constitute that great principle
which we call individuality

individuality means not the mere part of existence as in
plant life nor the mere power of conscious volition as in the
animal in man it means that inheritance that separates man from
the rest of the physical creation empowers him with endless
progression and designates him as an offspring of deity

this divine attribute of man is placed for the time being at
the disposal of the educator whether in the family circle or at
school to cultivate and develop it to its utmost capacities 29

revolve is what a person must be what qualities and insights he must possess to
enable him to relate to a dehumanizing society without either being destroyed by it
or compromising with it this combination of herobero and poet is what goethegoethia
understood by genius which for him was nothing more than the normal man fully
developed robert anchor germany confronts modernization german culture
and society 179018901790 1890 lexington mass D C heath 1972 p 30

humboldt das achtzehn te jahrhundertJahrhundert in cowan humanist p 143
maeser s school and fireside contains numerous aphorisms and couplets from

goetgesgoethesGo ethes and schillers writings see ppap 24 293029 30 62 319 334
ibid p 243 maesersmaeyersMaesers own articulation of education even uses much of the

same language as hisbishig intellectual mentors the highest aim of education lies in the
endeavor to cultivate the head heart and hand in the knowledge of and the voluntary
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the german gymnasia were like the universities and much
of europe s intellectual community also at the same time under the
spell of german idealism the legacy from immanuel kant through
G F W hegel who by the 1830shad18301830s1850shadhad for a full generation domi-
nated philosophic thought which postulated not only the primacy
of mind both absolute and individual in the quest for truth
but exerted a powerful influence against both established religion
on the one hand and philosophic materialism on the other
lionel trilling s description of hegel s philosophy as a new kind
of secular spirituality captures the confidence of the orthodox
hegelian movement in the individual intelligence s ability to grasp
the totality of reality without resort to orthodox christian doc-
trines 30 maeser s later rejection of evolution especially that theory
of evolution deriving from herbert spencer as the process
underlying all phenomena inin the physical and mental world
had its roots not only in his understandinunderstandingunderstandingofgofof mormon doctrine but
also in idealism s rejection of its philosophic assumptions

according to the theory of some evolutionists all faculties
of the mind are only operations of physical forces which viewview re-
duces psychology to a mere branch of physiology the utter help-
lessness of the newbornnew born infant and the very gradual awakening of
its perceptive faculties seem to sustain at first glance such a
proposition but closer analysis leads to the conclusion that the
five senses are mere means for the conveyance of impressions
behind the physical mechanism is a receptive conscious and di-
recting mind that is endeavoring to familiarize itself with the use
of the organs of sense and motion as an apprentice begins to
handle tools and instruments placed before him mind is not the
product of matter but inhabits premeatespremeates sicj c and vivifiesvilifiesvivifies
matter on entering the body it brings along capacities that raise
the newbornnew born infant notwithstanding its apparent helplessness
far above any of the most advanced animal species

how did that mind come into possession of capacities entitling
it to such possibilities did these capacities originate with the
mind itself during the embryonic period if so the mind with
its wonderful capacities would be the result of the physical process
of conception and would have to terminate with the exhaustion
of the forces that started them both into activity

that is the theory of evolution there isis however a grander
view of the case pointed out to us by the voice of revelation

obedience to the laws of the true the good and the beautiful for thereinthereli n consists
the heaven inherited right of free agency sin ignorance and coarseness are moral
and intellectual defects and exclude the complete exercise of free agency p 116

lionel trilling and harold bloom eds victorian prose and poetry london
oxford university press 1973 p 9 cf school and fireside ppap 313231 32
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the mind or spirit entered into this mortal sphere from a
previous state of existence known to the latter day saints as our
11primeval childhood our condition in this world is as much the
natural consequence of the course pursued in our previous exis-
tence as the life hereafter will be the natural consequence of the
course pursued during mortality this great principle of pre
existence contains the keynote to the doctrine of predestinationpre destination
or rather preordinationpre ordination god never acts arbitrarily as some sec
tarianscarians would have us believe but the shaping of every mans
destiny is largely by his free agency in his own hands 31

it should be noted in passing that the philosophical step from
hegel s absolute mind or spirit using free men to accomplish its
purpose to the mormon view of god s direction of the world s

destiny without violating man s agency isis not a prohibitive one
sometime during the course of his nine year gymnasium ex-

perienceperience maeser apparently madehismadenismade his decision to eschew a university
career in order to train for a career as an elementary teacher with
this in mind he enrolled at the friedrichstadtFriedrichstadt teacher school in
dresden where the emphasis was much less upon scholarship and
much more upon pedagogy teacher preparation schools had little
prestige in germany in the 1840s being considered decidedly in-
ferior to the vaunted universities 3212 but maeser had made a decision
to which he tenaciously adhered throughout his life to become a
great teacher 33

here he came under the indirect spell of the already famous
swissswis pedagogical reformer johann heinrich pestalozzi 1746-
1827 whom maeser called the apostle of the present day educa-
tional dispensation 34 and his german disciples friedrich froebel
the founder of the kindergarten and jean herbart even a brief
comparison of pestalozzisPestalozzis principles including his pedagogical
epigrams and maeser s own approach to education reflects the debt
maeser owed and paid to his mentor 35 what maeser wrote about
pestalozzi his own students would later write about him

in seeking the reason for the prominence accorded this humble
and unpretentious teacher we select only a few items from his

maeser school and fireside p 109
12paulsen12paulsen geschichte 2277 it was taken as axiomatic that if you were a

good scholar good teaching would take care of itself
maeser s aphorism if it shall please my heavenly father I1 will be a teacher

in heaven was an expression of his early decision in an enlarged mormon con-
text see karl G maeser sentence sermons of dr karl G maeser maeser file
BYU archives

maeser school and fireside ppap 262726 27
35johann heinrich pestalozzi the education of man aphorisms ed william H

kirkpatrick new york greenwood 1975 passim
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long career of usefulness he discovered the mainspring of all suc-
cessful instruction viz object lesson teaching by discarding text-
books with their theoretical principles and abstract rules and
basing his instructions upon objects within reach of his pupils he
brought his school into communion with the realities of life in
his celebrated work leonhard and gertrude he demonstrated
the inseparable connection between scholastic and domestic educa-
tion by his loving and fatherly ways he wonwan the affection of his
pupils and by the purity of gentleness of his life he raised up
before them the authority of a worthy example

like socrates pestalozzi had many followers that developed
his ideas into various systems which are today forming their part
in the further development of theoretical and practical education 3366

maeser probably entered the friedridistadtfriedrichstadtFriedrichstadt teacher college
in 1846 on the basis of a scholarship provided annually by the
meissen nobility to two students fromtheirfromgrom their area 37 there were fifty
students whose daily routine began with getting up at 500 AM
bible reading at 530 after singing students were required to bring
a hymnbook choral book and bible then breakfast followed by
instruction beginning at 600 AM in summer and seven in winter
this particular teachers college also had a school for poor children
connected to it where students could practice teach a feature un-
doubtedly attractive to the budding pedagogue

by the spring of 1848 karl had completed the requirements
for graduation which included

a specific and correct knowledge of the main truths of chris-
tianityti familiarity with the biblical history a general knowl-
edge of geography competence in general mathematics familiarity
with the main rules of spelling and grammar of the german
language fluency in the ability to articulate ideas an under-
standing of the principles of logic and psychology competence in
playing piano and some experience in singing 38138311

in addition the future elementary school teachers were to organize
religious truths into an orderly whole to relate them to everyday
life to avoid the appearance of affected erudition and to apply in
all subjects the general principles of pedagogy following pesta-
lozzi students were admonished to use the practical experiences of
the school to implement the teaching they had learned finally
students were required in the second and third years the additional

maeser school and fireside ppap 262726 27
christian traugott otto die schule und des schullehrerseminarschullehrei seminar zu friedrichfiiedrich

stadt dresden von 178518351785 1835 2 auflagehuflage dresden arnoldschenamoldschenArnoldAmoldschen buchhandlung
1836 p 60

ibid p 61
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year was for those who had not graduated from a gymnasium to
teach one hour per day prepare two original german language and
two musical compositions per month to learn and preach sermons
and to play the organ they were also required to sing in the choir
and perform in concerts 39

but this was not the end of the preparation each student was
also required to complete an apprenticeship of two years as a
teacher s assistant or as a private tutor maeser chose the latter
course and went in the spring of 1848 to the village of goerkauGoerkau
then part of the austrian empire just across the border in present
day czechoslovakia to tutor lutheran children living in this catho-
lic area though he may have returned for visits fromfromtimetime to time
during the two years he was not directly in dresden during those
tumultuous months of 1848 and 1849 when much of europe ger-
many and saxony especially leipzig erupted in revolution
nevertheless maeser s sympathies as already noted were firmly
committed to the liberal constitutional party the party of most
saxon intellectuals led by professor karl biedermann in leipzig
their program called for an extension of the liberties provided in
the 1831 constitution for the development of a responsible parlia-
mentary check upon the powers of the monarchy and for the unifi-
cation of all german states into a united germany under a liberal
constitution 040O this position reflected both maeser s enthusiastic
liberal and national sentiment and puthimeuthimputpui him squarely inthein the camp of
those seeking a moderate and realistic solution to the promotion
of his cherished ideal the enlarged freedom of the individual he
seems even then to have realized that the freedom to think the
keystone of the german classical humanist tradition was inadequate
for real human freedom and creativity a lesson which most germans
would not fully learn for nearly a century

unfortunately by 1849 all signs of revolutionary political
achievement had faded not only in saxony but in germany as a
whole reaction and repression set in under the iron fist of the
ultraconservative count beust thousands of saxons emigrated in
the early fifties draining the land of some of its best brains and
most highly skilled artisans 41 maeser returned to dresden to begin

ibid
franz blanckmeisterBlanckmeister saechsische kirchengeschichte dresden verlag von

franz sturursturup 1899 p 398
hildegard rosenthal die auswanderungauswanderun aus isachsensachsen imim 19 Jahrlahrtahrlahrhundertjahrhundertbundeffhundert

181518711815 1871 stuttgart ausland und helmat verlag 1931 p 28 during the
following years 185318611853 1861 4531 saxons emigrated to north america 3260 to
other german states and 1283 to other countries
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his career as a teacher and perhaps to prepare himself for marriage
and a family not having attended a university nor being yet twenty
four andthusandtiusand thus old enough to pass the second teachers examination
maeser was only qualified to teach provisionally in the elementary
grades it is probable that he returned to meissen as a substitute
teacher for a year or two and then seeing his opportunity responded
to an advertisement in the dresdner anzeigerAnzeiger 25 march 1852 so-
licitingli substitute teachers for two of dresden s buergerschulenBuerger schulen 42

here maeser met the principal carl immanuel mieth who hired
him the adressbuchAdress buch for dresden records him as a teacher in
mieth s school in the first district during the years 1852 and
1853 43 during the second year 1853 eduard schoenfeld later to
be his brother in law and fellow mormon joined the faculty and
also joined maeser in frequent visits to the mieth home where the
young teachers shared an interest in the principals two daughters
by 1854 maeser had moved to a new private school on the outskirts
of dresden the budich institute undoubtedly maeser was drawn
to the institute not only by the opportunitytheopportunity to become an oberlehrerOber lehrer

assistant master teacher but also because it provided a more con-
ducive setting for the implementation of his innovative pedagogical
principles the school was originally a four year preparatory one for
those unableunabletounabletoto do well in regular public schools but was soon ex-
tended to a kind of special continuing education school for students
especially girls up to age sixteen apparently professor budich
had had some difficulty in communicating the purpose of his school
to the community in the 29 march 1852 edition of the dresdner
anzeigerAnzeiger und tageblatttagehlattTageflattblattfiatt he countered the rumor then circulating
that his school was only for young children pointingoutpointingpointingoutout that both
boys and girls over twelve years of age were enrolled then to
answer apparent accusations about the academic respectability of
his institution he noted that in addition to instruction in french
and english the upper classes also taught latin and greek the tra-
ditionalditional touchstones of true education 44

it was while preparing his lectures for the religion classes at
the institute that maeser confronted directly the spiritual crisis
which had been building in him in this he shared a predicament
with most of the european intellectuals of his age this was not
only the age of hegel and marx but of kierkegaard and carlyle

dresdner anzeigerAnzeiger und tageblattTage blatt 25 march 1852
adressbuchAdress buch der stadt dresden staatsarchiv dresden bd AA
dresdner anzeigerAnzeiger 29 march 1852
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of matthew arnold and tennyson all of whom caught in the in-
tellectualtellectual and spiritual maelstrom swirling around the centers of
enlightenment and science were gradually losing their faith in
religion and religious systems and were struggling to see purpose
in life and the universe As lionel trilling has trenchantly observed
the dark night of nihilism was a common event in the lives of

thoughtful men of the 19th century 45

maeser was particularly put off bytheby the traditional petty quarrels
between protestants and catholics in saxony 46 neither partisans
seemed to understand that their quibbling was only a surface di-
version the battle in the trenches already taking recognizable
shape was a battle between christianity and its means of human sal-
vation and the newer secular philosophies which were later aug-
mented by fully articulated darwinism and marxism and the ob-
vious materialist cultural values springing up with industrialization
these were not only successful in wooing away the intellectuals
but served as a kind of justification for the growing religious in-
difference of the common people throughout europe

maeser has lefttwoleft two brief glimpses into hisowndisownhis own spiritual strug-
gle and the agnostic condition hebe found himself in when his atten-
tion was first drawn to an account describing the evidences of
spiritual and religious vitality of the maligned american sect the
mormonscormonsMormons in an article how I1 became a mormon published
later in life in the improvement era hebe wrote

As oberlehrerOberlehrer at the budich institute neustadt 1I like most of
my fellow teachers in germany hadbad become imbued with the
scepticism that characterizes to a large extent the tendency of mod-
ern higher education but I1 was realizing at the same time the un-
satisfactory condition of a mind that has nothing to rely on but
the ever changing proposition of speculative philosophy

although filled with admiration of the indomitable courage
sincere devotion and indefatigable energy of the great german
reformer martin luther I1 could not fail to see that his work
had been merely an initiatory one and that the various protestant
sects taking their initiative from the revolutionary stand of the
heroic monk at wittenberg and worms had entirely failed to
comprehend the mission of the reformation the only strength of

trilling victorian prose p 9
blanckmeisterBlanckmeister has drawn a fascinating picture of how the two major sects

quarreled over superficial matters while saxons were perishing in unbelief cf
saechsische kirchengeschichte p 368ff A scathing critique of organized christianity
in germany by the influential young german author karl gutzkow calls religion an
attitude of despair about the purposive nature of the world verzweiflung am

weltzweckWeltzweck see karl gutzkow gestaendnisse ueber religion und christentumChristen tum
in das jungelunge deutschlandedeutschlandDeutsch land stuttgart phillip reclamreclama 1966 p 207-
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protestantism seemed to be its negative position to the catholic
church while in most of the positive doctrines of the multifarious
protestant sects their antagonism to one another culminated only
too often in uncompromising zealotry these ideas illustrate in
the main my views on religious subjects at that time and are ex-
planatoryplanatory of the fact that scepticism had undermined the religious
impressions of my childhood days and why infidelity now known
by its modern name as agnosticism was exercising its disintegrat-
ing influence upon me

in that dark period of my life when I1 was searching for a
foothold among the political social philosophical and religious
opinions of the world my attention was called to a pamphlet on
the mormonscormonsMormons written by a man named busch the author wrote
in a spirit of opposition to that strange people but his very illogical
deductions and sarcastic invectives aroused my curiosity and an
irresistable desire to know more about the subject of the authors
animadversion caused me to make persistent inquiries concerning
it 47

in his memorial address given in meissen in 1926 maesersmaeyersMaesers
former student james E talmage remembered

even as I1 have heard the story from his lips direct I1 tell it to you
he had undertaken to prepare a lecture or thesis on the distinc-
tive characteristics of the many and varied churches of the day
by a fortuitous coincidence during the time of his research he
came across a newspaper story relating to the latter day saints
depicting them in a very unfavorable light even mismlsmisrepresentingrepresenting
them by such epitaphs as fanatical unchristianlikeun christian like dishonest and
immoral generally but the writer of this article which was in-
tended to be calumnious and derogatory told also of the wonder-
ful growth and development of these strange people in the valley
of the rocky mountains of the growing commonwealth they had
planted in the desert of their achievements in agriculture and in-
dustrialdustrial areas with the analytical vision of a trained reasoner and
moreover with the open and unbiased mind of an honest man a
lover of truth karl G maeser saw the inconsistencytheinconsistency of these con-
tradictory assertions 1I knew he has said to me many times
that no people could develop and thrive as the facts showed the

latter day saints to have done and at the same time be of a de-
graded nature and base ideals 48

the story of maeser s investigation of mormonism and con-
version to the church in 1855 is well known the spiritual mani-
festationfe which followed the ordinance the speaking in tongues
with elder franklin D richards provided a supernatural bene

karl G maeser how I1 became a mormon improvement era 3noano3 no-
vember 18992326189923 26

talmage in honor of dr karl G maeser
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diction to maeser s quest to know of god and his will which
nourished him his family and his students for several generations
As eduard schoenfeld observed from that time karl G maeser
was a changed man

As by magic he was at once transformed changed illumined yes
inspired the skeptic of yesterday was at once the ardent advocate
of real religion not because he had found some new passage in
the bible but because his soul had been touched the way was
clear he knew it for himself he now had hold of the
right key god had silently placed it in his hands and all was
clear to him 49

maeser had thus acquired thetlletile spiritual foundation for a whole
philosophy of life and education the reality of god and the
validity of his word not only gave him the overwhelming sense
of purpose in life he had been seeking in his own soul but
provided a foundation from which the objectives of the german
idealist philosophers and pedagoguespedagogues could be achieved he only
needed time for the fuller development of his educational philos-
ophy and an opportunity to implement it that opportunity would
not maeser knew come in saxony the repressive regime of
count beust following the revolution of 1848491848 49 suppressed in-
novation in every phase of life neither political nor religious
freedom both of which maeser craved existed neither did his
chances for employment as a teacher now that he had joinedthejoinjoinededthethe
mormon sect but inin any case the climate for teachers committed
to educational reform along pestalozzian principles was at best
dismal adding to these reasons the inward call to build up zion
he decided to take his family fellow members and friends and join
the throng who were leaving saxony for aa new beginning in
america from then on the united states of america became his
spiritual home and the building of the kingdom his consuming
mission

the loss of men and women like karl G maeser for germany
and german education would not be felt directly until well into
the next century during the latter half of the nineteenth century
german secondary and higher education developed a world
renowned reputation for seminars scholarship and sophisticated
culture in philology history philosophy theology law economics
and in the rapidly developing sciences german universities drew
admiring students and professors from all over the world one

schoenfeld dr karl G maeser
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trained at a german university hadbad sat at the feet of the accepted
masters and bathed himself in the glow of erudition and fame

but beneath the glittering exterior all was not well the ob-
jectivesjectives of humboldt goethe and the early educational reformers
hadbad been thwarted instead of a broadabroad education for ever extending
generations of german youth specialization hadbad chosen a few for
lifetimes of pedantry and technical competence while forgetting the
broad development of the mind and the training for political and
social responsibility german education and with it german society
was in trouble one prominent historian hajo holborn looking
back on some possible explanations for the german catastrophe
of the twentieth century concluded

it would be one sided to look at the rise and the subse-
quent support of the nazi party exclusively in terms of social
conflict the actual decline of german education goes far to ex-
plain not only why so many germans voted the nazis into power
but also why they were willing to condone so many of their sub-
sequent crimes german education hardly dealt with the whole
man it chiefly produced men proficient in special skills or special
knowledge but lacking not only in the most primitive preparations
for civic responsibility but also in a canon of absolute ethical
commitments although the churches provided this for a good
many people and to a greater extent within the roman catholic
church than within the protestant churches the number of ger-
mans who looked to the church for guidance was limited the
higher philosophy and the humanities of the period were largely
formalistic or relativistic and did not produce a firm faith in these
circumstances it was inevitable that so many people fell for cheap
and simple interpretations of life and history as offered by the
racists to young people in particular this proved an irresistible
temptation 50

during its recent centennial celebration the community of
scholars at BYU was reminded anew of its unique educational op-
portunitiesportunities privileges and responsibilities to contemporary society
president spencer W kimball has reaffirmed with emphasis the
prophetic challenges givenheregiven here in 1968 and president john howard
of rockford college speaking at the 1976 april commencement
challenged us all to conquer a wilderness disguised as civilization
which is subtle and fluid and elusive 51 this challenge is how-
ever not just for BYU nor just for america but for the world we

haiohajhajo 0 holborn A history of modern germany new york knopf 1969 p
813

john A howard outraged by silence speeches at the loist annual
commencement brigham young university 23 april 1976
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could do worse than to take dr maeser s philosophy of life and
education back to europe and to the rest of the world as an alter-
native to the confusion purposelessness and appeal of the hollow
marxist humanism which now prevails as an outgrowth of the
secularization of western education and society during the past
two centuries

maeser s principles are as relevant today as they were in the
last quarter of the nineteenth century like him we still need to
make a better attempt to be whole men before we teach our
students about wholeness education is still of a piece combining
the secular with the spiritual the school with the fireside
teachers need to have an emotional as well as an intellectual
commitment to the dignity of all men as children of god whether
rich or poor black or white gifted or dull and to their callings to
help develop the slumbering potential in those children like
maeser we must be humble before god and learn even by faith
but also be bold and courageous in addressing ourselves to our
colleagues and to the world we must be willing to work as hardbard
and devotedly as he did to become both scholars in our disciplines
as well as informed citizens of the world community and fellow
citizens with the saints in the household of faith when this takes
place then just as maeser s vision of an outward university on
temple hill has seen its fulfillment in our day so will the
spiritual and intellectual soul which should permeate those build-
ings become a living reality
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serenade

donald R marshall

he looked at himself in the bathroom mirror and felt immed-
iately nauseated delton he started to address himself but his
voice came out hoarse and faint and he had to clear his throat
and start over delton mecham he tried more bravely you re
revolting

he turned his head slowly from side to side watching the
effects of the overhead light on his pale forehead at times the
almost colorless strands of hair surviving on the shiny expanse of
his head seemed to disappear in the glare of the light you re
twenty eight he told his reflection not certain how he expected
it to react you re twenty eight years old exactly what he meant
by that he was unsure twenty eight seemed too old to be still un-
married ontheantheon the other hand it seemed far too young to be so bald
he touched the tips of his trembling fingers to his cheek fishbellyfisbbellyFishbellybeliybeily
white hebe heard himself whisper staring incredulously at him-
self he hadbad had to reread the first few chapters of huckleberry
finn just that day and twain s imagery suddenly seemed more ap-
propriatepropriate for himself than even for pap finn you re fishbellyfishbelly
white he remembered hearing an older girl in high school once
say that someone she knew looked as if he had crawled out from
under a rock could she have meant him had he always looked
like that he stared at himself it was true his skin had the un-
healthy yellow gray pallor that reminded him of the underside of
a toad or of some grocesquegrotesquegrocesque and puffy thing that keels over on its
back and kicks its tiny legs in the air when you expose it from
under its rock

he had felt uncomfortable in both of his classes all week it
had been as though the students were studying him with frowns
and a certain evident repugnance through a pane of glass like
some freakish squid or rare and loathsome snake it was a wonder

donald R marshall is associate professor of humanities at brigham young
university

serenade will appear in a collection of dr marshallsmarchallsMarshalls stories frost inin the
orchard to be published this fall by brigham young university press re-
printed by permission
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to him now that they had not laughed their comparing his meager
abilities to say nothing of his appearance to mrs quilter s

graciousness and poise was inescapable he realized that but how
could he bear to face them for thethreeethreeththe three remaining weeks three
days hadbad been painful enough he wished that mrs quilter hadbad
not hadbad a nervous breakdown and he wished that dr munson
had not askedhimasked him if he could take over for the rest of the semester
A month ago the prospects of being a graduate assistant and teach-
ing two sections of freshman composition for the coming fall se-
mester had seemed a stimulating exhilarating challenge now the
thought left him weak like the thoughts of giving blood or letting
dr gottfredson grind on his teeth

the day hadbad been excruciating for the rest of the world he
decided it must havebave appeared to be a day of miracles a day which
having been cleansed by the warm showers of the evening before
seemed to have risen fresh in a bath of pure sunlight to renounce
once and for all the gray dreary winter it was leaving behind and
to welcome a promising regeneration the lawns freshly green and
yet unshaded by barely budding trees had attracted hordesbordes of stu-
dents ice cream cones dripped and peanut butter and jelly sand-
wich crusts dried out while the students sprawled and laughed in
the bright april sun

but for him there hadbad been no miracles no hope no promise
he had watched it all from the top floor of the harold B lee li-
brary while hebe hadbad prepared a short lecture on dryden fumbled
through the pages of paradise lost and time running short
hurriedly skimmed once again over hucks first few adventures
three times during the day when it had been time to gather up
his books and march across campus to his class hebe hadbad attempted to
descend into thatorgythat orgy of arms and legs sprawled upontheupon the lawn at
least he had skirted it but even keeping to his sidewalk and only
nodding and feebly lifting his handband a time or two when hebe passed
by someone he knew he hadbad felt out of place overdressedoverdressed weight-
ed and encumbered by the pull of his tie the heavy wool of his
coat and the drag of his loaded briefcase

once or twice during the afternoon while he had looked down
from his library window his imagination had leaped away from
him and he hadbad almost pictured himself stepping back into a
darkened alcove long enough to strip down to some daring cos-
tume which like clarkdarkoark kent hebe would have hadbad hiddenbidden under
his gray sportcoatshortcoatsportcoat and trousers and hurling himself all muscles
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and bronze amidst envy and awe down into that chaos of color
tangled upon the new green grass but he was far too much of a
realist to allow such fancies much reign and some thought always
sent him shrinking back into his carrel and his books not even in
imagination he feared did such a costume exist that could trans-
form him into what he would really hope for as far as dress was
concerned he had long ago realized that hebe was doomed he hadbad
once been daring enough to spend a shameful amount of his savings
on a wide lapeledlabeled flare legged suit like those hebe had seen sported
by his fellow schoolmates but his courageoucourageouscourageous attempt to be part of
the mod world hadbad been disastrous ontheantheon the first nervous morning
he had worn it an acquaintance had stared at him and then
breaking into a shameless grin asked him bluntly where on
earth did you dig this up

he drew closer to the mirror and examined the button down
collar of his shirt it was beginning to fray the thought increased
his melancholy for it was like an announcement that a close friend
was moving away not that he had any really close friends but he
felt that he knew what it would be like actually he had always
found it difficult getting close to people it was not that hebe was
cold or that he didndian t try he just didntdidndiant have the knack once
he hadbad admired a fellow hebe had met in a zoology class a well
rounded guitar playing sports car enthusiast and track star who
a year later had lived on the same floor as hebe in helaman halls
after he had returned from his mission to oklahoma and the
other fellow was home from france they had bumped into each
other occasionally he had always felt that part of ithethe reason hebe
felt close to this particular individual was that hebe knew though
he hadbad long forgotten how when his birthday was this pos-
session like some personal secret discovered and guarded in silence
almost seemed to him to insure some intimate friendship and
once when the time seemed right he hadbad mustered up from
where he was later unable to imagine enough courage to confide
this fact to his friend in a moment of panic suddenly not
quite sure whether the date was october 30th or 31st51st he had
decided to keep on the safe side and bumbled out do you
want to know something I1 don t think there s been a year when
the end of october comes along that I1 haven t thought of you

the fellow hadbad looked puzzled why s that
he had swallowed and clung for support to his knowledge

you know your birthday
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the track star had looked even more surprised what do you
mean my birthday s in march

he never saw him much after that
he looked now at his collar and sighed when this white

shirt went it would mean giving uptheuetheup the last link with his mission
his roommates four years ago had urged him to give them away to
deseret industries but what does one do with a limited budget
and a drawer full of a halfbalfhalghaig dozen or so perfectly good or almost
perfectly good white shirts he was not sure not even now that
this last was going that he would rush downtown and buy a red
stripe like scott s or a pink and purple print like rick s even though
the teaching job would meanmeall some unexpected money he just
wouldnt feel right inin them

he looked at his tie and the old nausea surged through him
how would he ever get that spot off worse still howbow had he
ever been able to face his class he hadbad retiedretted it so that the spot
hadbad been nearly hidden behind the place where his coat buttoned
but hebe noticed now howbow straggly and wrinkled it looked beneath
the knot and he felt sick all over again he hadbad hadbad only a few
minutes between his neoclassicneo classic exam and the second of his two
english 101 classes to find a corner to eat his franco american
spaghetti long weary of baloney sandwiches he hadbad invested in
a little thermos and sometimes took spaghetti or soup but today hadbad
been a disaster he had promised a student hetieilelle would go over the
comments with him that he had written on the boy s last theme

defending a D or an E grade was painful enough why must he
be obligated to justify an A and finding vacant in A 203 JKB
the desk hebe shared with three other graduate assistants hebe hadbad
hurriedly gulped down his lunch in the three or four minutes
before the boy arrived the student hadbad stayed for nearly half an
hour but it was what hebe had discovered just after the boy left that
made him squirm now before the mirror feeling at least a modi-
cum of victory in standing fast in his defense of the student s
grade he had happened to glance down just as the boy left the
room and discovered in horror the big blot of tomato sauce and
one cold string of spaghetti clinging to his tie

his afternoon precariously hanging together at best had fallen
apart what could be done should he have called the student
back and reprimanded him jokingly for not having brought to his
attention the red blob decorating his chest it was not his luck to
manage situations like that with any degree of casual poise should
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he simply then have removed the tie and gone to class pretending
nothing had happened he would have felt naked and humil-
iated as though the boy were passing notes around the room
announcing why the tie was missing so he had dabbed at the tie as
best he could with water and a papertowelpaper towel from the men s room
and then retiedrelied it so that the now glaring stain was hidden under
his coat but he had felt it shrieking at him all during that hot
hour in the classroom when the hair had prickled on the back of
his neck and he had had the terrifying sensation that there was
spaghetti sauce still damp behind his ears and even dribbling down
his forehead

he sighed and heard himself make a little sound reminiscent
of a wounded puppy he looked at himself one last time his eye-
brows dropping as if they were about to slide down each side of
his face was there any hope he imagined hebe saw andrew
carnegie charles atlas and norman vincent peale cometocome to col-
lect their books looking upon him now and shaking their heads
with the same despair he saw reflected in the mirror

then rick came homebome he heard the bang of the door to their
basement apartment almost at the same time that rick in cutoffscut offs
and BYU T shirt barreled into the bathroom

well hellobello gorgeous admiring yourself rick stripped
off the T shirt and kicked off his tennis shoessihoessisoes what are you doing
cooped up in this dark hole on a day like this afraid the light
outside will sspoilspollPO iai1 the light within like that el greco dude rick
was in the shower running the water before delton could get out
an answer he sighed once again and made a motion to leave his
roommate s muscular and suntanned form rotating behind the
opaque glass made him envious

hey can I1 borrow your transistor again he heard him call
out abovetheaboabovevethethe splatter of the water we re going up in the canyon
ill be careful with it

okay he said as he carefully shut the door and walked
down the hall to the dark room withthewith the bunk beds you re twenty
eight years old he whispered to himself again you don t even
have a girl friend he threw himself on the bottom bunk and
you don t even have a tan

he couldncoulden t remember later if something he had dreamed
had boosted his spirits or if it was just the fact that the long nap
had the restorative effect of dissipating most of his depression
but when he awoke alone in the apartment about nine oclock
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that evening and sat eating a twinkle by the kitchen table he
decided that something had to be done he was not sure where
to start on the girlfriendgirl friend problem he had never dated at all in
high school had suffered through only three miserable blind dates
throughout college had been mercifully spared the problem during
his mission and then while in the army been frightened out of
his wits by a buxomybuxomly woman with orange hair who had plopped
down on the stool next to his and eaten the pickle off his plate
while he had tried terrified and aghast to choke down the last
bites of his pastrami sandwich

no he would not start there just yet he didndian t have the
knack but he could do something about his appearance at least
it would be a start he finished up his twinkle and walked around
the kitchen with a nervous determination tomorrow he resolved
he would no not tomorrow for tomorrow would be ydayY day and
students would be up on the mountain whitewashing the block Y
but the next day if the sun promised to shine he would climb up
to some secluded spot on the mountainside his bathing trunks
hidden underneath his clothes again the old visionofvision of clarkdarkoark kent s

transformation glowed briefly in his mind and lie inin the sun
until he began to resemble a normal human being

he was out of school for three days the following week with
the sunburn he cried out whenever rick or scott puttheputteeput the cream on
him and when he was alone he wept with pain but the worst
came when hebe started to peel the lobster red hadbad turned a dull
rose color but as it came off in strips from his back his legs
and even from under the long mouse colored hairs he combed in
a special way to try to conceal his baldness it left him looking
for a time like some mythological relative in various shades of
pink to a zebra

but two things happened during this period the first and
least significant was his discovery of what seemed to constitute
the knack he hadbad been lying in his bed one night uttering

little oohsbohs and ouchesauches each time he shifted position and
the sheet grazed his tender skin although the door was only
open an inch or two he was abletoablertoableabie to see through the hallway to the
small front door of their apartment and at about ten fifteen hebe
heard the outside door open and watched scott usher in some tall
girl with long dark hair and aa maroon pantsuitpantsuit where they
finally sat was out of his view but he could not ignore much as
he tried the sounds of carly simon elton john and blood sweat
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and tears that soon rocked forth from rick s stereo and vibrated
the print of the man with a golden helmet on his wall nor was
it easy trying to correctthecorrect therhe stack of freshmanthernesfreshman themesthernestheines left over from
the week before while unable to avoid catching bursts of laughter
giggles and assorted fragments of conversation

oh really out of sight man hey thatsfhatschats swinginswangin
he found himself counting the times he heard scott say really
cool he lost track however and interest as well after forty
seven and linda was her name linda or was linda the one
before michele threw him over tossed around y know so much
he hadnhaan t even bothered to count but sometime after midnight
the stereo went off and no moremote records were put on the con-
versation now drifted through the hallway and into his room al-
most without obstruction

but why not haven t you prayed about it
1 I have I1 told you I1 have
well so have I1 and I1 m sure in fact I1 know beyond a

shadow
please can t we just you know sort of I1 mean what s

wrong with just going out
why don t we both pray
look I1 ve made a promise y know and
A promise not to pray
of course not silly just wait I1 mean I1 ve just got to wait

until he at least y know comeshomecomescome homeshome I1 just want to see him first
but that s four more months look we ve got something

really cool going right you told me last night that
delton was ready to get up and shut the door he had been

staring at the same misplaced semicolon for fifteen minutes but
his legs burned when he tried to move and as he sucked in his
breath to keep from crying out he heard sounds of a different
sort coming from the other room

it was a hymn scott s voice without accompaniment yet steady
and clear began to fill the quiet apartment and spill through the
doorway

sweet jourhowhourgow of prayer
sweet hour of prayer
that takes me from this world of care

delton was shocked he felt he had missed some transitional
conversation and the song struck him now as rather odd and out
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of place yet after scott had finished two verses and finally
stopped he thought he heard linda sobbing quietly and then for
the next hour until they finally passed within his view their arms
around each other as they left the apartment he heard almost no
sounds at all except an occasional sigh and what vaguely sounded
like some muffled endearments

he felt melancholy after they left and couldncoulden t get his mind
back to the stack of themes beside him he feared he would be
losing both roommates rick was already unofficially engaged
and the thoughts of living alone next year as he waded through
stack after stack of freshman comma splices and dangling modi-
fiers made him long for some nebulous feminine creature to listen
to his own song although he didndian t have the slightest idea what
that song was or would ever be

at one thirty in the morning the themes untouched by his side
delton was still sitting up in bed and staring at the wall when
rick burst into the room bright eyed and doing a little dance as
he tossed off articles of clothing june 6thath he announced june
6thath babe is going to be the big day

delton couldncoulden t resist the question rick he tried his voice
a little hoarse would you tell me something something per-
sonal

rick stopped his fingers in the air in the middle of some step
borrowed from zorba the greek well that depends the
look he gave delton made him feel he had oversteppedoverstepped his bounds

he got it out as fast as he could what I1 mean is did you ever
sing to cheryl hymns that is

hymns he looked puzzled boy you are getting personal
he chided then he broke into a grin sure once a few months
ago when we were parked up by the temple that always gets
them

he didndian t feel that he dare ask anything more but his mind
immediately became a vast darkened parking lot in which earnest
young men each warbling his own hymn to his own girl friend
in the dim privacy of his own car became a part of a gigantic
chaotic choir performing nightly at the mouth of rock canyon
and after the bedroom light was finally turned off and he hadbad
tossed for an hour or more it was this cacophonous choir that
eventually sang him to sleep

the second event that happened during this period was clearly
the most momentous of the ttwotrr at the beginning of spring term
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he met lois she was tiny and fragile with pale skin a slightly
pointed nose and a frail little voice but within a week after he
met her working in the reserve room of the library he was certain
she was the love of his life

it was already may and inthein the eveningtheevening the smell of the lilacs
made him dizzy he found himself taking nervous walks around
the block inthein the fresh night air not the desperate melancholy walks
he had taken earlier while the ground had been frozen in muddy
ridges and patches of snow had crunched crustily under his
feet but walks that sent him striding almost leaping excitedly
down the sidewalk checking his watch at every streetlightstreetlight until
ten thirty arrived and then racing up the hill and across the quad
to the library his determination to be on time always assuring his
arrival at least twentyfivetwenty five minutes beforethebefore the reserve room closed

he was not entirely certain that she was certain he wasthewaithewas the love
of her life however she had not openly demonstrated any over-
whelmingwh warmth something which he concluded probably pre-
vented his fleeing in terror from the whole idea yet she was de-
cidedly civil and had never as he recalled betrayed any sign of
being about to burst into laughter whenever he appeared his face
still mottled in various shades of pink from his Y mountain epi-
sode in fact he often thought to himself elatedly if she likes
me now just wait until I1 ve completely peeled and when after
nearly a week of walking her home stopping once for onion rings
and once for root beer floats she asked him to reserve a date for
dinner at her apartment he felt quite sure that the world was
becoming for him a rather different and marvelous sort of place

because the date set for the dinner was a whole week away
he anxiously began making plans for the weekend at hand he
found however that she was going home to afton wyoming
and would not be back until late sunday night the weekend was
devastating friday night he loitered around the library just to be
near the place that reminded him of her but the couples flocking
to the varsity theater and walking arm in arm across the moonlit
campus depressed him and on saturday night he wandered through
the streets downtown but here again the couples huggingbugging and
laughing as they waited in lines in front of the academy the
uinta and the paramount made him melancholy and impatient
for his love s return

on sunday evening he walked by her house every half hour
until from where he stood in the shadows of the trees across the
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street hebe saw a car drive up and watched as someone let her out
and removed her suitcase from the trunk in order not to seem too
eager he paced back and forth under the trees fortenforgor ten more minutes
then rushed to her door and after some time convinced her to go
out for a little walk while the weather was so nice all weekend
he had held imaginary conversations with her yet hebe had difficulty
now remembering even one of the polished and eloquent things
he had imagined saying earlier in the weekend he had even thought
of preparing a long letter that he could leave with her roommates
or slide under the door since a written explanation of all that was
presently churning inside him would have allowed him to select
just the right words and arrange them in just the rightrigtit way he dis-
missed the idea however when he recalled what had always
seemed to be his fate hebe always managed to inadvertently bumble
up the key words once when he hadbad entered aa short story contest
in junior high his disappointment at not having placed at all out
of only five entries had been embarrassingly magnified when he
discovered on the final page of his rejected entry a gross typograph-
ical error in the last sentence and he lay there on the cement
his heart thorbbingthorbbing

and so as they walked slowly up the hill in the dark beyond
the lights of heritage halls then deseret towers and finally
wymount village he fumbled for the proper words to explain the
emptiness he had felt in her absence

how was the weather in afton wyoming he managed
just fine
oh well I1 guess it gasnwasn t so bad here either he found

himself saying anyway it didndian t rain or snow or anything like
that

and on they walked mostly in silence up the road to where
the golden spire rose out of the white temple luminous against
the night sky four or five cars had pulled off the road from one
he thought he heard a squeal and then aa high pitched voice
shrieked it s absolutely fantastic how on earth did you ever
find out my ring size

loislotslols snickered and delton reached out impulsively in the dark
for her hand he caught her shoulder bag instead and not know-
ing what to do clung to it they were both out of breath from the
long climb up the hill and he stopped now to lean back against
the wall surrounding the temple panting in the darkness and still
clinging to the strap of her purse
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his heart was pounding he felt his free hand move almost
instinctively to his mouth but he resisted the urge and left it
clenched stiffly by his side liehelleile had already bitten his fingernails
down to the quick while pacing under the trees waiting for her
return once he had started saving the little half moon shaped
slivers that would fall on his books and papers as he gnawed
away at first one hand and then the other while he studied he
had kept them all in a little envelope but then it occurred to him
that if he could remember to save the nail bitingsbetings then he could
remember not to bite them at all so he had thrown the envelope
away and gone on nibbling unconsciously at various moments of
the day he had wished since that he had kept his little collection
it had made quite a little lump in the envelope besides what
else did he have as a monument to his suffering

the pounding in his chest seemed to have risen to his throat
and he found himself swallowing over and over to hold it back
his hand still attached to her shoulder strap suddenly started to
quiver he clutched tighter lighted by the moonlight as well
as the glow from the temple her long hair excited him he was
almost close enough to it to get a faint shampoo smell he swal-
lowed he had never been this close to a girl before he knew
that he had to do something he couldncoulden t just go on sniffing her
hair and gripping the vibrating strap A hymn he thought anxiously
what hymn he tried frantically to concentrate but the only
things that would come to his mind were when we re helping
we re happy and give said the little stream

at that moment he imagined he felt her pulling away from
him and in desperation he grasped at whatever words offered
themselves he almost jumped when the sound of his own voice
cut through the darkness

the spirit of god like a fire is burning

he detected a warble a sort of unintended vibrato that unnerved
him but he tried to make up for the unsteadiness of his voice by
an increase in volume that surprised even himself he went on with
the verse and into the chorus

well sing and well shout
with the armiesarmies of heaven
hosanna hosanna to god and the lamb

hoping that the tune was close enough it sounded right to him
but he had been told before usually by frowns but once verbally
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and explicitly by an acquaintance that he had a tendency to stray
somewhat from the actual melody caught up in the fiery mo-
mentum of the hymn he almost decided to go on with all four
verses but something in her look something akin to awe finally
made him stop after the last line of the chorus

for him it was a triumph he wasngasn t sure what to make of the
little patter of applausethatapplause that came from one of the nearby parked
cars after he d finished or the fact that someone had rolled down
a car window and shouted encore but whatever uneasiness
accompanied him as they walked back down the hill in the dark
was overridden by an almost thrilling sense of accomplishment
the hair tingled on the back of his neck and his clothes felt damp
but for him it had been a demonstration of almost unprecedented
bravery

neither of them said much on the way home but he felt that
her remark do you uh sing very much was not without
some warmth and at least demonstrated an interest in his daring
performance on the hillside and he hoped that the sense of
triumph running through him was warranted that he had not only
become victor over his own trembling self but had conquered as
well the fearful territory that had separated him and the love of
his life not daring to risk what was beginning to seem an aus-
picious advance in the right direction he refrained from kissing
her goodnight when they reached her porch ahead of him glowed
the saturday dinner date and he determined that by then he
would be prepared for anything

he was not however prepared for what happened it turned
out to be an unsettling week with final exams looming ahead
he found himself buried in note cards and rough drafts of papers
he had to complete for his own graduate classes and inundated at
the same time with the fresh deluge of freshman research papers
most of them either plagiarizedplagiarizer or just honestly badly written
he tried to allow time to be at the reserve room of the library
but the room was overrun now with the semester s procrastinators
and he could barely see loislotslols over the heads of the students that
flocked to the counter with their book requests scrawled on tiny
white slips after work she begged to flee home to study for her
own exams and he was left to go back to his dreaded note cards
and rough drafts and research papers the only near bright spot
in the week happened one evening when he was buying a twinkle
at carsoncarsonss market waiting at the checkstandcheck stand he heard someone
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call out his name and looked up to see a large freckled girl waving
a chubby hand and standing in line at another cash register 1I
hear you re coming to dinner saturday she said and evidently
noticing the startled look on his face added quickly im phylma

remember one of loislotslols roommates he felt embarrassed as
he left the store that he hadnhaan t remembered her at first yet this
feeling was gradually replaced by one of elation when it occurred
to him suddenly that the anticipation at loislotslols apartment somehow
miraculously rivaled his own

by friday night his excitement for the following evening was
so strong that he could hardly contain himself but he finally re-
sisted all temptations to make his usual nightly pilgrimage to the
campus at ten thirty and restricted himself instead to the narrow
asceticism of the kitchen table assiduously filling the margins of
the students papers like a monk illuminating ancient manuscripts
and on saturday he burst out of his basement cloister to regain
contact with the world getting first a haircut next buying some new
shave lotion although if hai karate really accomplished what the
advertisements promised he determined to use it sparingly I1 and
finally splurging at the emporium on a gift wrapped box of
chocolate covered raisins

but he was not prepared for what happened even when he
stood ringing the bell in the shadows of the porch and a massive
silhouette loomed up against the drawn shade of the front room
window even when phylma opened the door in her turquoise
taffeta dress and he saw the tiny rhinestone earrings clinging to
her ample lobes and the matching necklace lying on her moist and
freckled neck he failed to realize what had taken place As she
ushered him in phylma smiled a self pleased smile like a little
girl who knows she has done something special and he caught a
glimpse beyond her towering figure of a small table complete
with a long white tablecloth a bowl of orange flowers and
matching ostentatious candlesticks set very meticulously just for
two she plopped herself down on the creaking sofa and patted
heartily the cushion next to her for him to sit down he did

now she announced and held up one fat palm as if to pre-
vent him from suddenly fleeing everything is almost all ready
he felt the pricklesbricklesprickles on the back of his neck the old spaghetti
sauce dripping down behind his ears and under his collar he saw
the tip of her pink tongue peek out quickly and dart along the
edge of her lipstickedlipsticked lips her eyes had the sparkle of a child about
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to pull a halloween prank there s been one teensy weensyteensy
change she began something came up and lois hadbad to go home
to afton that is she had this ride you see and she meant to call
you but anyway she didndian t and she asked me to and I1 guess I1
should of but anyway I1 ended up not calling either the stuff was
all bought and in the fridge so I1 just figured what the heck with
you already planning and all why not just go ahead and enjoy our-
selves I1 probably would ve been the one that had to cook it
anyway she hesitated a moment as if for his approval and then
as if fearing she might not get it she leaped up and put a record
on the phonograph he was still stunned but hebe recognized the
music as the overture to some opera

towering above him in her rhinestones and turquoise taffeta
she reached down one shapeless hand the fingers like pale and
puffy sausages offering to help him up should we she asked
with a bounce in her voice for a moment hebe feared she was asking
him to dance around the room with her but then decided she was
taking him toward the table with its carefully folded napkins and
shiny goblets he imagined the warm spaghetti sauce dripping
down his icy neck again and hebe almost collapsed at the table

could 1I uh wash my hands first hebe managed to ask
hoarsely as she pulled out a chair for him to sit on she beamed
and led him through a doorway to a darkened hall but as she
pushed ahead of him and moved through the partially opened door
he became terror stricken he had a frightening vision of her ac-
companyingcompa nying him to the sink and like some robust and helmeted
athena out of a painting by rubens taking charge of the situa-
tion running the water lathering him amply with soap then dry-
ing him lustily with some mammoth fuzzy towel instead however
she flipped on the light and immediately swept down with a swish-
ing flourish a blur of nylons and other things hebe tried not to see
that had been hangingbanging on the shower curtain rod she beamed at
him a perceptible pinkness momentarily obscuring her freckles
and then she swooped past him leaving him leaning against the
sink stunned and drained by the events of the past few minutes
and unable to blink away the fluorescent image of her lingerie

the whole thing was a joke he still felt limp and partially
numb but hebe began to sense that the surrealistic shock of loislotslols
absence and phylma s towering presence was wearing off and he
was able to see clearly what had taken place he was the victim
of some mean joke he gripped the basin and closed his eyes to
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shut out the thought they had played a trick on him how can
I1 get out of it he imagined loislotslols wailing and then he pictured her
her eyes widening as she said 1I know I1 just won t be here and
you can dress up in it was true the evening was too gro-

tesque too bizarre to be anything but a joke perhaps loislotslols had
been in the bedroom watching everything through a crack in the
door he imagined loislotslols and phylma both even now their hands
clasped over their mouths to stiffle guffaws retching with laughter
in the hall he felt dizzy and noticed that he still clutched in one
handband the box of chocolate covered raisins tied with a gigantic
pink bow he felt humiliated and he looked for some place to dis-
card it he finally propped it up on the back of the toilet between
the noxzema and the clearasilClearasil

he was still weak when he left the bathroom and steppedoutsteppesteppeddoutout
into the darkened hallballhalihail he had taken a deep breath before opening
the door and had decided to announce quite bravely that he could
not stay but he hesitated when he saw the darkness of the front
room not only had his foot become entangled in the telephone
cord but he also fancied for a moment that the lights might sud-
denly flash on and loislotslols would shout surprise and the nightmare
would be over it was not however as dark as it had seemed
to him at first the candles had been lit and phylma and her
rhinestones glittered in the flickering light he could smell incense
burning and a gypsy violin whimpered from the phonograph

before he could react she had swept a chair under him shaken
out her napkin and was ladling steaming oniononion soup complete
with croutons and shredded cheese into his bowl he ate as if in
a trance listening at any opportunity for some sign that loislotslols
was hiding in the bedroom phylma herself ate heartily two
helpingshellingshelpings of soup ample proportions of what she announced was
champignons au gratin and coq au vmvin and an unaccountable num-
ber of twisted sugared breadsticksbread sticks but she never once allowed the
conversation to lag she talked of goshen of her family nine
brothers and sisters of how she wanted to be a nurse then an
opera singer and finally just a first rate wife and mother of her
interest in rudolph nureyev and volleyball of her collection of
salt and pepper shakers of her longing to visit venice italy and
gallup new mexico but she showed an equal interest in him
what foods did he like what did he think of maria callas had he
ever had a longing to teach school in pago pago and dozens
of other questions finally as they were eating pot chocolate au
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creme she dabbed quickly at her mouth with her napkin swooped
off to find her treasures of truth albums which she showed him
at the table and then ushered him over to the piano where she
seated herself and announced loislotslols tells me you like to sing

he had never regained his strength from the time he had stood
on the porch ringing the doorbell almost two hours earlier and
now he felt all of the blood draining from his head the spaghetti
sauce again but phylma saved the moment by sweeping across the
keys with a music hall flourish and in a startling tremulous con-
tralto breaking into the habanera from carmen he quickly
took the opportunity to sit down on the sofa nearby partly be-
cause his legs seemed rubberized but also because it offered him
the role of spectator rather than performer he felt it his duty to
look at her from time to time while she sang but whenever his
eyes met hers with her pale eyelashes surrounded by ample lav-
endar eye shadow he felt his own eyes twitch away and seek out
the cording along the edge of the couch or the tasselscassels on the cor-
ners of the satin pillow he found scrunchedscrunched up in his hands but
when it occurred to him that her voice was dissolving into a
whistle he was compelled to focus his attention on her it was
true she was whistling it was a whistle unlike anything he had
ever heard while her shapeless fingers trilled and rolled a
grand accompaniment up and down the keys she whistled the
melodies of one tune after another in a low birdlike warble that
reminded him of water filling a plastic dishpan

it was impossible now to look at her but he was not sure
how long he could go on staring at the pillow in his hand he
finally let his eyes steal a quick glance at the swaying figure
looming over the piano by his side under pale brows squirming
with expression the lavender eyelids were closed now on the large
upward tilted face as her head rocked dreamily back and forth
in time to the music from her puffing freckled cheeks and the
mouth shaped into a tiny 0 came the whistled strains of the theme
from romeo and juliet

he swallowed nervously it was a joke after all it had to be
he stared earnestly at the pillow for confirmation but suddenly
the song had ended and he felt one of her hands slip from the key-
board and fall lightly on his knee his glance ricocheted from the
pillow to her face but his stare remained the same she had re-
moved her hand now and had folded both her hands across the
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top of the small piano her face coming forward totol rest on them
just a matter of inches away from his own twitching face

delton she began her voice frighteningly soft 1I ve never
said this before to a boy in all my life he felt his back go sud-
denly very straight and he was certain now that the spaghetti
sauce was streaming coldly down his spine

1I feel very oddly moved she went on and he thoughtbethought he saw
her chin quiver slightly before his eyes switched back to the pillow
what I1 mean is well I1 feel that our uh getting together to-

night was somehow meant to be
he could feel no strength at all in his body something ran

through his veins that made him feel he was being embalmedembalmembalmered
1I mean she went on god does move in mysterious ways
his own moving was a mystery to him for the next thing he

knew he found himself back in the bathroom leaning against the
door his chest heaving rapidly as though he had run there from
a great distance he could not remember what he had said to ex-
cuse himself or how much more she had said but his mind raced
now and his temples throbbed as he tried to think of what must be
said when he finally had to go back through that door his eyes
sought the tile walls pressing in on him but they found no window
instead they rested on the box tied with the pink bow maybe he
could give her the box of chocolate raisins and leave it had not
been a joke he almost pitched forward and fellfeufenfelifeil against the sink
gripping it with both handsbands he glared at himself in the mirror
delton he whispered with a hoarse earnestness what are you

going to do he waited for the reflection to answer but it only
stared back at him with a new terror of its own
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historian As entrepreneur
A personal essay

leonard J arrington

wednesday january 5 1972 1I was planning my lectures for the
next day in my office at utah state university when the telephone
rang hello dr arrington this is president tanner I1 would like
to see you when will you next be in salt lake city I1 replied
that I1 would come whenever he wished how about yesterday
he asked with a chuckle we agreed on eleven the next morning

in recent years I1 had had several conversations with president
N eldon tanner and had been impressed with his grasp of histori-
cal perspective and gratified by his encouragement of responsible
scholarship A canadian he had served many years as minister
of lands and mines in alberta and later as president of trans
canada pipelines he is a person of great personal charm who
as a counselor in the first presidency directs the business operations
of the LDS church A call from him to a mormon like me was
like a call from the president of the united states to a potential
cabinet appointee several months earlier A william lund had
died after sixty years of service as assistant church historian As
I1 drove that frosty morning the ninety miles to salt lake city 1I
decided president tanner wanted to ask me the names and quali-
ficationsfications of persons who ought to be considered to replace brother
lund

upon my arrival in the church office building in salt lake
city I1 was immediately ushered into president tanner s office
and seated in the big leather easy chair next to his own he was
friendly unhurried and gracious brother arrington ill come
straight to the point and not waste our time he said

you know that our assistant church historian brother lund died
last february and we have not replaced him for the past two
years as you know elder howard hunter of the quorum of
twelve apostles has served as church historian he has been a

leonard J arrington is church historian of the church of jesus christ of latter
day saints
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fine administrator but as you know he is not really a historian
elder hunter is a lawyer by profession we would now like to
reorganize the church historians office by establishing a formal
historical department of the church we would like brother
alvin dyer a former member of the church first presidency
as managing director you brother arrington as church his-
torian and brother earl olson who has served many years as
a librarian archivist as church archivist will you accept the po-
sition of church historian

naturally I1 accepted it was a historian s dream since 1831
church historian had been an ecclesiastical office primarily con-

cerned with the preservation of documents and artifacts in more
than 150 years only a handful of trusted church leaders had had un-
restricted access to the church archives one of the most important
repositoriesdepositoriesdepositories of americana in the mountain west the new church
historian was charged with assisting the librarian archivist in
making this preservation archive a working archive for the first
time he was to have a professionally trained staff of researchers
and writers to produce articles monographs and books of a scho-
larly nature based on original source materials many previously
untouched these publications were bound to have a significant im-
pact on the understanding not only of mormon history but also
of western american history

that was five years ago from that time my career as historical
administrator has been amply rewarded since 1972 staff members
of our history division have published fifteen books sixty two
articles in professional journals or chapters in scholarly books
twenty two reviews in professional journals and seventy one articles
in church publications five books and many more articles are
scheduled for publication in 1977

how did a farm boy from idaho come to such a position cer-
tainly it was not from youthful inclinations for of all subjects in
high school and college I1 disliked none more than history only
by a circuitous and fortuitous route did I1 migrate from chicken
farmer to agriculture major from agriculture to economics from
regional economics to western economic history and finally from
western history to mormon studies in ecclesiastical affairs I1
evolved from branch president of a north carolina congregation
of mormonscormons while working on my doctorate to a member of
the presidency of the utah state university stake a student stake
composed of married and single LDS students attending utah state
university
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born 2 july 1917 in a one room frame house on a farm near
twin falls idaho I1 was the third of noah and edna corn arring-
ton s eleven children at twin falls high I1 participated in debate
and future farmers of america eventually serving as idaho state
president and national first vice president of the latter organi-
zation at home 1I contributed to the family income by raising
2000 baby chicks caring for 400 rhode island red laying hens
and helping with the farm

attending the university of idaho was an exciting experience
for me 1I was active in politics and debate worked as a reporter for
the school newspaper pitched gold dust on the university s dairy
farm and earned the phi beta kappa key when I1 graduated in
general economics

actually it was more my distaste for chemistry than my dislike
for manure that induced me to switch from agriculture to economics
perhaps my interest in economics was first piqued in 1932 when
many farmers had given up harvesting their crops because of de-
pressed prices I1 was fifteen when my father was selling his no I11
idaho baking potatoes for ten cents per hundred pounds that year
upon my father s encouragement I1 included slips of paper in some
of the sacks of potatoes we are getting ten cents for these pota-
toes I1 wrote but we are paying 1501.50150 to 2702.70270 for them here
came several replies from california obviously something was
wrong evidently not all the manure was in the barnyard I1 de-
cided that when I1 went to college I1 would study agricultural eco-
nomics but the rigid requirement that every graduate of the college
of agriculture must have two full years of chemistry caused me
to switch after one year to the college of social sciences with
a major in general economics

graduating from the university of idaho in 19591939 1I was offered
a kenan teaching fellowship in economics at the university of
north carolina I1 was delighted to accept because the university
had a good reputation for sound scholarship and because my an-
cestorscestors for many generations had lived in the tarheel state two
years later I1 began teaching at north carolina state university
in raleigh

it was in my upper class years at the university of idaho and
the two years at chapel hill that I1 read the writers who had the
greatest influence on my life they included novelists as well as
economists philosophers as well as ecclesiastics 1I was much at-
tracted to the southern agrariansagrarians and their regional and tributistdistributistdis
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approach to social problems allenailenalienalienallen tate john crowe ransom
herbert agar frank owsley and books like ill take my stand
and who owns america together with douglas jerrold chri-
stopher dawson G K chesterton and george bernard shaw in
england I1 read most everything they had written and found
myself agreeing with much they said

when world war 11II came along I1 volunteered for an officer s

commission in the navy but was rejected as being too short I1
couldnt quite reach 56 even after three weeks of exercises the
air force and marines rejected me for an asthmatic condition so
I1 obtained a leave of absence from north carolina state to help
in the civilian war effort working for the north carolina office
of price administration after six months of setting prices for
firewood laundry service and dairy products I1 was finally drafted
into the U S army

on my last weekend pass from fort bragg north carolina I1
married grace fort of raleigh I1 had been courting her for some
eighteen months but she would not consent to marriage until I1 was
about to be shipped overseas I1 don t know what that tells about
my attractiveness our platoon embarked for north africa in july
1943

for the first eighteen months we processed italian prisoners
of war in morocco algeria and tunisia I1 was slated to make
the invasion of southern france until an order came at the last
minute to send us to italy instead through a fortunate circum-
stance this private first class was inexplicably appointed allied
controller of the central institute of statistics in rome known as
1111alII1l controlloreContro llore americano it was something approaching a sub
cabinet post in the military government certainly the best job
any army PFC could ever hope for with a personal staff of
thirty including a personal chauffeur an usher secretary errand
boy and others I1 had timetotime to survey the italian economic scene and
attend more than fifty operas I1 was stationed for eight months in
rome assigned to the committee for price control in milan I1
participated in the invasion of northern italy arriving in time to
see benito mussolini and clara petacci hanging by their heels in
front of a milanese gas station finally after thirty three months
overseas I1 was ready for an honorable discharge

on 4 january 1946 1I was reunited with my weekend bride we
had exchanged more than a thousand letters during my nearly three
years absence somehow we felt closer than we might have done
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had we not been separated we have had an enjoyable marriage
and three children james is a professional actor carl is a staff
writer for the detroit free press susan is a graduate of utah state
university and the wife of the conductor of the symphonic and
marching bands there

during my years in north carolina social scientists were re-
discovering the south surveying in depththedepth the economy and culture
and accumulating a mass of statistics which eventually went into
howard odum s monumental southern regions an idea often re-
peated at that time was that all culture is local culture all history
local history rather than begin with greece and rome one ought
to begin with one s own neighborhood statestagestabe and region the more
one understood the culture in which hebe lived the closer he came
to understanding humanity

I1 was excited about the regional approach to economic analysis
my major professor milton S heath encouraged me in these
studies and I1 felt a burning in my bones to participate in doing
for the american west what odum vance heath and others
had done for the american south there was no systematic scholar-
ly appraisal of the mountain west nothing equivalent to what
had been done and was being done forthefor the south

so in the summer of 1946 having accepted an offer to teach
economics at utah state university I1 went to salt lake city to
discuss dissertation topics with various people dr john A widtsoeWidtsoe
former president of utah state university and of the university of
utah and an apostle of the LDS church suggested I1 concentrate
on mormon country rather than all the western states he pointed
out that there was a common cultural heritage and economic back-
ground within this broad community and there was much that
could be done teaching at logan I1 would have relatively close
access to documents in salt lake city and hebe thought if I1 were
politic I1 would be given access to the abundant materials in the
LDS archives

church historian joseph fielding smith was somehow per-
suaded to give the project his blessing and I1 began researching
my dissertation mormon economic policies and their imple-
mentation on the western frontier 184719001847 1900 the summers
were spent in the historian s office reading and taking notes from
the five or six hundred volume journal history and other documents
in the archives I1 was allowed perfect freedom in using these mate-
rials elder widtsoe was right perhaps no other part of the world
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its size is as completely documented as utah letters minutes
speeches sermons account books diaries everything necessary to
recreate regional history from original source materials were avail-
able to me

the historic mormon community was a complete society di-
versifiedversi fied and well balanced As early as 1850 for example eighty
five occupations were being practiced in the territory utah s rela-
tively well rounded economy stood in sharp contrast with that of
neighboring states and territories called upon to service over
landers miners and other westerners in a number of ways mor-
mon communities were essential to the progress of non mormon
settlement and industry in much of the mountain west

I1 sought to locate other persons interested in mormon studies
and was very much benefited when a group of three other USU
faculty members and their wives S george and maria ellsworth
eugene E and beth campbell and wendell 0 and pearl rich
agreed to meet once a month with grace and me to read original
papers by each of us on mormon culture and history some of
these papers were subsequently published I1 was particularly bene-
fited by attending seminars by george ellsworth on the sources
and literature of history he was my mentor in historical method

in 1951 1I began publishing some of my findings beginning that
year some of my articles on mormon economic programs and acti-
vities found their way into rural sociology journal of economic
history economic history review westernwl estern humanities review
pacific historical review business history review and other histo-
rical journals books and encyclopedias

upon the advice of my thesis director my dissertation com-
pleted in 1952 was submitted to the committee on research in
economic history a standing committee of the economic history
association funded by the rockefeller foundation following the
suggestions of the appointed readers arthur H cole of harvard
and lewis atherton of the university of missouri I1 began to re-
vise the dissertation for publication in 1956 1I received a sabbatical
from USU and a six month fellowship later extended to a full
year at the henry E huntington library and art gallery in
san marino california where the 700 page manuscript of great
basin kingdom an economic history of the latter day saints
183019001830 1900 was completed after eleven years of research and
writing without the aid of research assistants but with the critical
comments and suggestions of george ellsworth I1 finished the book
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it was published in 1958 by harvard university press while I1
was in italy lecturing to university students as a fulbright profes-
sor of american economics there with the approval of professor
edward C kirkland and his publishers I1 rewrote and adapted
his splendid book A history of american economic life to serve
as a text for italians interested in american economic history

returning to america in 1959 1I found that some of those
who had read great basin kingdom wanted to know whether I1
was a mormon A number of mormon students wrote to congratu-
late me that a non mormon had written such a fair book at the
same time some non mormon readers wrote to express surprise
that a mormon could produce such an objective work it was my
intention in that book to write an impartial study of the mormon
economic system and how brigham young and his associates and
successors managed to preserve some of the more unique aspects
of the mormon economic way in the preface I1 presented the need
for and value of an objective study of this religious economic
system

the true essence of gods revealed will if such it be cannot be
apprehended without an understanding of the conditions sur-
rounding the prophetic vision and the symbolism and verbiage
in which it is couched surely god does not reveal his will except
to those prepared by intellectual and social experience and by
spiritual insight and imagination to grasp and convey it A
naturalistic discussion of the people and the times and of the
mind and experience of latter day prophets is therefore a per-
fectly valid aspect of religious history and indeed makes more
plausible the truths they attempted to convey while the dis-
cussion of naturalistic causes of revelation does not preclude
its claim to be revealed or inspired of god in practice it is dif-
ficult if not impossible to distinguish what is objectively re-
vealed from what is subjectively contributed by those receiv-
ing the revelation 1

this still represents my point of view astoas to the necessity and possi-
bility of naturalistic history of religion

great basin kingdom however was only a beginning much
remained to be done established for religious purposes dominated
by religious sentiments and long managed by religious leaders
mormon country utah and parts of arizona new mexico nev-
ada idaho and wyoming is ailanallali important laboratory for the study

leonard J arrington great basin kingdom an economic history of the
larrerlatterlarret raydayvay saints 183019001830 1900 cambridge mass harvard university press 1958
p ix
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of religion and its relationship to social development utahs his-
tory illustrates problems connected with settlement of isolated
mountainous and semiarid regions perhaps more importantly it
demonstrates the possibility and techniques of economic develop-
ment without outside capital but a perusal of twelve standard
works on american history in 1959 revealed only two which men-
tioned the mormonscormons and utah of the eight leading texts on ameri-
can economic history I1 found mormonscormons mentioned in only one and
that in connection with colonization in arnold toynbee s monu-
mental ten volume history of civilization utah and the mormonscormons
are mentioned three times each time with one line once in con-
nection with plural marriage once regarding the trek west from
nauvoo and once concerning the book of mormon

I1 felt that neglect of the mormonheritagemormon heritage in the general ameri-
can literature did not necessarily reflect a low opinion of their achie-
vementsvements theodore roosevelt richard T ely thomas nixon car-
ver ray stannard baker william smythe and others had made
repeated references to mormon experiments and eventually volun-
tary associations corporations and state and federal bureaus frank-
ly adopted policies suggested by the mormon experience moreover
that modern westerner walter prescott webb in planning for
his television series of seventy lectures on the history of american
civilization planned for two lectures on the mormonscormons and invited
me to present these in 1963 at the university of texas

it seemed clear to me that the superficial treatment of utah and
mormon history was due to the lack of good scholarly monographs
on which general history authors might base their work this in
turn could be attributed to the attitude held by many utah
mormonscormons that their history was family history having no signifi-
cance for anyone but themselves or if they were devout latter
day saints they found utah history important only insofar as it
contributed to an understanding of the history of their church

to help improve this situation I1 applied in 1959 fortor a grant
from utah state university to fund summer work on utah and
western economic history each summer for thirteen years accord-
ing to the terms of the grant I1 was able to employ a senior or
graduate student to collaborate in researching and writing articles
and monographs this began the broadening of my career hence-
forth I1 would be not only an individual scholar but an historical
entrepreneur organizing large projects and team efforts and often
working in collaboration with graduate students and colleagues
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we began with a study of utah s defense industry the state
had just become a leader in the missile industry and with jon G
perry I1 published an article on the development of utah s spec-
tacular missiles industry then came a series of ten articles in the
utah historical quarterly on utah s defense bases eight in col-
laborationlaboration with thomas alexander one with archer L durham
and one with tom alexander and eugene erb there were also
articles and monographs on the economy of the wasatch front
with george jensen the beginnings of commercial mining in utah
utah industries established by the defense plant corporation during
world war 11II with anthony T cluff and tom alexander the
horn silver bonanza with wayne hinton and studies of several
major federal irrigation projects in utah

one of the most significant of these early group studies re-
sulted in the publication in 1963 of the changing economic struc-
ture of the mountain west 1850190185019501850 1901950 under the USU grant I1
was able to employ two accounting majors and two other as-
sistantssistants for an entire summer to do a detailed analysis of the oc-
cupationalcupational census reports for each of the eight western states these
compilations were made in such a way as to compare occupational
changes within each state or territory over time and also to com-
pare states andterritoriesand territories at any given stage of development com-
parisonsparisons were also made between the mountain states as a group
and the united states as a whole this analysis antedated the use
of the computer and foreshadowedshadowedforeshadowerfore the kind of studies which the
computer has made possible in recent years the study has been
incorporated in the bobbs merrill reprint series in history and
demonstrates the contributions which an economist can maketomakemakato to the
study of western history

while finishing a history of the utah and idaho sugar com-
pany beet sugar inin the west I1 became more involved in projects
relating to the intellectual social and institutional history of mor-
monism as well as its economic aspects I1 became acquainted with
scholars at other universities and in a variety of disciplines who
were interested in western utah and mormon studies we ex-
changed study group speakers and papers at historical conven-
tions we made it a point to look up others with similar interests
then at the september 1965 meeting of the utah academy of
sciences arts and letters a dozen of us agreed to prepare for a
formal organization of the mormon history association I1 was
designated temporary chairman a committee was appointed to pre
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pare a constitution and to nominate a slate of officers at the
december meeting of the american historical association in san
francisco approximately fifty persons attended the organizing
meeting of the MHA I1 was elected president with eugene camp-
bell of brigham young university and james L clayton of the
university of utah vice presidents dello G dayton of weber
state college was secretary treasurer and the following were mem-
bers of the council robert B flanders gracelandgravelandGraceland college davis
bitton of the university of california at santa barbara alfred
bush of princeton and merle wells of the idaho state historical
society this list included a non mormon and a member of the
reorganized church of jesus christ of latter day saints as well
as latter day saints the stated purpose of the organization was
the promotion of understanding scholarship and publication in
the field of mormon history

for the first few years the mormon history association met
in conjunction with the annual american historical association
convention and then with the western history association by
1970 membership had increased to around 200 and a separate
annual convention was initiated each april in utah or at a his-
torical mormon location the association now has a membership
of 750 including nearly all professional LDS historians many
seminary and institute of religion teachers reorganized LDS his-
toriansto and aa few persons from other faiths and fields

we had intended in 1965 to commence publication of a journal
entitled latter day saint history but in discussing such a publica-
tion we discovered that eugene england wesley johnson joseph
jeppson and others at stanford were about to found a new inde-
pendent journal under the name dialogue A journal of mormon
thought they agreed to give special attention to historical arti-
cles and we agreed to submit manuscripts and support their pub-
licationli I1 became an advisory editor for dialogue and organized
and edited a special mormon history issue reappraisals in mor-
mon history in 1966

at that time I1 was a visiting professor of history at UCLA
teaching classes in western american history alfred A knopf
contacted me there suggesting I1 write a history of utah and the
mormonscormons for his company a history which would he said fill
the biggest single gap in western history to my knowledge this
was the first time a national publisher had asked an active mormon
to write a major work on the history of his people I1 regarded it as
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a significant opportunity to demonstrate that mormon scholars
could write responsibly and professionally about their heritage
and provide an antidote for the works of openly hostile or at least
unsympathetic writers

such a history could not however be written from published
accounts alone knowing of their desire to improve the mormon
church s image in the nation s history books I1 wrote the first
presidency of the church requesting access to church correspon-
dence diaries minutes and other documents heretofore restricted
they soon replied with permission for unrestricted useofusefofuse of materials
in the church historian s library and archives this was the first
time such authorization had been given a professional historian
and paved the way for subsequent developments in the use of
church archives because of my appointment as church historian
the knopf book was delayed but with the collaboration of davis
bitton it is now nearing completion

when I1 returned to utah state in the fall of 1967 george
ellsworth suggested we approachgaurthapproach gaurthgaarth hansen the new academic
vice president of USU with the idea that USU sponsor a new
western historical quarterly under the auspices of the western
history association I1 was then vice president of the association
and since previous efforts to convert other publications pacific
northwest quarterly arizona and the west pacific historical
review into a journal suitable for general WHA circulation
had failed we drew up a proposal which was accepted for USU
to pay for overhead and editorial work and the association and its
membemembersbemberstoastoto pay for printing and distribution

the following year I1 was elected president of the association
and editor of the quarterly with george ellsworth as associate
editor dr ellsworth played a leading role in basic policy decisions
format and copy we received some fifty manuscripts and pub-
lished about sixteen the first year

in 1971 the american historical association formed a com-
mittee consisting of the editors of leading historical journals in
the nation to study potential cooperative activities representing
the western historical quarterly I1 was pleased to discover the
esteem this publication had acquired among editors of the american
historical review journal of american history william and
mary quarterly and southern historical review

in the meantime with the continued support of the utah state
university research council I1 still directed research on western
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utah and mormon history and benefited from collaboration with
others A brilliant graduate assistant of mine at UCLA jon haupt
persuaded me to make an intensive study of fictional works relating
to mormonscormonsMormons and generously shared his own expertise in literary
criticism by collaborating with me on several articles in this genre
we have other articles in our heads if we can only find time to
develop them working with truman madsen of brigham young
university I1 helped develop plans for an annual mormon history
issue of BYU studies the first such issue appearing in 1969 con-
tained articles treating the early joseph smith period of mormon
history special issues have appeared annually on the ohio mis-
souri and illinois periods

meanwhile under the USU grant I1 directed the preparation
of three books A history of the first security corporation 1928-
1973 which the corporation has chosen not to publish a biog-
raphy of david eccles published in 1975 by utah state university
press under the title david eccles pioneer western industrialist
and a biography of a mormon apostle published in 1974 by brig-
ham young university press under the title charles C rich
mormon general and western frontiersman while I1 am listed
as the author of each of these publications they really represent
the research and writing skills of a large number of undergraduates
graduate students and colleagues who contributed their time and
expertise in return for compensation out of project grant funds
it would not be possible to mention all of their names here but
they are credited in the prefaces of these publications these books
represent an attempt to demonstrate that bright students can get
good experience and training in research and writing by working
under a historian director and they can produce a creditable
product the two books which were published have received gen-
erally favorable reviews my most recent books are building the city
of god community and cooperation among the cormonsmormonsMormons with
the collaboration of feramorz Y fox now deceased and dean L
may and from quaker to latter day saint bishop edwin D
woolley

at the time of my call to be church historian president tan-
ner informed me that he had talked with president dallin oaks
of brigham young university and that if I1 agreed I1 was to serve
also as lemuel hardison redd professor of western history and
the inaugural director of the charles redd center for western
studies at that university both positions were made possible by a
generous grant from charles redd who made funds available for
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research and publication in western american history lecturers
fees research fellowships travel and the purchase of rare books
and manuscripts it was decided that I1 should divide my time be-
tween BYU and the historical department of the church with
tom alexander assisting as associate director of the redd center
I1 asked james B alienallenailen of brigham young university and davis
bitton of the university of utah to serve as the two assistant church
historians both divide their time between their respective univers-
ities and the church historical department

the historical department as it now stands includes four di-
visions the church library consisting of published works about
mormon history the church archives comprising the unpublished
works letters diaries minute books financial ledgers photo-
graphs films and phonograph records and tapes the church
curator s division with charge of the church s historic sites and
collection of art and artifacts and the church history division
under my direction in which there are fourteen full time historians
and six secretaries and typists our mission is to do in depth re-
search and compile and write books and articles for church publi-
cation and for professional journals eight of our fourteen his-
torians have the phd while others are working toward that goal
all of us are under the general direction of elder joseph anderson
formerly secretary to the first presidency of the church and now a
member of the first quorum of seventy

our history division staff in the historical department is both
professionally trained and personally complementary james alienallenailen
is a talented writer and loyal associate with an extensive back-
ground in american history and a phd from the university of
southern california dr alienallenailen has had experience in the church s
institute system and at BYU he is probably the best informed
student of twentieth century mormon history among mormon schol-
ars davis bitton after receiving the phd from princeton taught
renaissance and reformation history at the university of texas
and at UCSB before coming to the university of utah in the prep-
aration of a monumental bibliography soon to be published hebe
has read or supervised the reading of every known mormon diary
of the nineteenth and early twentieth centuries and he has a
marvelous capability for critiquing historical manuscripts our ed-
itor maureen ursenbach beecher a phd in comparative literature
from the university of utah served as managing editor of the
western humaniahumanitieshumanitI1es review and taught at I1thehet university of utah
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before joining our staff she is a warm attractive personality as
well as a skillful literary critic

the program of research and writing which attracted these
professional historians and editors to the new church historical
department was initiated by the longtime church historian joseph
fieldingbelding smith elder smith serving from 1910 to 1970 had been
primarily concerned with the preservation of historical documents
and artifacts he sent earl olson church archivist to professional
seminars throughout america where hebe became acquainted with
modern classification and security systems in anticipation of the day
when the archives would be more accessible to the general public
after 1967 brother olson secured clearance from the first presi-
dency for several historians in addition to myself to have unre-
strictedstricted access to the archives for scholarly work it was when
elder smith became president of the church in 1970 that howard
W hunter a church apostle was appointed church historian
under his direction the archives were prepared to become a working
archive as well as a preservation depository this was finally real-
ized with the organization of the historical department in 1972

with our own appointments in 1972 we members of the his-
tory division sensed we were on the brink of a new era of mormon
aandnd western american historiography and our expectations are
being fulfilled within the first year of operations we

1 inaugurated a sixteen volume sesquicentennial history of the
latter day saints signing contracts with sixteen mormon
scholars and authors located at various universities through-
out the nation

2 began a mormon heritage series of important edited docu-
ments beginning with brigham young s letters to his sons 2

3 discovered and cataloguedcataloguercatalogued more than fifty boxes of previous-
ly unknown materials containing especially valuable brigham
young documents

4 assisted archivists with the preparation of registers and
guides to archive collections

5 produced articles for several magazines and professional
journals

in the years since 1973 we have worked on biographies com-
munity and area histories demographic studies monographs on

dean C jessee letters of brigham young to his sons salt lake city
deseret book 1974
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special topics and various inhousein house historical background reports
we have also conducted an ongoing oral history program and
have taped more than 2000 hours with some 800 persons thus far
our program of work is developed by james B alienallenailen davis bittenbitton
and myself inin consultation with our professional staff and ecclesi-
astical supervisors who have been unfailingly supportive of our
efforts we have also assisted others to do research in our archives
by granting a number of 1000 fellowships each year we have
also assigned certain book projects to professors at brigham young
university and elsewhere and have thus involved the entire com-
munity of mormon historians in a systematic program of exploring
and publishing materials on mormon history

our stewardship as historical entrepreneurs requires many de-
cisions that scholars working alone seldom face we must decide
how to allocate our research staff time and research monies should
we be preparing research aids and reference works for other schol-
ars or should we be supplementing the works of other scholars
by writing interpretive essays and monographic treatments should
we approach the task of research by restricting our efforts to the
materials in our own archives basically those previously unused
or should we work on topics that need treating and supplement
our own materials with those at other libraries and archives
should we produce books and articles primarily for our profes-
sional colleagues and a national audience or primarily for mem-
bers of our own faith

there are many related questions which require decisions as-
suming we think a good biography of brigham young is needed
should we do a highly detailed biography which might require
as many as six volumes or restrict ourselves to a conventional
one volume biography should it be directed primarily at our fel-
low church members or should it be a definitive scholarly biog-
raphy submitted for national publication

there is one problem which may be more characteristic of a
church research center such as ours than of many other historical
archives under what circumstances are we justified in making
confidential materials available to professional historians there
are lodged in our archives many hundreds of letters which were
written on a confidential basis to the president of the church or to
other high church officials some of these contain confessions of
murder adultery fornication burglary or other crimes are we
violating the deceased s right to privacy by making such material
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available to scholars other documents contain minutes of church
trials where details of wrongdoing are spelled out still other
minutes tell of disputes between church officials and record state-
ments made in the heat of passion which the officials must later
have regretted

some scholars are anxious to get their hands on such docu-
ments and emphasize the public s right to know others would
like to take the information in them into consideration but feel
no necessity to make public the names of the perpegerpeperpetratorstratorsoratorstrators still
others prefer nottonotnoi to know or make known what was in confidential
sources whether such material should be made available to out-
side scholars is one question whether my colleagues and I1 should
see them is another and if we should inadvertently or not see
such materials to what extent are we justified in using them
these questions face us and our ecclesiastical advisers every day

that no satisfactory final answer is apt to be forthcoming is
suggested by the lack of agreement as to whether or not robert
woodward and carl bernstein were ethically responsible in their
second book on watergate the final days other archives housing
such records as the files of social workers and marital counselors
face a similar dilemma it requires the wisdom of a solomon to
determine the delicate balance between the individual s right to
privacy and the public s right to know personally I1 have no wish
to be in the position of suppressing useful and relevant information
on the other hand it would not be proper for me norn r would I1
wish to expose the church its leaders and its members to unfair
or sensational disclosures about their personal lives it is inevitable
that in my present position I1 should occasionally feel like the
grand inquisitor in the brothers karamazov not only are the
administrative problems weighty the ethical problems require
soul searching fortunately I1 am able to counsel with understanding
brethren

happily the richness of our archives and the complex excit-
ing events of mormon history assure that there are many topics of
undeniable importance which are unaffected by such ethical com-
plexities these occupy most of our research attention even in areas
where the source material does raise questions of privacy I1 am
optimistic that we are discovering ways of getting at what we
need to see and of using our findings in a responsible way often
by means of a quantitative approach that will provide a good
sense of what was going on while avoiding the sensationalism
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of individual exposure that is typical of some of the more slick
popular magazines

it is almost imperative that arrington allenalienailen bitton and
beecher read every article and book manuscript prepared by our
own staff and often the manuscripts of others who request our
review handling administrative chores during office hours I1
usually spend two or three hours each evening and most of the
weekends reading manuscripts I1 spend one day a week at brig-
ham young university on projects associated with the redd center
for western studies weekly speaking engagements occupy ad-
ditionalditional time consequently there is not as much time available
for independent research and writing as I1 should like nor for
football games or dinner parties or for summer vacations the long
conversations I1 used to enjoy with colleagues and with our chil-
dren are now replaced by frequent dictated letters

nevertheless I1 would not change places with any historian in
america nor as a mormon would I1 change places with any
church official with a different assignment I1 am blessed to have
what I1 regard as the most challenging assignment in the field of
history and the most pleasant and exciting assignment in my
church and I1 am proud to add that all my work inin the documents
of the church has increased my love for it and my faith in its divine
mission
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toward mantimandmantl

kathryn R ashworth

my son peace be unto rbythyruy soul

doctrine and covenants 1217

here where the ripe wheat waves and rustles
in wide sheets across the valley floor
where winds that cut betweenthebetween the mountains pour
rolling light upon the slanting tasselscasselstassels
where our shadows pass across the dust and thistlthistleswhistleses
cooling by the quiet road once more
As we listen to the wind behind before
and feel the cry of locomotive whistles

here the hidden mourning dove pronounces
three low tones and here we rest
the wind upon the poplars till they fall
the world we measure out in pounds and ounces
this world that swings the sun from east to west
pausing when we hear the dove s low call

kathryn R ashworth is a wife mother and published poet
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unarmed descent
the achievement of R D laing

terrell M butler

the response to R D laings innovative psychiatry has been
varied one american colleague of laing sees him as a brilliant
and sensitive paranoid schizophrenic another psychoanalyst who
is close to laing and familiar with his theoretical and clinical
work believes him tobeto be perhaps the most original and creative
psychiatric thinker since freud 1 the intention of this essay is with
special reference to laing s first book the divided self to shed
light on what is original and creative in his work in particular I1
would like to explore the importance of his achievement for three
related concerns psychiatric theory and practice intellectual history
and literary criticism

psychiatric THEORY AND PRACTICE

A distinction that michel foucault makes in madness and civi-
lizationlization between two characteristic ways of looking at madness can
help us understand laings contribution to psychiatric thought the
first interprets the experience of the madman as a form of unreason
that precisely because it is unreason can be meaningful to other
members of society thus during the european middle ages the
madman could be seen as a sign of the beyond as a bearer of truth
from another world or as one who pointed in an acceptable way to
social and personal folly what is important in this conception is
thatthethattiethat the madman was integrated into society at a time when reason
and nonreasonnonreason were coherently related they existed for each
other in relation to each other in the exchange which separated
them the second way of looking at madness emerged in west-
ern culture during the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries when
the dialogue between reason and irrationality was cut off in con-
trast to the middle ages the age of reason interpreted madness

terrell M butler is a phd candidate in history at cornell university
ijamesames S gordon who Is mad who Is sane the atlantic 227 january

197119715757 in the second quotation gordon paraphrases his unnamed source
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as unreason that was without positive or meaningful content in
foucault s words madness was seen as a manifestation of non-
being A crucial step in the rejection of the madman as wholly
other as radically distinct from normal individuals was
the categorization of madness as mental illness at the end of the
eighteenth century for foucault the effect of this view of madness
as disease has been to deny the voice of unreason to silence it in-
vidiously from the perspective of a narrowly conceived rationality
to thrust into oblivion all those stammered imperfect words
without fixed syntax in which the exchange between madness and
reason was made 2 james gordon offers convincing testimony that
the interpretation of insanity as a sickness which manifests itself in
recognizable symptoms is predominant among psychiatrists today 3

laing s originality is rooted in his fresh view of madness he
wrote in the preface to the divided self that the overall pur-
pose of his book was to reopen the dialogue between reason and
unreason and in so doing to make madness and the process of
going mad comprehensible I1 wanted to convey above all that
it was far more possible than is generally supposed to understand
people diagnosed as psychotic 4 instead of seeing madness in terms
of symptoms or as completely other laing believes schizophrenia

perhaps the most common form of madness in modern society
to be an extreme uncontrolled version of an inward migration
familiar to us all in its milder forms faced with a danger situation
from which no physical escape is possible one that might occur
say in a concentration camp the normal person might experience
something akin to a temporary schizophrenia in his attempt to with-
draw into an inner realm that seems safe and at a distance from
what threatens him but in the case of people who are perpetually
unsure of themselves as real alive whole or autonomous beings
this dissociation of self is not a temporary easily reversed reaction
to a specific and limited moment of danger rather it is an ongoing
too often irreversible way of approaching all situations because all
or nearly all situations are seen as threatening to the very existence
and being of such ontologically insecure individuals

As the ontologically insecure person withdraws into his inner
fantasy world a world that promises to be a realm of transcendence

michellionelmichei foucault madness and civilization trans richard howard new york
new american library 1967 ppap x 100

gordon who Is mad ppap 505650 56 cf jeanpauljean paul sartre between existential-
ism and marxism trans john mathews new york pantheon books 1974 p 204

ar4rR D laing the divided self an existential study in sanity and madness
baltimore penguin books 1965 ppap 9 11
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and freedom the unembodied self establishes itself as an ab-
stractedstracted noninvolvednoninvolved observer and repudiates the actions of the
outer false self system the inner self comes to regard these actions
as a purely mechnicaltechnicalmechnical alien attempt to conform to the demands
of the exterior world but unnourished by outer reality alone and
isolated in an inner nothingness the unembodied self becomes
increasingly infused with fear hostility despair and a sense of its
own nonbeing As a result of the individual s confused need to
come out to emerge undisguised in the world and his

simultaneous terror of doing so multiple splits may occur in the
already divided self ultimately this posture of self defense proves
impossible to maintain the longer the inner self remains aloof and
abstracted in its effort to escape annihilation the more empty
phantasticized and chaotic it becomes according to laing the

passage from the sane or schizoid condition in which the individual
has made a temporarily successful adjustment to reality on the
basis of this split between inner and outer experience to the psy-
chotic or schizophrenic state may occur gradually even imperceptib-
ly but the transition may also be sudden dramatic and shocking
should the unembodied self begin to want overwhelmingly to es-
cape from its shut upness to end the pretense to be honest to reveal
and declare and let itself be known without provocation one may
be witness to the onset of an acute psychosis though outwardly
sane such a person has been becoming progressively insane inside 5

one of the remarkable features of laing s phenomenology of
madness is the lucidity with which it shows how psychopathologypsychopathology
is related to normal everyday life As foucault hashis remremindedindedanded us
freud was a pioneer in his conscious attempt to demonstrate the
passage from mental health to psychosis to be a gradual one he
temporarily restored in medical thought the possibility of a dia-
logue with unreason 6 but we shallshalishail see that laing lets unreason
speak for itself even more clearly and convincingly than freud did
beginning with an existential condition ontological insecurity
and a typical response to it schizoid withdrawal and playactingplayacting
that cannot be completely foreign and may be all too familiar
to his readers laing leads them into the chaotic anguished world
of the schizophrenic he exposes them to a view of this world al-
lows them to feel its texture glimpse its meaning he lets them
grasp the unfamiliar in terms of the familiar and thereby sense the

laing divided self p 147
foucault madness and civilization p 162
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links between ordinary sane experience and madness this in
spite of the fact that as laing is careful to point out the heart of the
schizophrenic s experience must remain inexplicable to the normal
person 7 the divided self thus becomes a mirror in which many
readers can hardly avoid seeing themselves the mingled feelings
of illumination and uneasiness we are left with after reading
laing s book attest to the effectiveness of his language categories
and overall approach

laing succeeds in reestablishing existential as well as conceptual
ties with the madman in the introductory pages of the divided
self laing insists that psychotherapy must be genuinely compas-
sionatesionate he argues that to view schizophrenics either as configu-
rations of biological it processes or as automata made up of
functional parts is fundamentally mistaken seeing people as animals
or things instead of persons is a reifyingreifying approach to psychotherapy
which reflects the same contradictory inhumane conditions the
lack of acceptance from which the schizophrenic is trying to escape
at best such an approach may prevent the psychiatrist from under-
standing or helping his patients at worst it may intensify the
patients fears and frustrations psychiatry then becomes selfseifseij con
tradictory and seifselfseij defeating in a very full and destructive sense
finally this kind of psychiatry reveals itself for what it is namely
a means of self protection in the face of perceptionsperceptions and behavior
the analyst is afraid to admit as human and therefore potentially
his own freud for laing the greatest psychopathologist used
theoretical structures in this self protective manner freud was
a hero who descended to the underworld and there en-
countered stark terrors but he carried with him his theory as a
medusa s head which turned these terrors to stone laing wants
to understand the schizophrenic s universe without using a theory
that is in some measure an instrument of defense according to
laing the therapist must learn to see hispatientshis patients as agents instead
of objects ie in terms of their own unique perspective on
reality their fears hopes desires abilities and limitations he
must try to enter into the world of the schizophrenic and see that
world in its unity and richness therapy for laing is a manifestation
of love rather than a bludgeon or a set of barriers a form
of empathy in the presence of which the schizophrenic because
he is to a significant degree understood ceases to be merely a
schizophrenic and becomes a special person often the task of the

laing divided self p 179
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therapist is simply to grytotrytotry to make contact with the original self
of the individual and nurse it back to life 8 thus laing s primary
goal as a psychoanalyst is to insure that the voyage of dis-
covery into self will be a healing process through which the
person may be guided and during which he is guarded 9 in actual
practice laing s methods have led to a relatively small but signifi-
cant number of what he calls microrevolutionsmicro revolutions deep structure
personality changes in mental hospitals in individual therapy and
in communal experiments like kingsley hall near london 010o

on the levels of description and analysis then as well as on
the level of therapy laing has tried to be consistent with what
might be termed a first person as opposed to a third pepersonrson or
reifyingreifying view of schizophrenia a view that focuses ontheantheon the schizo-
phrenic s own experience of himself and the world and attempts
to understand him in terms of his fears hopes desires abilities
and limitations rather than by means of elaborate theoretical
models one result of this first person approach is a conceptual
framework laing refuses to call the ideas elaborated in the divid-
ed self a theory that has greater explanatory power in some re-
spects than freud s model the case study examples in the divided
self show laing able to come to grips with most if not all classes of
psychic phenomena that freud successfully explained with neu-
rotic anxiety dreams parapraxesparapraxisparapraxes and phobiasphabiasphobias for example as
well as with acute psychosis on the other hand for freud and
for contemporary freudiansFreudians as well narcissism always remained
problematical and not fully worked into his theory 11 toward the
end of his life freud noted that one limitation iononyon the success of his
methods was the form of the illness he added that narcissism
was unsuitable to a greater or lesser extent and did not readily
lend itself to effective treatment by psychoanalysis 12 laing how

bidibid ppap 15859158 59 25 cf this passage from the divided self the personali-
ties of doctor and psychotic no less than the personalities of expositor of a text
and inslitslits author do not stand opposed to each other as two external facts that do
not meet and cannot be compared like the expositor the therapist must have thediedle
plasticity to transpose himself into another strange and even alien view of the world
in this act he draws on his own psychotic possibilities without forgoing his sanity
only thus can he arrive at an understanding of the patients existential position
by understanding I1 do not mean a purely intellectual process for understanding
one might say love what is necessary though not enough is a capacity to know
how the patient is experiencing himself and the world including oneself p 34

quoted in gordon who Is mad p 56
ibid ppap 626662 66 see especially the case of mary barnes on ppap 626462 64
charles brenner an elementary textbook of psychoanalysis garden city new

york anchor pressdoubledayPress Doubleday 1974 ppap 989998 99
sigmund freud new introductory lectures on psychoanalysis trans james

strachey new york W W norton 1951931913 p 155
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ever argues that excessive self consciousness grows out of the onto-
logically insecure person s paradoxical need both to assure himself
that he exists by seeing himself in the consciousness of another
person and to be aware of himself as always exposed to danger just
by virtue of his being looked at by others narcissism is often in
laing s conceptual scheme a tactic adopted by the schizoid individ-
ual to save himself from annihilation 13 it is interesting that freud
who tended to analyze patients from afar and from the point of
view of symptoms libido flow and mechanistic analogies was un-
able to give a satisfactory account of this experience of self
absorption that can be shown to be comprehensible in terms of
laing s first person perspective on madness

A further result of his first person approach is what it reveals
about the ideological function of conventional psychoanalysis 1 I
am using ideology here in the sense given the concept by marx
and engels in the german ideology where they define it as a
rationalization or series of rationalizations which represent the
dominant interests in society as the common interests according to
marx and engels the prevailing class will give its ideas the form
of universality and represent them as the only rational universally
valid ones 14 in particular ideas or lifestyleslife styles that threaten estab-
lished society by exposing its weaknesses are not recognized as either
rational or meaningful by dominant groups for laing most con-
temporary psychiatry fills an ideological role it isolates individuals
who cannot adjust to the existing social order in mental hospitals
where conditions are often intolerable and reintegrates mental pa-
tients into society by imposing on them accepted social values
psychiatry says laing could be and some psychiatrists are on

the side of transcendence of genuine freedom and of true human
growth but he continues

psychiatry can so easily be a technique of brainwashing of induc-
ing behavior that is adjusted by preferably noninjuriousnon injurious
torture I1 would wish to emphasize that our normal

adjusted state is too often the abdication of ecstasy the betrayal
of our true potentialities that many of us are only too successful
in acquiring a false self system to adapt to false realities 15

laing divided self ppap 10812108 12 although laing denies that schizoid self
scrutiny is narcissistic autoeroticism is a prominent feature of self scrutiny in the
clinical examples he discusses see especially the cases of mrs R david and peter
in divided self ppap ill111ililillii 57 727372 73 123

karl marx and frederick engels from the german ideology in writings of the
young marx on philosophy and society ed and trans loyd D easton and kurt H
guddat new york anchor books 1967 p 439

laing divided self p 12
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what he is saying here is that psychiatry by denying the truth of
the schizophrenic s inner experience and requiring outward com-
pliance with existing conditions merely reinforces or reinstitutes the
original schizoid split psychiatric rehabilitation is a means of
orienting people to and maintaining the status quo in a nightmarish
manner this is a judgment in which edmund leach for one
concurs

we claim of course that our mental hospitals and our approved
schools are intended to cure the sick and delinquent but cure
in this context simply means compelling the unorthodox to conform
to conventional notions of normality cure is the imposition of
discipline by force it is the maintenance of the values of the
existing order against threats which arise from its own internal
contradictions 16

understood this way the wisdom of psychiatry turns into a
form of unwisdom indeed laing s thought leads to a reversal of
old values in which mad implies something more sane and real
than normal more sane because the schizoid experience is at
least initially true to human needs and hopes in its instinctive with-
drawal from what is perceived as a hostile outer reality and more
real because madness grants special value to a private inner world
too often either neglected in psychiatric treatment andor forced
into artificial compliance with exterior requirements

here I1 would like to offer a criticism of this aspect of laing s

argument for laing as for foucault conventional psychiatry is an
ideological means of categorizing certain individuals and experiences
as sick insane or unreal and thereby rejectingtheinrejecting themthein without
having understood them but laing s thought to the degree that it
lacks conceptual tools for adequately analyzing contemporary society
is like the ideology he opposes in at least one important sense in
the divided self and the politics of experience he is willing to
say that in many respects modern society isis itself sick mad and
grotesquely untrue to human needs we are born into a world
where alienation awaits us we are potentially men but are in an
alienated state and this state is not simply a natural system aliena-
tion as our present destiny is achieved only by outrageous violence
perpetuated by human beings on human beings 17 yet although he
tries in other books to document the sources of schizophrenia in the

edmund leach A runaway world new york oxford university press
1968 ppap 353635 36

R D laing the politics of experience new york ballantine books 1967
p 13
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family and in interpersonal relations sanity madness and the
family self and others and knots his interpretive framework is
sociologically weak it is not up to a theoretically satisfying or con-
ceptually interesting critique of social institutions and their relation-
ship to madness what he does seem to be able to say in this area
isis that there are schizophrenogenic families and interpersonal
situations in which confused conflicting and hostile expectations
threaten some persons drastically and ultimately bring about radical
dissociations of self 18 but beyond this laing gives us no idea of
what might be the exact nature and source of social pathology in
today s world or of structural changes that could be made to over-
come modern man s alienation instead we are left with variations
on a theme the accusation that society has somehow gone mad

intellectual HISTORY

but we have seen that laing succeeds brilliantly in other dimen-
sions of his project I1 would like to conclude by briefly discussing
some implications of his work for intellectual history and literary
analysis what then are some of the uses of the divided self in
the study of other thinkers many of laing s ideas are similar to
those of major thinkers who are at times less immediately clear than
laing he thus provides us with tools for understanding their
thought jeanpauljean paul sartre s conceptual universe in being and
nothingness for example is far more abstract his argument more
dense than laing s but sartre like laing describes a world of
alienation in which the consciousness of the other is experienced as
a paralyzing death ray a world in which there is a dichotomy be-
tween an external viscous reality for sartre the en soi and an
inward realm of negative freedom and transcendence the pour soi
in myiny experience with being and nothingness sartre s universe was
more comprehensible after I1 had read the divided self than
before 19

laing divided self p 190
As the following passage from between existentialism and marxism illustrates

stresartre seems aware of the affinity between his philosophy and laings psychiatry
psychoanalysis can explain the motivation of someone who acts out his drama but

the acting itself which interiorises surpasses and preserves the morbid motivations
within the unity of a tactic the act which gives a meaning to the meaning conferred
on us hitherto psychopsychoanalysisanalysts have not bothered to take account of this why not
because it would mean reintroducing the notion of the subject but in england and
italy a new generation of psychiatrists are seeking to establish a bond of reciprocity
between themselves and those they are treating without abandoning anything of the
immense gains of psychoanalytic knowledge they respect above all in each patient
their mislaidmillaid freedom to act as subjects and as agents appp 20405204 05
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another thinker whose ideas laing can help clarify is emile
durkheimwurkheimDurkheim durkheimwurkheimDurkheim is convincing in his treatment of the structural
causes of pathology in modern society as we might expect he is
more sketchy in his discussion of the psychological manifestations
of social breakdown we have seen that laing s strength is his
ability to map the abnormal personality in depth but durkheimwurkheimDurkheim
devotes several pages of suicide to his model of the psychology of
egoistic suicide what is interesting is that this model is strikingly
similar to laing s description of the schizoid split between inner
and outer experience as the following passage from suicide shows

in revulsion from its surroundings consciousness becomes self
preoccupied and undertakes as its main task self observation

if it consciousness individualizes beyond a certain point if it
separates itself too radically from other beings men or things it
finds itself unable to communicate with the very essence of its
normal nourishment and no longer has anything to which it can
apply itself its only remaining object of thought is its inner
nothingness and the resulting melancholy 20

here the divided self can help us grasp certain of durkheimwurkheimDurkheim s
ideas that are important to his argument but which he does not
develop extensively

laing may also prove useful to intellectual historians in the same
way freud has for example the divided self might serve as the
basis for a psychobiographicalpsycho biographical study of a key thinker in this case
soren kierkegaard walter lowrie has shown that kierkegaard
was driven further and further into inwardness by the demands of
a severe protestant upbringing and by repeated rebuffs from other
people at one point lowrie argues that kierkegaard s various
pseudonyms might be the expression of a fragmented self that de-
veloped in response to overwhelming tensions and frustrations 21

but lowrie s analysis is incomplete at best it suggests questions that
might be profitably answered from laing s point of view what
for example were the dynamics of kierkegaard s attempt at inner
transcendence in what ways did his inwardness develop in response
to perceived threats from without could schizophrenogenic
childhood experience be found partially to explain this process
what as precisely as possible was the relationship between
kierkegaard s inward retreat and his broken love affair with

emile durkheimwurkheimDurkheim suicide trans john A spaulding and george simpson new
york the free press 1951 p 279

walter lowrie kierkegaard 2 vols new york harper and brothers 1962
1286901286 90 212 218 192719 27
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regina or the attack on him in the comic newspaper corsair to
what extent was his thought an attempt to regain a lost immediacy
kierkegaard rejected the danish church for example because he
believed it to be the institutionalized essence of falseness and ex-
ternalityternality in what sense were crises in his life expressions of a need
to escape an inner nothingness the primary reason why laing
seems so well suited for use in a psychobiographicalpsychobiographical study focusing
on these and similar questions is that his main categories ontologi-
cal insecurity inwardness the repudiation of a false external reality
and despair closely resemble many of the major themes of kierkebierke
gaardsguards own life and thought

LITERARY CRITICISM

but the area in which I1 find laing most suggestive is literary
criticism on the one hand I1 find that he helps me articulate my
intuitions about the modern literature I1 read in terms of a unified
adequately nuanced conceptual scheme on the other hand he
sharpens my awareness of key aspects of character and situation I1
might otherwise have neglected or overlooked one instance of
a work to which a laingianLaingian analysis could profitably be applied is
sartre s short story the wall a more obvious and difficult
example is fyodor dostoevsky s notes from underground

in the first faced with what karl jaspers has called a grenz
situation here execution by a firing squad the three main char-
acters react to the threat of death by attempting to lose themselves
in an inner transcendence tbeybecomethey become abstracted hyperconscious
preoccupied with watching from a distance they watch themselves
each other and the stupid belgian doctor who comes to observe them
in the hours justbeforejust before they are to be executed in the words of the
first person narrator pablo ibbietaIbbieta the condemned men become
three bloodless shadows drained of life and substance disori-

ented and alienated from everything outside themselves from this
inner perspective their own bodies seem strange unreal to them
tom put out his hand and touched the wood bench cautiously

as if he were afraid of something then drew back his handband quickly
and shuddered I1 too found that objects had a funny look
my body I1 saw with its eyes I1 heard with its ears but it was no
longer me 22

in the second dostoevsky s underground man is more patho

jeanpauljean paul sartre the wall in existentialism from dostoevsky to sartre ed
walter kaufmann cleveland the world publishing company 1956 p 235
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logically unable to establish any meaningful relationship with him-
self or other people his experience is splitbetweensplitspilt between his daydreams
in which he is a hero on a white horse wearing a laurel
wreath and his slavish efforts to conform outwardly to social con-
ventionsventions 1 I merged fervently with the common pattern and with
all my heart I1 feared any eccentricity in myself what he presents
to the world is not his true self but a series of deliberate disguises
As his hypocritical rejection of the prostitute lisa reveals his inner
isolation is tragic and final his melodramatic cliche ridden attempt
to shame her into respectability love why dont you see that
it s everything it s a jewel a maiden s treasure that s what love is
turns into a vicious repudiation of this posture of concern I1
want you to know that I1 was laughing at you and im laughing
at you now according to the underground man this incident
shows how I1 ruined my life because of moral decay in a corner
lack of proper surroundings estrangement from living things and
self centered nastiness in the underground like many of the
people described in the divided self he isis completely and finally
unable to realizereal ize himself to trust others enough to come out and
create a consistent honest identity 1I not only did not manage to
become nasty but I1 did not manage to becometobecome anything at all not
nasty not nice not crooked not honest not a hero not an insect 23

in conclusion I1 have argued that the key to laing s contribution
is his consistent first person approach to the problem of schizo-
phreniaphrenia insisting that schizophrenics be accepted as persons to be
listened to and understood instead of seen as objects to be manipu-
lated laing has illuminated the subterranean depths of madness in
ways that have resulted in concrete gains for psychiatry as well as
other disciplines he himself has likened this confrontation with
madness to an unarmed descent into an underworld filled with
terrors that must be faced to be comprehended seen in this light
the divided self is more than a contribution to thought it is some-
thing of an heroic achievement as well

fyodor dostoevsky notes from underground trans serge shishkoff and ed
robert G durgy new york thomas Y crowell co 1969 ppap 5 124 116 42
54 for laingslaines incisive analysis of the psychology of dream fantasy imagination and
memory in dostoevsky s crime and punishment see R D laing self and others
new york pantheon books 1969190 ppap 465246 52 14553145 53
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the old philosopher

linda sillitoe

it is worth the coincolncoincoln in pain to wrench my head
confronting the repeated noise of bird
that interrupts internal tedium
there upon that slanting post a red
smudge between dark wings a robins word
to anyone here I1 am I1 am

is the second thing I1 like the first is this
my cell is three doors past the delivery room
and every child drenched inin sudden air
who finds his toes unraveled from his hair
hands flapping no boundaries the womb
well lost wails his knowledge I1 exist

my numbed and stricken wife for my pleading
blinked one eye to affirm identity
truetrite as one indian intricately beading
a bricklayer slapping strophe after strophe
like a typewriter bleed blow breath
build brick whack blood death

these thoughts unlatch the joiningsjohningsjoinings of the walls
which float away the sounds of bird and squallingequallingsqual ling
infant keen the idiom of skies
not of stars but of unseen thinkers differing
as star from star one like a comet falls
in wingless flight a newborn human cries

my voice is mine my hands grope loosening airair
within my brain a heart within an ear
which hears another voice know that I1
am alpha and omega lord of sky
and earth beginning and end exalt and damn

the robin spoke the word ego I1 am

linda sillitoe Is a graduate of the university of utah and a widely published poet
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the mormon village genesis and
antecedents of the city of zion plan

richard H jackson

As settlement in the united states progressed beyond the ap-
palachianspalachians establishment of cities became the focus of intense specu-
lative activity from the 1790s until the land had been settled there
was a city mania among americans contemporary observers not-
ing that nearly every person in the ohio mississippi valley had in
his pocket a grandiose plan for a city that he wanted to sell in
whole or part 1 the claims for these newly established proposed
or imagined cities were eloquent 2 all maintained the advantages
of city life with its opportunities for education and social inter-
action some of these cities cincinnati st louis louisville pitts

A paper read at the symposium on the mormon role in the settlement of the west
november 131413 14 1975
richard H jackson is associate professor of geography at brigham young university

richard C wade the urban frontier chicago university of chicago press
1964 p 32

claims by city promoters in newspapers led to a certain degree of cynicism con-
cerning them as early as the 1820s as may be seen in the following advertisement for
the city of skunksburghSkunks burgh published in a cincinnati paper in the fall of 1819 this
charming place better known as log hall heretofore the residence of fiddler billy
is situated in wilks county not far from the junction of picketts main spring branch
and a western fork called the slough which runs in the rainy season and washes
the confines of farnsworthsFarn sworths lower hog pens this noble stream by the use of proper
and sufficient means may be made navigable to the sea it abounds in delicate
minnows a variety of terrapins and frogs which in size voice and movement
are inferior to none A noble bluff of 18 inches commands the harbor and
affords a most advantageous situation for defensive military works this bluff slopes
off into nearly a level diversified only by the gentle undulations of surface as will
give a sufficient elevation for the principal public edifices commodious and pic-
turesqueturesque positions will be therefore reserved for the exchange and city hall a church
one gymnastic and polytechnic foundation one olympic and two dramatic theatrestheartrestheatres
an equestrian circus an observatory two marine and two foundling hospitals and in
the most commercial part of the city will be a reservation for seventeen banks to each
of which may be attached a lunatic hospital the future advantages of this
situation is now impossible to calculate but already it is the emporium of all the
water mellons ground pease and suck collars and all the brooms chickens and
baskets thathat are bought and sold among the before mentioned places in the course of
commerce to mercantile men however a mere statement of its geographical position
is deemed sufficient without comment it stands on about the middle ground between
baltimore and orleans charleston and nickajakNickajak savannah and coweta knoxville
and st marymaryss salisbury and cusseta and between little heil on the Al tamaha and
telficodelfico block house A line of velocipede stages will be immediately established
from skunksburghSkunksburgh straight through the 0 ke fin o cau swamp to the southernmost
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burgh prospered others such as the town of america new
lisbon port lawrence and palermo were not so fortunate

the cities and towns which were founded during this period
were remarkably similar with the exception of circlevilleCircleville ohio
most town plats consisted of a regular grid pattern with straight
streets crossing at right anglesangles3angiesanglese the pattern of america s cityscape
was not random for although the initial settlements of new
england had an irregular pattern the vast majority of all cities of
the united states were laid out according to a definite plan early
examples of planned cities include philadelphia pennsylvania

1683 savannah georgia 1733 and washington D C
1791 these and nearly all others were based on a rectangular

grid pattern normally modeled after that of philadelphia 4

out of this milieu joseph smith proposed the city of zion
plan the basis for the city of zion plan is unclear sent to the
brethren in missouri on 25 june 1833 it is nowhere given the status
of a revelation though it is possible that it was in part inspired by
descriptions of the new jerusalem in revelations 21 or ezekiel
48 in general however the grid pattern layout and the reasons
given for establishing the city in its prescribed form vary but little
from those used elsewhere in the transappalachiantrans appalachian region

general instructions relative to the city plan were included in
marginal notes

explanation this plot contains one mile square all the squares in
the plot containescontainedcontaines ten acres each being 40 rods square you will
observe that the lots are laid off alternate in the squares inin one
square running from the south and north to the line through the
middle of the square and the next the lots runs from the east and
west to the middle line each lot is 4 perches in front and 20 back

point of the florida peninsula and as soon as a canal shall be cut through the rocky
mountains there will be direct communication with the columbia river and thence to
the pacific ocean then opens a theatre of trade bounded only by the universe

andrew aircastleAircastle
theory mvisionmoisionMVision
M L moonlight jr & co

proprietors
liberty hall cincinnati I11 october 1811819 as cited in wade the urban frontier

ppap 3233.32335253525532 33
porforor a comprehensive discussion of town plots in the united states see john W

reps the making of urban america A history of city planning in the united states
princeton princeton university press 1965

william 1I goodman ed principles and practices of urban planning washi-
ngton D C international city managers association 1968 p 9 notes that
philadelphia was widely copied as towns sprang up inin the united states wade the
urban frontier and reps the making of urban america contain numerous examples
of the influence of philadelphia on urban form in the united states
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making 14 an error it makes 12112 of an acre in each lot so that
no one street will be built on inturly through the street but one
square the houses stand on one street and on the next on another
except the middle range of squares which runs north and south
in which range are the painted squares the lots are laid off in
these squares north and south all of them because these squares
are 40 perches by 60 perches being twenty perches longer than the
others the long way of them being east and west and by runing
all the lots in these squares north and south it makes all the lots
in the city of one size the painted squares in the middle are for
publick buildings the one without any figures is for store houses
for the bishop and to be devoted to his use figure one is for
temples for the use of the presidency the circlecirclescircies inside of this
square are the places for the temples you will see it containescontainedcontaines
twelve figures figure 2 is for the temples for the lesser priest
hood5hooda it also is to contain 12 temples the whole plot isis supposed
to contain from 15 to 20 thousand people you will therefore see
that it will require 24 buildings to supply them with houses of
worship schools & none of these temples are to be smaller than
the one of which we send you the draft6drafta this temple is to be
built in square marked figure one and and to be built where the
circle is which has a cross on it on the north and south of the
lot where the line is drawn is to be laid off for barns stables etc
for the use of the city so that no barns or stables will be in the
city among the houses the ground to be occupied for these must
be laid off according to wisdom on the north and south are to
be laid off the farms for the agriculturists a sufficient quanty of
land to supply the whole plot and if it cannot be laid off without
going too great a distance from the city there must also be laid off
on the east and west when this square is thus laid off and supplied
lay off another in the same way and so fill up the world in these
last days and let every man live in the city for this is the city
of zion

all the streets are of one width being eight perches wide also
the space round the outer edge of the painted squares is to be eight
perches rods between the temple and the street on every side

the scale of the plot is 40 perches to the inch
no one lot in this city is to contain more than one house &

that is to be built 25 feet back from the street leaving a small
yard in front to be planted in a grove according to the taste of the
builder the rest of the lot for gardens & all the houses to be of
brick & stone 7

the two squares with numbers in them are labeled one and two
these temples were apparently meant to be multipurpose buildings used for

worship education and other public functions
joseph smith jr history of the church of jesus christ of latter day saints

ed B H roberts 7 vols salt lake city deseret news press 190219321902 1932 1357591357 59
hereafter cited as HC and B H roberts A comprehensive history of the church

of jesus christ of latter day saints provo utah brigham young university press
1957 1311121311 12 neither of these transcriptions coincides exactly with the wording
found on the margins of the plat although that in HC differs in only a few words
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figure I11 the city of zion plat
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the important features of the proposed city are its uniform
grid system location of houses on alternate sides of the blocks
uniform setback and construction material for houses separate
district for public buildings from which residences were barred
and location of farmlands and animals outside the residential section
this plan was utopian in nature apparently not completely thought
out and never fully implemented the city s proposed population
for instance suggests a lack of careful planning according to the
marginal notes the city would contain 15000 or 20000 people
simple calculation reveals that there are 42 blocks each containing
20 lots set aside for residential use and 4 larger blocks each con-
taining 32 lots this means that 16 people would have to reside
on each lot if the population were 15000 and 21 people would
have to live on each lot if there were 20000 moreover this density
was to be achieved with but one house on a lot 8

it is interesting to compare the proposed city of zion with
other cities of the united states at that time it differed in all re-
spects from the new england village with its irregular blocks and
narrow streets but is remarkably similar to philadelphia and other
cities of the ohio valley established inthein the early 1800s philadelphia
like the city of zion consists of a regular gridiron street pattern
with open land for public buildings uniform spacing and setback
for all buildings a central square of ten acres and major streets
of 100 foot width 9

wide streets have been emphasized as being a unique aspect
of the city of zion plat but many other communities established
in the 181018301810 1830 period have street widths as wide or even
wider for example waverly ohio 1831 had a main street
215 feet wide sandusky ohio 1830 had streets 125 feet wide
fremont ohio 1816 had main streets 132 feet wide and
bellevue clyde and woodville ohio all had streets 120 feet
wide 10 numerous other examples could be given but the signifi-
cant point is that communities in the area where joseph smith
lived and visited had street widths comparable to those of the city
of zion plat street widths do become an important distinguisher of

and phrases the original plat from which my transcription was made is located in
the church archives historical department of the church of jesus christ of latter
day saints salt lake city utah

HC11hc 1358591358 59 the only other explanation for the apparent miscalculation in
population is that the prophet was thinking of polygamous families at this early date
average family size of the time never approached this figure

goodman urban planning p 9
information obtained through personal correspondence with records offices of

the respective communities
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the mormon village in the great basin settlements however as
will be discussed later

the requirement for locating barns outside of town in the city
of zion plat reflects life in other communities of the time in which
the problem of livestock odor and waste disposal was one of the
central concerns of all communities 11 the concept of small farms
outside the town was found in most communities inin new england
and in the transappalachiantrans appalachian settlements when cincinnati was
established in 1789 lands around the town were divided into four-
acre farms while at lexington kentucky 1781 they were divided
into five and ten acre plots 12 the only factor which was unique
to the city of zion plat of joseph smith was the uniform width
of the streets other communities established during the era had
wide main streets but the side streets rarely exceeded 99 feet in
width the significant point which emerges when the city of zion
plat is compared with contemporary american towns is the simi-
larity of the city of zion to the other towns

none of the later mormon settlements founded under the
prophet s direction followed the city of zion plan exactly although
kirtland ohio surveyed shortly after the plat for the city of zion
was developed followed it most closely the blocks of kirtland
were square with 20 lots per block alternate blocks having their
lots oriented differently see figure 2 kirtland does not have
a center tier of larger blocks as did the proposed city of zion but
resembles it otherwise

the later communities developed under joseph smith s leader-
ship departed radically from his proposed city of zion but have
characteristics which do fall within the range found in communities
in the transappalachiantrans appalachian west the mormonscormons laid out a city at
far west missouri in 1836 which was dissimilar inin many respects
to the city of zion four large streets each 132 feet wide bordered
a central square and extended through the city the other streets in
far west were 8212 feet wide and the blocks were 396 feet square
and were divided into 4 equal size lots each lot being approximately
100 feet square the plan of far west is identical to other
cities of the midwest see figure 3 the layout of nauvoo 1840
also differed from the city of zion plat the streets were narrow
all being 50 feet wide and the blocks were diethedle same size and

wade the urban frontier p 21 for example notes the efforts of the citizens
of lexington kentucky to keep sheep and hogs off the streets

ibid ppap 20 24
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division as those at far west see figure 4 indeed the only re-
semblance to the original city of zion plat was the adherence to
the grid pattern common to most settlements at that time

the first city established under brigham young s direction was
at winter quarters at what is now a suburb of omaha this com-
munity was laid out with blocks 20 by 40 rods 330 by 660 feet
divided into lots 4 rods by 10 66 by 165 feet we have no record
of street width in winter quarters

ADVANTAGE OF NUCLEATED settlements
though later mormon settlements were unlike the city of

zion in physical details their morphology often grew out of the
same theological and philosophical concepts as inspired the city of
zion plan in a letter accompanying his plan joseph smith listed
the benefits of nucleated settlements

the farmer and his family therefore will enjoy all the advantages
of schools public lectures and other meetings his home will no
longer be isolated and his fanfamilybly denied the benefits of society
which has been and always will be the great educator of the
human race but they will enjoy the same privileges of society and
can surround their homes with the same intellectual life the same
social refinement as will be found in the home of the merchant

banker 1313L 3or or professional man

the advantages of village life described by the prophet are an
extension of the milieu of the new england village of the 1700s
and reflect an attitude common among occupants of the ohio
valley settlements in the early 1800s more than a decade prior
to smith s statement quoted above for example an observer noted
that among the residents of individual farms neither schools nor
churches can without difficulty be either built by the planters or
supported since persons who live on scattered plantations are
in a great measure cut off from that daily intercourse which softens
and polishes man the opposite of this was found in the villages
where all the people are neighbors social beings converse feel
sympathize mingle minds cherish sentiments and are subjects of
at least some degree of refinements 144

one of the themes of the new england milieu which was
particularly emphasized in the settlements west of the appalachians
was education for all people this ideal was common to all of the

in roberts comprehensive history 1312
timothy dwight travels inm new england and new york 4 vols new

haven conn timothy dwight 1821221821 22 1335381335 38
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eastern seaboard where prior to the american revolution an
abiding faith in the value of widespread education possessed all
townsmen 15 the lack of educational opportunities for rural dwel-
lers on the eastern seaboard in the 1700s led farmers to send their
children to boarding schools boston for example attracted board-
ing students from all over new england even to elementary
schools evening classes provided educational opportunities for
adults or apprentices who had to work in the day 16

the new england emphasis on education is similar to mormon
church leaders explanations of why it was necessary to bring the
saints together into communities since the glory of god is in-
telligencetelligence saints were continually urged to gather together into
cities so that they could be educated about religious and secular
matters as may be seen in the following 18581838 message to the saints
from the first presidency

in order that the object for which the saints are gathered to-
gether in the last days as spoken of by all the holy prophets since
the world began may be obtained it is essentially necessary that
they should all be gathered into the cities appointed for that pur-
pose as it will be much better for them all in order that they may
be in a situation to have the necessary instruction

the advantages of so doing are numerous while the disad-
vantages are few if any As intelligence is the great object of our
holy religion it is of all things important that we should place
ourselves in the best situation possible to obtain it and we wish
it to be deeply impressed on the minds of all that to obtain all the
knowledge which the circumstances of man will admit of is one
of the principle objects the saints have in gathering together
intelligence is the result of education and education can only be
obtained by living in compact society so compact that schools of
all kinds can be supported and that while we are supporting
schools we without any exception can be benefited thereby

it matters not how advanced many who embrace the gospel
be in life the true object of their calling is to increase their in-
telligencetelligence to give them knowledge and understanding in all things
which pertain to their happiness and peace both here and here-
after and it is therefore required that they place themselves
in a situation accordingly

one of the principal objects then of our coming together is to
obtain the advantages of education and in order to do this
compact society is absolutely necessary 17L 7

carl bridenbaugh cities in revolt urban life in america 174317457745774317431776174517767743777677761776 london
oxford university press 1955 p 172

ibid p 176
elders journal far west missouri august 1838 p 53
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the emphasis on advantages of city life given bytheby the mormon
leaders mirror the statements of political leaders philanthropists
and developers of the period 18

there can be little doubt that the desire to educate and refine
the members was the underlying motivation which led the leaders
to emphasize the need to live in a compact group this desire
coupled with the need for cooperative effort in establishing viable
settlements in the great basin led to the use of the village as the
settlement form in utah observersbaveobservers havebave long maintained that the
plan for all of these villages was an outgrowth of the city of zion
plan presented by joseph smith and that they were all alike but
careful analysis suggests otherwise 19 although most settlements
in utah were nucleated gridiron settlements for reasons of educa-
tion and socialization they deviated widely from the particulars of
the city of zion plat and differed a great deal from each other as
well

settlements IN THE GREAT BASIN

shortly after the mormonscormons arrival in the salt lake valley
plans for a city were proposed by brigham young the plan for

wade the urban frontier provides a useful overview of prevailing ideas as to
the advantages of city life as viewed in the early 1800s specific statements mirroring
mormon comments can be found in most books relating to urban development in
america and in newspapers and other accounts of the period

the widespread acceptance that the mormon settlements were all the same is
found in most works representative examples include lowry nelson the mormon
village A pattern and technique of land settlement salt lake city university of
utah press 1952 p 38 states that all the villages of utah were based on the plan
presented by joseph smith jan 0 M broek and john W webb A geography of
mankind new york mcgraw hill 1968 p 354 states that all mormon villages
are alike having square blocks with four lots per block leland H creer the
founding of an empire salt lake city bookcraft 1947 p 362 states that they
were all laid out following the pattern of salt lake city milton R hunter utah in
her western setting salt lake city deseret news press 1959 p 346 states that
all of the cities were built on the same plan with ten acre blocks in all reps making
of urban america p 48 says that while the villages may have varied slightly from
one another they are essentially uniform P A M taylor expectations westward

london oliver and boyd 1965 p ill111ililiilil maintains that all of the mormon com-
munitiesmunities were planned on the basis of the plan of joseph smith

nearly any book which mentions the mormon villages in utah states that they
were based on the city of zion plat As an example nelson the mormon village
p 38 states that the plan for the city of zion was the guide for all the villages of
utah and reps the making of urban america p 472 states that while not all of
them mormon villages adhered to the strict prescriptions of joseph smith they
were all planned in the spirit of his original conceptions others inform the reader
that all mormon communities were laid out exactly like salt lake city located in
millard county utah the town of fillmore was laid out in 1851 according to the
plat universally followed in building mormon communities the land was first
divided into blocks of ten acres each which in turn were subdividedsub divided into eight equal
lots R baily ed lt sylvester mowrysmowris report on his march in 1855 from salt
lake city to fort tejon arizona and the west kwinter7 7winterwinter 19653331965 535333555 italics added
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salt lake city resembled that of the city of zion in some respects
the blocks were each 10 acres in size as proposed by joseph smith
but instead of 20 12 acre lots there were 8 114lacreiacrel acre lots on each
block the streets were all 8 rods wide just as in the plot for the
city of zion in lieu of a center tier of large blocks as proposed
by the prophet brigham young had one superblocksuperblock of 40 acres
to be used for one not twelve temples 2021 president young also
added forty feet to the street width so that a sidewalk 20 feet wide
could be located on each side each house was to be set back 20
feet from the line and in the center of the lot according to
church leaders centering the houses would minimize the danger
to the city should fire break out at any one point the houses
on alternate blocks were built on only two sides of the block

upon every alternate block four houses were to be built on the east
and four on the west sides of the square but none on the north
and south sides but the blocks intervening were to have four
houses on the north and four on the south but none on the east
and west sides in this plan there will be no houses fronting each
other on the opposite sides of the streets while those on thesamethe same
side will be abouta out eight rods apart having gardens running back
twenty rods to the center of the block 21

this plan was apparently conceived as a way to provide an il-
lusion of the privacy found in isolated farmsteads by providing
each residence with physical and visual territory unimpeded by
other residences the plan was abandoned within a few decades
however as the influx of people led to subdivision of the larger
lots the erection of more than one house per lot and the con-
structionst of homes on all sides of the blocks another variation
from the city of zion plat of course was the location of barns and
sstablestables which were located on the same lots as the houses rather
than outside the city

perhaps the greatest departure from the city of zion plan was
in the size of the city it had been the prophet s plan to limit the
size of each city to one square mile in area and to a population of
15000 to 20000 it is unclear whether brigham young originally
planned to limit the city s size but the number of immigrants forced
rapid expansion of the surveyed city when originally surveyed in
1847 the city contained 135 blocks the following year an ad-

hethe 40 acre temple block was reduced to 10 acres when the city was surveyed in
the first weeks of august 1847

journal of wilford woodruff 28 july 1847 as cited in roberts comprehensive
history 3280
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ditionalditional 63 blocks were surveyed and in 1849 another 85 blocks
were added 22 thus salt lake city was not an embodiment of the
proposed city of zion which would have been limited in size and
surrounded by agricultural lands A brief look at data concerning
mormon villages indicates that there was no consistency in the
plan of other communities see table 1 the wide variety of city
plans indicates that the mormon settlers did not rely on the city
of zion plan in laying out their communities and indeed seemed
to have little concern for the morphology of their communities at
the time they were established

A typical experience is related by the settlers of cache valley
they report that in 1860 an emissary from president young arrived
and informed them it would be advisable to lay out a city plot
president maughn and jesse fox and several other bretherrenBretherren

came and layedbayed before us the necesitynecessitynecesity of having a city plot laid
off and jesse W fox hadbad been instructed by president young to
come up and lay of cities 23 the settlers accepted this decision
and the city was surveyed the results of this survey created ad-
ditionalditional labor for the settlers since they had to move their homes
to comply with the surveyed lots the servayorsServayors commenced to
lay off the city plot the most of the houses and yards hadbad to be
moved 24 As this passage points out the first settlers were not
concerned about formally laying out a community and only did so
at a later date at brigham youngs insistence

it is doubtful that the city of zion plat served as a specific
blueprint to lay out any mormon settlements it is apparent that
in the majority of cases the group settling a site laid out a city
whose features were determined in public meeting by the settlers
themselves in order to ensure fairness in the distribution of city
lots a public lottery was used this required dividing the city into
equal sized lots and a grid pattern provided the simplest method of
doing so 20 the need for uniform lot size coupled with the settlers
previous experience as residents of gridiron communities seems to
be the basis for the regular rectangular mormon survey

although there is great variation from village to village there
is sufficient similarity to have caused casual observers to presume
they were all laid out according to some master plan and although

roberts comprehensive history 3282
journal of henry ballard 11 march 1860 manuscript utah state historical

society salt lake city utah
2 ibid 12 march

journal of john D lee 2 february 1851 manuscript utah state historical
society lee gives an interesting account of how the lots were divided and distributed
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there seems not to have been a master plan still there are some
similarities which do set the mormon village apart as a unique
settlement form in the west observers have long characterized
the mormon village as having wide streets for example but until
now no serious study has been undertaken to confirm this ob-
servation

comparison OF MORMON AND NONMORMONNON MORMON

settlements IN THE WEST

to compare the morphology of mormon and non mormon
towns information was obtained on street widths main and side
and lot and block size see tables 2 3 and 4 for 313 non
mormon towns in arizona colorado montana new mexico
california oregon idaho and nevada and compared with that
for 94 mormon settlements in utah idaho and wyoming

street widths comparison of street widths reveals that there
is a general tendency for main streets of mormon towns to be
wider than those of non mormon towns in the west see table 2

only 25 percent of non mormon towns examined had main streets
90 feet or wider but 72 percent of mormon towns had them
nearly 20 percent of mormon towns had main streets of 130 feet
or greater but no non mormon towns had such wide streets
comparison of side street widths reveals that there is a much wider
range of side street widths in non mormon towns than in mormon
towns but a general tendency for wider side streets in mormon
towns sixty four percent of mormon towns had side streets 80

TABLE 2

comparison OF STREET WIDTHS IN MORMON AND NONMORMONNON MORMON
TOWNS IN THE WESTERN UNITED STATES

width
in side1 streets0 main streets

feet non mormon mormon non mormon mormon

under 40 5005 0 0 0
404940 49 8 0 2 0
505950 59 10 ogo170090 2 5 100loo1

606960 69 550105301053 3017030 16 13 070ono

707970 79 690 I11 11 1001

808980 89 16 yo 1717010 383 8 taot7o 1590139013 f

909990 99 2 51 2 5522 070ono

100109100 109 100loo1 0 23 0
110119110 119 0 0 1 0
120129120 129 0 0 1 1

130 and 0 0 0 199019
over
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feet or wider but only 19 percent of non mormon towns have
side streets as wide nearly 25 percent of non mormon towns but
only 2 percent of mormon towns have side streets narrower than
60 feet mormon towns generally have side streets of 66 or 99
feet and main streets of 99 feet and usually have side and main
streets of uniform width fewer than 20 percent of the mormon
towns had any variation in size between main and side streets but
80 percent of non mormon communities had side streets narrower
than main streets there is thus a general trend for mormon towns
to have wider main and side streets than non mormon towns

block size when block sizes of mormon and non mormon
towns are comparedthecompared the mormon towns are quite distinct see table
3 less than 6 percent of non mormon towns in the west have
blocks 4 acres or larger in size but all mormon communities have
such large blocks approximately I11 percent of non mormon towns
have 6 acre or larger blocks compared to 60 percent of mormon
towns the existence of such large blocks is more definitive in
recognizing a mormon town than wide streets since large blocks
are almost exclusively a characteristic of the mormon settlements

lot sizeshe large lots are also essentially unique to mormon
settlements see table 4 less than 4 percent of non mormon
towns sampled reported lots 14 acre or larger but all of the com-
munitiesmunities founded by mormonscormons hadbad lots exceeding this size more
distinctively 80 percent of mormon communities had lots of one
acre in size or larger but no non mormon settlement had lots
this large lot sizes in mormon towns were uniform throughout
the town with no provision for a commercial area in the non
mormon towns examined there was nearly always a commercial
section with extremely small lots and the balance of the town
plat included somewhat larger lots it should be noted that large
city lots were not used in the city of zion plat and represent a
distinctive development after the mormonscormons arrived in the west
the large lots provided the basis for subsistence economy in which
each household obtained its meat milk eggs vegetables andfruitand fruit
from its town lot

conclusion
the original mormon settlements emerge as a distinctive type

in the west but not one of uniformity based on the city of zion
master plan there was a great deal of variation in the morphology
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of mormon communities but in general terms the following
characteristics combined to create a readily identifiable settlement
type in the mormon culture region of the western united states

1 regular grid pattern oriented as close to north and south
as the settlers could manage with the crude instruments
in their possession

2 streets which are generally wider than those found in non
mormon towns

3 main streets and side streets which are usually of the same
width

4 lots which dwarf typical lots in non mormon towns

the combination of these factors made the original mormon
settlements distinctive in the west in rural areas of the mormon
cultural region these characteristics remain evident today creating
the recognizable mormon village the mormon village thus emerges
as unique in the west but certainly dissimilar to the city of zion
plan of joseph smith
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book reviews

ALLEN JAMES B and GLEN M LEONARD the story of the
latter day saints published in collaboration with the historical de-
partmentpartment of the church of jesus christ of latter day saints salt
lake city deseret book 1976 722 ppap 9959.95995

reviewed by S george ellsworthEIlsellsbilsworth professor of history utah state
university and editor of the western historical quarterly

the publication of this one volume survey history of the church
of jesus christ of latter day saints is an event of some moment
long awaited no doubt the book will be of influence in the long
line of mormon historiography the amount of work required for
such a coverage is enormous the task of synthesis is overwhelming
and there are more difficulties for the historian than any reader or
writer of monographic history can imagine

basically a narrative history the story of the latter day saints
attempts to cover essential themes from before 1830 to 1976 four
purposes for writing the book are listed by church historian
leonard J arrington to prepare a history that might serve the
same needs that joseph fielding smith s essentials in church
history had provided for so many years p vii to use the much
new material acquired by the church archives to record the im-
portant events that have taken place in recent years p vii and
to offer principally in narrative form a compact introductory
overview p ix there are also four outstanding themes inin mor-
mon history named which may also be special interpretations 1

the latter day saints were a religious people not motivated largely
by personal economic or political considerations 2 the church
was always influenced to some degree by the events of the world
around it 3 the churmchurch as a religious body expanded

to claim an international membership hence the how and why of
its worldwide expansion and 4 the dynamics of change exist
within the church hence an interest in the how and why of new
programs the operations of continuing revelation as well as the
things that have remained constant appp ix x the first and

second themes are surely present in the book the third is touched
upon only lightly the fourth shows up from time to time
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the authors bear primary responsibility for their interpreta-
tion appp vii viii and we presume for the body of the work as
well yet a special debt isis paid to readers and editor p xi
the authors acknowledge the valuable help of eleven other
persons under assignment of the church historian who assisted
us by providing research material and preliminary drafts in selected
areas p xi with such a group getting into the act it is a little
difficult to refer to the authors with precision

what sources were used notwithstanding the emphasis on
new material in the church archives as a raison d etre for

the book appp vii ix and a 62 page bibliography of the princi-
pal sources we consulted p ix there is no indication in the bib-
liographylioiioilography that the authors took advantage of any new material or
for that matter any old material in the church archives there is
no description of the archives or groups of material there nor is
there any indication of their having used blocks of materials even
the ready helps inin the form of the journal history or the in-
numerable manuscript histories of branches wards stakes missions
and special topics direct quotations of length in the text are foot-
noted and indicate a decent use of primary source materials but
if the bibliography adequately indicates the principal sources we
consulted then we must conclude that the book is based mainly
on secondary sources published books periodical articles theses
and dissertations few diaries and few church periodicals or official
publications this cannot be altogether true for they and their
helpers must have used archival materials

the book is divided into five parts and each part is introduced
by a short essay that usually gives sound generalizations and iden-
tifies significances the chapters cover an average of eight years
and each is divided into sections with headings some meaningless

brighter prospects four important years
I1 some much better

zion s camp the martyrdom
the historical narrative is standard for the period before 1847

while the period from 1847 to 1896 isis chronicled in a manner remi-
niscent of general histories of utah in the treatment of the twen-
tieth century significant new ground is broken a period for which
the historian has to gather his own straw dig his own clay and
make his own bricks

As to emphasis in the narrative of the 159 sections in the chap-
ters the scene of action for 77 percent of them is church headquar-
ters wherever that may have been and 62 percent of those 159 sec
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eionstions narrate the activities of church leaders hence the story of
the latter day saints is for the most part the story not of the lat
ter day saints and their activities but of church leaders at church
headquarters A tabulation of the subject matter of the sections in-
dicates that 64 percent deal with general church developments
and 36 percent deal with the following subjects church
doctrine theology teachings 17 pages 2.72727 percent missionary
activities mission history and the gathering 66 pages 10.3103 per-
cent the settlement of the mountain west 15 pages 2.42424 percent
economic matters 30 pages 4.74747 percent and political affairs

36 pages 5.65656 percent no space is devoted to biographical data
or character analysis and description of persons except in the case
of the prophet joseph smith and his family and the prophet s re-
ligious experiences prior to 1830

the physical makeup of the book is attractive and the type
readable some 144 photographs some old some new and
illustrations are interspersed many newer photographs could have
been chosen the printing of the illustrations is of uneven quality
ten maps are simply drawn helpful as reference though the deco-
ration tends to detract from the instructional value

the story is a contribution in many ways here is an essay
based upon the use of a large body of diverse monographic litera-
ture on mormon doctrine practice and history we are given an
extensive bibliography of much of that literature it has brought
us closer to the realityofreality of the mormon past as bits of folklore and
myth are dissolved and a truer picture is presented it has given
us for the first time in this perspective an account of general his-
torical activities in this century new information new views new
interpretations enrich the telling of the story it is a worthy apologia

the book was written by latterutter day saints for latter ddayay saints
and while it does well in educating the reader to a broader and
truer view of the latter day saint past yet the treatment has been
softened to accommodate delicate feelings many accounts fall
short of telling the whole truth and subjects controversial in some
minds are handled with tact and a certain gentleness softened
rather frequently with concluding expressions of confidence faith
and moral lessons to be drawn from the telling

the book is a decided advance in mormon historiography
showing the divine operative in human affairs while fearing
not the human element in religious history perhaps the authors
had to write with imagined faces looking over their shoulders
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there is too much fear among us that should a church leader be
found to be human that might suggest a lack of inspiration but
the truer history of the church can make the latter day saints
live more happily with their religion and their leaders of a score
of church friends of wide range of education who have talked
with me about the book all have voiced delight with the book and
its approaches

notwithstanding the decided passing grade given the book
it falls short of our higher expectations there is little by way of
description analysis or explanation there is a failure to show
causes sufficiently interrelationships of events impacts of major
world events on church affairs in detail there is seldom an
attempt to explain the hows and whysghys the event is named and
then commented upon there is no buildup from certain develop-
ments to a climax even to a speech or a declaration of importance
apparently each event reported just happened

there is always a problem of balance in a broad survey such
as this but a strict structural plan of the whole would have
saved all sorts of troubles drawing the plan might take as much
time as doing the research or the writing and it would have
needed to be revised from time to time to meet the problems
of creating the final essay while this book has a general plan

history determined that it is obvious that the details were not
planned against the available space how are we to account for
such a small portion of the book devoted to church doctrine and
teaching for instance mormon revelation is discussed most
fully in the paragraphs defending the manifesto as a revelation
does not the visitation of moses elias and elijah in the kirtland
temple deserve more than one sentence p 101 repeated on
pp166pigg166

the authors seem not to know quite what to do with religion
church institutions and practices treatments of these subjects
are tacked onto other discussions there is little or no disposition
toward theological exposition there is no delineation of the mor-
mon faith as a whole or as fundamental beliefs and practices
were enlarged from time to time as the restoration proceeded
there is little attempt at anything like a history of institutions
nor is there any particular attempt to get inside the religious
practice and life of the latter day saints at any period the wor-
ship church services and church activities

the growth of the church from an obscure religion to one
of worldwide magnitude is one of the themes of this volume
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p 3 but it is a minor theme in this book the coverage of
missions is inadequate often inaccurate and misleading besides
failure to know the areas of the world proselytized from the begin-
ning through the years missions aretreatedare treated from a salt lake city
point of view it would be a great step forward if historians could
realize that the church exists in other lands and its life and practice
and experiences in those lands deserve equal space with any other
phase of church history after all if church history does not deal
with people in church and in the practice of their religion what is

it all about the authors are stillthinkingstill thinking of the church in its utah
and america political economic and social development

the bibliography raises some questions As mentioned above
it very nearly misses altogether mentioning primary sources there
is frequent mention of books written by non mormonscormons and apos-
tates which makes us wonder to what extent they were really
consulted for example the works of inez smith davis T B H
stenhouse william A linn wallace turner M R werner cited
as norris R werner p 651 even forthcoming books are cited
one is a little disturbed to read the bibliography decry lack of
study of some subjects when titles on those subjects cometocome to mind
the bibliography appears to be an exercise in diplomacy include
everyone deserving or not used or not believed or not trusted
or not

while the book shows the consistent hand of the copy editor
the text is ffaulted by too many editorial errors we believe it is
baptism for the dead not baptism of the dead p 99 it is san
luis rey not san louis rey p 232 it is william mcgrorty
not mcgorty p 342 appointees would have been better than
appointments p 356 it is struble not strubble p 413 it
should have been liberal not literal p 443 and remy is correct
without an accent p 715

there is a problem of handling the written language there
is the bad habit of telling about an event rather than telling the
event this is subtle but it is there appp 515251 52 99 36670366 70 for
examples the essay lacks clear direct narrative style which
teaches by narrating the events themselves introductions to parts
and to chapters topic paragraphs too frequently tell the end at
the beginning rather than leading the reader into the essay appp
10304103 04 13738137 38 173 21720217 20 29596295 96 for examples instead of
creating suspense we are told too early how it all turned out
for the most part the language is colorless and pictureless the
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essay is devoid of those vibrant quotations that clearly characterize
the depth of the human experience the dramatic in mormon
history is often rendered neutral in short the story of the latter
day saints is a good first draft ready to be polished by authors
and editors

ARRINGTON LEONARD J FERAMORZ Y FOX and DEAN
L MAY building the city of god community and cooperation
among the cormonsmormonsMormons salt lake city deseret book 1976 xiii
497 ppap 7957.95795

reviewed by J R T hughes professor of economics at north-
western university

classic mormon economic practices might be seen as exotic
species by the non mormon historian the deed of consecration in
which the trustee in trust regranted land ownership rights for a
lifetime stewardship was a radical departure from the american fee
simple and also in apparent violation of the principles of qulaquiaquia
Empemptoresemfjtoresrorestoresrofes terrariumterrarumTerrarum the ancient english land law which ruled in
colonial america except in delaware maryland and pennsyl-
vania I1 and became the rule in federal america the mormonscormons ap-
peared to be recreating a feudal landownershipland ownership chain with tenure
given for services and the heirs barred from direct inheritance
alternately one might imagine in his deed the transformation of
zion s entire domain into glebelandglebeland or perhaps an entire region
of the USA turned into a use except that the trustee did not
agree to support the heirs of the original owner but then zion itself
seemed to be contrary to the spirit of the first amendment that
the states should not establish a religion it could of course be
argued that in the case of the mormonscormonsMormons a religion appeared to be
establishingestablishing a state

there were other peculiarities and social artifacts to move
from one mormon ward to another required a recommend sent
by the bishop this practice is similar to the seventeenth century
english laws of settlement when the early mormon villages
farmed with common fields and herd boys the outsider might have
thought he was seeing a european medieval village reincarnate
the community of sanpete finally divided its common meadow into
strips three rods wide and two miles long such a division they
argued more justly divided up the better and the poorer lands
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and the gentile historian might see in this a reaffirmation of what
most scholars consider to have been the classic justification of strip
farming in early medieval practice in the communal enterprises
of the united order were all the utopian socialist ideals of jack-
sonian america and beyond back to jan hus back to the fifteenth
century taborite uprising in bohemia where they had all things
in common and beyond that to the bible itself

these are of course but a few of the peculiar economic and
social practices associated with the mormon phenomenon that
might excite the interest of the outside observer however he might
well see the mormonscormons as a puzzling oddment within the overall
mosaic of nineteenth century american nation building but def-
initely out of the mainstream mormonscormons and mormonism were
bizarre worth a feature story in an eastern or english newspaper
a fit subject for a world traveller like sir richard burton or per-
hapshaps a native humorist like mark twain but to the mormonscormons
themselves their faith was the universe itself the peculiar eco-
nomic and social practices were expressions of a vital religion in
which there was no division between the faith and everyday life
it was a nineteenth century american religious experience that re-
called the seventeenth century settlers on the massachusetts shore
A hundred years after 1620 the puritan experience was mainly a
memory nearly a century and a half after 1830 the mormon ex-
perienceperience remains a vital and growing one for that reason alone
those early beliefs and practices fascinate the historical imagination
so one can but welcome the publication of building the city of god
community and cooperation among the cormonsmormonsMormons

this book is vintage stuff As professor arrington explains in
his preface the late feramorz fox had written a substantial manu-
script on these topics in the 1930s which was never published arr-

ington
ar-

rington s own work in several published articles and in his famous
book great basin kingdom had traversed much of this terrain the
fox manuscript now forms part of this new study and arrington
and dean L may are responsible for the rest all presented in a
single integrated account the book bears arrington s characteris-
tic stamp careful scholarship extensive reliance on primary infor-
mation sources illuminating quotations solid writing style bal-
anced judgment

even to an outside scholar with more than a passing interest
in mormon history the achievement of this book is stunning it is a
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model of microhistorymicrohistory and it is a story truly retrieved from the
edge of oblivion by the methods of modern historical scholarship
what we are given is a rich tapestry of economic and social experi-
ment from the kirtland days through the nineteenth century ex-
tended down to the modemmodern LDS social system it is a traditionatradition of
thinking sacrifice and achievement of which the mormon people
can be justly proud

it must be remembered that nineteenth century america was
a place of novelty and experiment the forms and structures of
economic life which now are taken for granted by americans did
not then exist for example general purpose corporate charters
labor unions a uniform national currency settled usages in bank-
ing and commerce regulated industries and antitrust law these
and many more institutions were inchoate and developing in the
age of classical mormonism from 1830 to 1887 ie from the
founding to the amended edmunds tucker act the mormon ex-
perimentsperiments however exotic they may seem today were part of the
american search for viable social institutions in the mormon com-
munitiesmuni ties the search embraced a problem of singular difficulty for
the saints tried to find a way to exploit nature labor and capital
in ways not repugnant to the axioms of a largely utopian religious
gospel modern israel even the socialist states of europe and asia
illustrate that such a task is nearly impossible even if the utopias
are secular dreams to remove exploitation of man by man to
produce justice equity and charity in the distribution of income
and wealth without destroying the incentive to produce these have
proved to be problems of almost infinite difficulty

one cannot say now that the mormon communitarian efforts
were in some sense doomed to failure in the original circum-
stances in which they were conceived substantial independence
and isolation from the developing mainstream american market
economy those circumstances vanished brigham young s mor-
mondom was no match for the growing economic power and in-
fluence of modern america yet in their efforts now given their
fullest public demonstration in building the city of god we can
see why the old fashioned mormonscormons created a sense of com-
munity upon which their religion survived and modern mormonscormons
could build sense of cohesion and community are lost by neglect
not by failure energetically pursued hence as our authors note
the memory and the moral force of these mormon experiments
remained strongest where the failures were most painfully evident
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even for mormon readers this book will be a revelation one
knew about ZCMI probably about ordervilledervilleOr perhaps of the
cooperative origins of brigham city buthowbuchowbutbui how many mormon schol-
ars ever heard of the efforts to form united orders in places like
paris idaho hyrum utah or in cave valley new mexico how
many know that the mormon cooperative movement was inspired
via returned missionaries directly from the english experiment at
rochdalerockdaleRochdale with a wealth of detail guided by their sure knowl-
edge of classical mormon principles and the impact of differing
personalities in church leadership even down to the level of in-
dividual wards these authors have restored the fabric of mor-
mon historical reality for mormon readers and for non mormon
readers provided a fascinating introduction to a rich and largely
unknown epoch in american social history

the last chapters are concerned with the modern mormon wel-
fare system here the authors deal briskly with modemmodern miscon-
ceptions for example that no mormonscormons were on public relief
during the 1930s or that the system has now removed mormonscormons
from the grasp of state and federal programs by one measure
of historiographical achievement this book is a rare success leo-
pold von ranke s statement that the historian s central purpose is
to discover how it really was one rarely experiences so vivid an
evocationofevocation of the historical past as building the city of god there
were not all that many mormonscormons in brigham young s zion yet
like the massachusetts puritans the mormon frontiersmen and
women seemed to be ingenious in the creation of social innovation
it is a story that should not be forgotten in this book a valuable
lesson is found that adversity has its positive uses failures of one
generation can inspire another

FRANCIS RELL G cyrus E dallin let justice be done provo

utah published for the springvilleSpringville museum of art springvilleSpringville
utah in cooperation with the utah american revolution bicenten-
nial commission 1976 262 ppap 15951395159515.95139513.95

reviewed by robert S olpin associate professor of art history and
chairman department of art university of utah

radical stylistic changes in late nineteenth and twentieth century
art and accompanying accommodations in taste have for many years
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resulted in frequently undeserved scorn for more traditionally in-
clined or academic works of art from the same period in the
case of sculpture of the type in fact such attitudes have caused a
virtual banishment of many fine and expressive pieces from public
view to basement or attic stostoragerage areas dependent upon their
weight one would suppose or even worse into oblivion indeed
it was not before the late 1960s and 1970s that an effective coun-
tering of this broadly based critical tendency began to make signifi-
cant progress today such art historians and museum curators as
wayne craven william H gerdts john dryfhout and now rell
G francis in his concise but somehow very full study of cryus
E dallin s life and works seek successfully to fill an informational
and critical gap that has existed since the early writings of lorado
taft and chandler post

mr francis states that the purpose of his study is to introduce
interpret and identify rather than evaluate and establish a factual
basis upon which historians and art critics may build p
xiv additionally the author hopes his book will help establish

dallin in the position he deserves as one of the foremost
american sculptors of the past century p xv exceeding his
first two objectives francis has written a book that is often very
moving in its collected insights regarding the sculptor s triumphs
tribulations and character

however it seems obvious from further reading in the volume
that what the writer feels to be dallin s deserved position may not
correspond totally to the actual place in american art that is due
him for instance a comparison made earlyonearly on by francis and
frederic remington p xiii seems to finally imply that the
cowboy loving remington short lived and reared in the east
was able to establish a lasting reputation while the indian loving
dallin long lived and born and raised in the west was not this
based somehow upon their cowboy and indian subject matter the
fact of the matter is of course that while dallin was most often
the designer of larger monumental forms possessing great dignity
and believability remington was both the painter and sculptor of
vivid and often remarkably convincing works expressive of com-
pelling action on a scale more easily related to by more people over
the years also as both francis and john C ewers who provided
the foreword to this volume point out p xiv people tend to be
aware of and even admire monuments quotations marks mine
without knowing the names of the artists who created them while
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tabletop sculpture and easel painting tend to be identified by

the artist
yet francis is correct in his belief that dallin should be better

known and understood than he is and this book if it is generally
read goes far to bring that about it is excellently organized into
two main parts and nine chapters with an epilogue and offers
clear statements and careful documentation concerning 1 dal-
lin s early struggles over his well known paul revere monument

2 the artist s indian subjects my own favorite chapter 3
mormon church themes perhaps thediedle weakest treatment in the

book 4 public figures 5 ideal subjects portraits
and other works 6 the pioneer mother controversy
questionable as a subject deserving of a separate section and

then regarding a second more purely biographical part chapters
concerning 7 the man dallin 8 his family and friends not
as rewarding a study as it could have been I1 think and 9 a
vindication in connection with his almost lifelong struggle called
dallin s obsession to get the revere set into place in boston

the epilogue then gets the reader quickly through dallin s

death memorial services burial and finally the most recent trib-
utes paid to the artist by the people of arlington heights massa-
chusettschusetts an elementary school was named after him there in
1957 and springvilleSpringville utah bicentennial activities in both
springvilleSpringville and arlington heights the former town s events in-
cluding not only publication of the francis book but a fine exhi-
bition of dallin s works the study also includes extensive and
informative notes and an appendices section contains list-
ings of a known works categorized located or unlocated
anddatedand dated b brief chronology c a partial list of gor-
ham statuettes d paintings thirty eight landscapes e
awards degrees and honors and f major exhibits

further a telling selected bibliography and a good workable in-
dex conclude the publication

profusely illustrated in black and white the francis book makes
use of a tremendous variety of well placed reproductions including
a multitude of old photographs of lost works the number of these
location unknown pieces creates a sad commentary indeed upon

the neglect that dallin s work has suffered to date
finally as a result of reading this engrossing and surprisingly

comprehensive study both the student of american sculpture and
the layman will I1 think discover that dallin was a more sensitive
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and profound and prolific artist a more expansive mind and
generally a much richer and more complex personality than most
of us had known him to be

SIMMONDS A J the gentile comes to cache valley A study
of the loganlogonloron apostasiesApost asies of 1874 and the establishment of non
mormon churches in cache valley 187319131873 1913 logan utah utah
state university press 1976 xiv 143 ppap 5005.00500

reviewed by thomas G alexander professor of history and
associate director of the charles redd center for western studies
at brigham young university

since the pioneering work of robert J dwyer historians in-
cluding helen papanikolas and T edgar lyon have taken an in-
terest in the non mormon population of the beehive state like
papanikolas simmonds has studied the development of a gentile
community within a single region of utah

simmonds book begins with a description of cache valley
in 18751873 and moves to a discussion of the creation of a gentile en-
clave within the mormon community unlike either carbon county
or salt lake city gentiles the cache county non mormonscormons were
largely apostates who had originally gathered as converts to zion
this insight is undoubtedly the significant aspect of simmonds
study one suspects that the gentile population of most cities and
towns in the mormon domain were more like those in cache
county than those in carbon and salt lake counties where the
gentile community consisted principally of outsiders with a sprink-
ling of apostates

simmonds assigns essentially four reasons for the apostasiesapostasies
which led to the establishment of the gentile community 1 the
establishment of the episcopal church in logan which became
possible following the relatively easy access provided by the utah
and northern railroad 2 the lynchinglunchinglynching of charles benson son
of the late apostle ezra taft benson 3 the development of the
cooperative movement and 4 the construction of the logan tabe-
rnacleer

the evidence of the effect of the cooperative movement and
the construction of the logan tabernacle seem to this reviewer
conclusive the missionary and school efforts of the episcopal and
other churches seem also to have had an effect most tenuous
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however is the connection between the benson lynchinglunchinglynching and the
apostasiesapostasies here the evidence is largely post hoc with no causal
connection shown

from a discussion of the causes the study proceeds to a con-
sideration of the effects and the eventual resolution of the conflicts
battles over land together with the establishment of protestant
mission schools in a number of cache valley communities are
studied most closely the study then deals with the success inin the
efforts to americanize cache valley followed by a consideration
of the reconcilationreconciliation of the mormon and gentile communities after
statehood the final two fifths of the book is biographical con-
sisting of sketches of some of the prominent gentiles

the book is marred by soniesomesonic minor factual errors such as the
assertion p 61 that john A rawlins was the republican and
frank J cannon the democratic candidate for congressional dele-
gate in 1892 but the major difficulty with the book seems to have
been in its conceptualization rhethe gentiles are studied only as they
relate to the mormonscormonsMormons there is little effort to consider the unique
aspects as papanikolas did with the greeks of carbon county
why for instance did some who converted from mormonism be-
come evangelical and some liturgical protestants simmonds seems
to be unaware of the differences between the two types of denomi-
nations what customs and activities developed within the gentile
community were there significant differences in the lives of those
living in various portions of the gentile community A study en-
titled the gentile comes to cache valley ought to have given
some consideration to these questions

nevertheless this book is a fine beginning the major insight
into the makeup of the gentile population is sufficient to warrant
scholarly and popular attention it is hoped that simmonds and
other scholars will attempt to answer the questions raised above
and above allthatallailali that studies will be made of other gentile communities
in mormon areas
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notes and comments

THE association FOR MORMON LETTERS

the association for mormon letters was organized on 4 october
1976 when a group of about ninety interested scholars writers and
observers met at the hotel utah to hear papers and discussion of
mormon literature to elect officers and to adopt a constitution
this last provides for an annual meeting and points the association
in the general direction of encouraging and recognizing good writ-
ing and informative scholarship as well as fostering a better appre-
ciation for what has already been written by and about mormonscormonsMormons
this year s meeting will be held 8 october 1977 in salt lake city
place and time to be announced later one session of the sym-

posium will be open to general mormon letters topics and the other
will deal with personal literature of the latter day saints letters
diaries and reminiscences anyone who would like to join the
association and be included on its mailing list should write to

the association for mormon letters
15461346 south 1800 east
salt lake city utah 84108

the membership fee is 4004.00400 per year

neal E lambert
first vice president
association for mormon letters

THE ARTICLES OF FAITH

much has been written of late relative totheto the origin history and
importance of the articles of faith 1 but one item which is worthy
of a note has been left untreated the changing of the wording of
the fourth article from how joseph smith had published it in 1842

of particular significance is an excellent treatise by edward J brandt entitled
the articles of faith origin and importance proceedings pearl of great price

symposium provo college of religious instruction 1975 ppap 697769 77 see also
james R oarkdarkclark our pearl of great price from mission pamphlet to standard
work ensign 6 august 197612171976121976 121712 17 and T edgar lyon doctrinal development
of the church during the nauvoo sojourn 183918461839 1846 BYU studies 15 summer
1975197543556197543519754554555645543556435 56
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the articles of faith were written as a simple attempt to sum-
marize for non mormonscormons the LDS position on contemporary religiousb
issues for sixty years 184219021842 1902 the wording of the fourth
article remained unchanged by those who printed it

the fourth article of faith with its original wording had served
as an explanation for the third article which stands unchanged
and which reads we believe that through the atonement of
christ all mankind may be saved by obedience to the laws and
ordinances of the gospel pearl of great price italics added

the fourth article enumerated what those ordinances were we
believe that these ordinances are first faith in the lord jesus christ
second repentance third baptism by immersion for the remission
of sins fourth laying on of hands for the gift of the holy ghost 2

thus the fourth article of faith categorized faith repentance bap-
tism and the laying on of hands for the gift of the holy ghost as
all being ordinances

on 29 november 1893 james E talmage who was then direct-
ing and teaching a special theological class in connection with the
LDS college in salt lake city 3 met with president wilford wood-
ruff george Q cannon joseph F smith and three of the quorum
of the twelve in the salt lake temple to discuss among other
things the changing of the wording of the fourth article

in his journal for 29 november 1893 talmage writes

I1 brought before the presidency asking for rulings the follow-
ing subjects 1 the changing of article 4 of the articles of faith
from the old form

4 we believe that these ordinances are first faith in
the lord jesus christ second repentance third
baptism by immersion for the remission of sins
fourth laying on of hands for the gift of the holy
ghost

so as to designate faith and repentance in some other way than
as ordinances which they are not the following form was adopted

and authorized to be taught

4 we believe that the first principles and ordinances
of the gospel are 1 faith in the lord jesus

the pearl of great price being a selection fromtjom the revelations translations
and narrations of joseph smith salt lake city latter day saint printing and pub-
lishing establishment 1878 p 63

james R talmage the talmage story life of james E talmage Edueducatorcalofcalorcarof
scientist apostle salt lake city bookcraft 1972 ppap 15557155 57 james E talmage
was not yet a member of the quorum of the twelve apostles
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christ 2 repentance 3 baptism by immersion
for the remission of sins 4 laying on of hands
for the gift of the holy ghost 4

the change was first published in the 1902 edition of the pearl
of great price and inasmuch as brother talmage had already been
assigned to divide the pearl of great price into chapters and verses
and to add cross references the body of scripture was presented in
its new form including the new wording of the fourth article for
a sustaining vote in april conference of 1902

whether or not faith and repentance are ordinances or principles
or both presents an interesting problem it may bethatberthatbe that they could
be considered both for instance joseph smith declared in the
history of the church that faith repentance baptism and the laying
on of hands were principles 5 but in the times and seasons he indi-
cated that all four of them were ordinances 6 the oxford english
dictionary attests an 1842 usage of the word ordinance under which
faith and repentance could appropriately be called ordinances 7 but
apparently by 18951893 such usage was ambiguous and the change was
authorized and made

lyndon W cook
college of religious instruction
brigham young university

james E talmage journal 1893 p 105 handwritten manuscript special coll-
ections harold B lee library brigham young university

joseph smith jr history of the church of jesus christ of latter day saints ed
B H roberts 7 vols salt lake city deseret book 1971 657

times and seasons 3 1 march 18427091842 709
oxford english dictionary sv ordinance def 5bab
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